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PREFACE
This thesis  d esc rib es  a s e r ie s  of experim ents which were
perform ed using the 12 MeV Tandem Van de G raaff and 1. 2 MeV
Cockcroft-W alton acce le ra to rs  in the D epartm ent of Nuclear Physics
at the A ustralian  National U niversity.
All of the work described  has been shared  with o thers . The 
13 13C (c^n) and C (a, a ) studies repo rted  in Chapter 1 w ere suggested 
by P ro fesso r J . R .  R isse r  and the in itia l experim ental work c a rr ie d  out 
by P ro fesso r R isse r , M r. G. K err and m yself. Subsequent to P ro fesso r 
R is s e r 's  dep artu re , additional experim ental work and the analysis w ere 
com pleted with M r. K e rr, the work being shared  approxim ately equally 
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12The C e la s tic  sca tte rin g  d iscussed  in Chapter 2 was in itiated
16by D r. T . R.  Ophel as an extension of previous studies of O perform ed 
in this Laboratory . The analysis  was perform ed under the supervision 
of Dr. Ophel by M r. K err and m yself and the experim ental work shared  
equally by the th ree  of u s .
The m easurem ents repo rted  in Chapter 3 using the ta rg e t modu­
lation technique w ere undertaken jointly by D r. Ophel and m yself. 
M odifications to the power supply, with the exception of the installation
of the sweep potentiom eter, which was c a rrie d  out by M r. G.R.  Graf
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CHAPTER 1
ENERGY LEVELS OF O17 FROM THE C13(a,a  )C13
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5— i -  0 ' --------------
AND C13(a ,n )0 16 REACTIONS
1.1 Introduction 
17The proxim ity of O to the region of double closed s h e lls , and the
consequent possib ility  of describ ing  th is  nucleus on the basis  of a sim ple single
16p artic le  model in which a single neutron is coupled to an in e rt O core  has
17provoked num erous experim ental and theore tical studies of the O level 
s tru c tu re .
The f ir s t  th ree  "norm al" parity  s ta tes  ("norm al" meaning the sam e 
as the ground state) 5 /2 , 1/2 and 3/2 each have large reduced widths and are  
well accounted for as pure single partic le  s ta te s , corresponding to a Id 5 /2 , 
a 2s 1/2 and a Id 3 /2  neu tron , plus an core  (ls^  lp ^ 3) (La 57, Fo 58).
However, the sim plicity  of the model is destroyed by the occurrence 
of negative parity  s ta tes  at quite low excitation. (The second excited sta te  at
7T • ”3.06 MeV has J  = ^ ). F u rth e rm o re , the sim ple single p a rtic le  model can-
17not explain the non-vanishing O quadrupole moment and the E2 decay of the 
f ir s t  excited sta te .
It is obvious, th e re fo re , that even in the region of double closed shells , 
the spherica l shell model is by no m eans adequate and that deform ations of 
the core (Ba 64), and m ore complex configurations (Qu 66, Br 65) play an
- 2 -
17
im portant ro le .
A ttem pts to explain the known levels of OT' with configurations form ed 
by prom oting additional nucleons from  the core to unfilled shells (Sa 62, Br 65 
Qu 66), have not, how ever, been successfu l in obtaining detailed agreem ent 
with experim ent, although Salisbury and R ichards (Sa 62) have shown that a 
num ber of "m issing" norm al parity  s ta tes  may be generated  by prom oting 
4p nucleons to the 2s 1/2 o rb it, to give a four-hole configuration with a quasi­
alpha partic le  coupled to a Id  5 /2 , or a Id 3/2 p a rtic le , e .g . ,
-4  4
(lp ) (2s 1/2) (Id 3/2).
Because of the quasi-alpha partic le  s tru c tu re , such s ta tes  may be 
expected to have large alpha reduced w id ths.
61 13
C luster model calculations (Ma 62, Wi &&) produce a -  C (ground
state) c lu ste r sta tes  which may be expected to have s im ila r c h a rac te ris tic s
and appear as "single p a rtic le "  sta tes  with large alpha reduced widths. The
17inadequacy of the existing th eo re tica l descrip tions of O req u ire s  that detailed
experim ental inform ation regard ing  the excitation en erg ies , sp ins, p a ritie s
17and reduced widths of the levels of O be obtained to guide the choice of 
satisfac to ry  m o d e ls .
The m ain experim ents providing inform ation concerning the energy
17 16levels of O have involved e ither neutron capture by O , o r neutron em ission
17from  O . Hall and Bonner (Ha 59) have studied the 6.14 and 7 MeV gamma
rad iation  from  inelastic  neutron sca tte rin g . Fossan et a l . , (Fo 61) and
c 16
B ecker and B arshall (Be 56) have m easured  the O to tal neutron c ro ss -
section . and W orley et a l . , (Wo 60), Seitz and Huber (Se 55), Gierke (Gi 53)
16 13and Walton et a l s (Wa 55) have m easured  the c ro ss-sec tio n s  for O (n,o)C
13 16Detailed studies of the C (a, n )0  reaction  have been repo rted  by
c
Becker and B arshall (Be 56), Rusbridge (Ru 56), Walton et a l. , (Wa 57),
A
13 16
Bonner et a l . , (Bo 56) and Schiffer et a l. , (Sc 57). The C (o'jn)O to tal
c ro ss-sec tio n  has recently  been m easured  by Sekharn et a l . , (Se 67) and the
13 16
6 and 7 MeV gam m a radiation  from  the C (0^ 7)0  reaction  studied by
Spear et a l , , (Sp 63).
17States of O up to about 13 MeV excitation energy have been observed
in these experim en ts, and spin assignm ents for m ost of the levels up to 9 MeV
16excitation made from  analysis of the O to tal neutron c ro ss-sec tio n  data and 
13 16the C (o',n)0 angular d istribu tions. P a ritie s  could not be determ ined from
13these analyses. B arnes et a l. , (Ba 65) have recently  m easured  the C (or,» )C
cro ss-sec tio n s  up to 3 .5  MeV bombarding energy and, from  an analysis of the
13 16elastic  sca tte rin g  and the C (<*, n )0  reaction  data, established spins and
17p a ritie s  for levels between 8 and 9 MeV excitation in O
The e las tic  sca tte ring  m akes possib le the determ ination of p a ritie s  
since the resonance shapes observed a re  ch a rac te ris tic  of the orb ital angular
momenta with which the s ta tes  w ere form ed.
13 16 13 16 16The re su lts  of the C (0^ 7)0  , C (<*,n)0 and O to tal neutron
- 4-
c ro ss -se c tio n  m easurem ents indicate that narrow , w ell-defined resonance
17s tru c tu re , corresponding to sharp  energy sta tes  of O , continues for alpha
p a rtic le  bom barding energ ies to at leas t 6 MeV. It follows that spins and
17p a ritie s  for a num ber of the levels of O previously repo rted  in this reg ion ,
can be derived from  analysis of the e lastic  scattering  and reaction  data.
13 13
A ccordingly, the p resen t work was undertaken to m easure  C ( a , 0^)0
c ro ss-se c tio n s  for incident alpha partic le  energ ies from  3. 5 MeV to 6. 5 MeV.
13 16At the sam e tim e, the previous m easurem ents of the C (tf,n)0 c ro s s -  
section at 0° w ere repeated  and extended to cover the sam e energy in te rva l, 
and angular d istributions of the neutrons from  th is reaction  obtained at a 
num ber of in term ediate  e n e rg ie s .
1 .2  Experim ental P rocedure
1 . 2.1 The Beam
4 4+A neu tra l He beam , obtained by neutralizing the 600 keV He beam
from  the 2.0 MeV Tandem Van de Graaff in jec to r in an adder canal employing
low p re ssu re  helium was d rifted  to the s trip p e r canal at the cen tral te rm inal
4+4-
of the 12 MeV Tandem Van de Graaff a cc e le ra to r . The resu lting  He ions
w ere acce lera ted  to ground potential, attaining an energy equal to twice the
te rm in a l voltage plus 600 keV. The 600 keV injection energy was chosen to
m axim ize the product of the charge exchange c ro ss-sec tio n s  for the production 
o + +
of He and He ions (Ma 60), and hence the overall tran sm issio n  of the neu tra l 
beam  injection system , A fter m agnetic analysis and collim ation, about 0. 5 qA
- 5 -
of He was available at the ta rg e t. The beam  energy was determ ined in the 
usual way from  the frequency corresponding to the observation of proton nuclear 
magnetic resonance in a probe placed in the field of the 90° analysing m agnet. 
The calibration  of the magnet using (p,n) th resho lds, and general c h a ra c te r is ­
tic s  of the analysing system  a re  d iscussed  m ore fully in subsection 3 .3 .5 .
1 .2 .2  T arge t P rep ara tion
13 13 13 16T arg e ts  used for both the C ( a ,  and C ( 0 ^ ) 0  m easu re ­
m ents w ere p repared  from  enriched m ethyl iod ide.
1 .2 . 2 .1  Enrichm ent
*  * *
M ass spectroscopic  and nuclear magnetic resonance determ inations
13 12
of the enrichm ent both gave a value of 55% for the ra tio  of C to C in the 
ta rg e t m a te ria l.
13
In the nuclear m agnetic resonance m ethod, coupling of the C m ag­
netic moment with the field producing L arm or p recession  of the methyl
protons causes "sp in-sp in" splitting of the resonance line . Two peaks a re
13observed in the N .M .R . spectrum , corresponding to C nuclei with m = + J,
which augment the field experienced by the adjacent protons and hence in crease
13the p recession  frequency, and to C nuclei with m = - J ,  which produce a
The m ass spectroscopic analysis was c a rrie d  out by D r. F. J . B ergerson  
of the C .S .I .R .O .
The nuclear magnetic resonance analysis was c a rr ie d  out by D r. J . J . 
B atter ham of the D epartm ent of M edical C hem istry , A.N.U.
- 6-
reduction in the p recession  frequency. At norm al tem p era tu res , there  a re
13approxim ately equal num bers of C nuclei with m = + J  and m = - J .  The 
13two C " peaks a re  therefo re  of equal a re a  and the to ta l a re a  of the peaks
13 12
gives a m easure  of the num ber of C " nuclei in the sam ple. As C has 
zero  spin, no splitting occurs and the a re a  under the one C*2 peak gives a 
m easure  of the num ber of C"*2 nuclei.
1 .2 .2 „2 Backed T argets
13 16T arge ts  backed with 0.005 cm . Ta w ere used for the C (os^O
m easurem ents. S trips of Ta 2 cm . x 4 cm . w ere supported between copper
e lec trodes in a 500 cc. cham ber and heated by the passage of a cu rren t.
Vacuum g rease  and other sources of carbon contam ination w ere avoided to
13prevent reduction of the C enrichm ent by deposition of na tu ra l carbon on 
the ta rg e ts . The Ta s tr ip  was p re -h ea ted  to white heat in vacuo to rem ove 
surface contam ination. Deposition of carbon was produced by heating to a 
dull red  in an atm osphere of CH I. P re s su re s  of m ethyl iodide between
O
10 mm and 20 m m , and heating tim es from  1 minute to 4 m inutes w ere used 
to produce ta rg e ts  varying in thickness from  10 to 40 p g /c m 2. Substantial 
deposits of iodine form ed on the cool ends of the Ta n ear the e lec trodes. 
However, as iodine is  volatile at norm al tem p era tu res  and p re s su re s  of a 
few mm, m ost of these  deposits w ere rem oved by pumping the cham ber for 
some tim e before rem oving the ta rg e ts . F u rth e rm o re , only the cen tra l 
region of the s trip  was used to ensure  that a reasonably  uniform  carbon
- 7-
deposit was obtained and to avoid residual iodine deposits.
1 .2 .2 . 3 Sell-Supporting T argets
Thm (20- 30 qg./cm ) self-supporting carbon foils (Ka 59), w ere used 
13 13for the C (or,** )C m easurem ents. Carbon was deposited on the dull side 
of 0.0006 cm nickel fo ils, mounted back to back, as described  above. The 
foils w ere mounted over the 1 cm d iam eter hole on 1. 5 x 1.5 cm  aluminium 
holders using an epoxy re s in  (Fig. 1 .1 ). A portion of the n ickel, c o r re s ­
ponding to  the a rea  of the foil requ ired  was etched away using an acid solution 
(1 p a rt H9SO^. 2 p a rts  H^NO^ and 2 pa rts  water) and the foil washed with 
dilute fCNO and finally d istilled  w ater. Subsequent exam ination of theW o
e lastic  sca tte ring  sp ec tra  confirm ed that all but very sm all tra c e s  of the 
nickel and acids was rem oved by th is p ro ced u re .
1 .2 .2 .4  T arget Thickness
T arget th icknesses for the self-supporting foils w ere determ ined
12 12from  com parisons with the known C (or,<* )C c ro ss-sec tio n  (Jo 62), and
by the ta rg e t modulation technique (Chapter 3).
Approximate th icknesses fo r the backed ta rg e ts  w ere found by
weighing, and confirm ed by m easurem ent of the width of the narrow  3.72
13 16MeV resonance in the C («a.niO yield.
13 131 .2 .3  C- (eg,# ) C M easurem ents 
1 .2 .3 .1  T arget Chamber
The e las tic  sca tte ring  m easurem ents w ere made using the 51 cm
Fig. 1.1 METHOD OF MOUNTING (a), AND ETCHING (b), NICKEL 
FOILS TO PREPARE ENRICHED SELF-SUPPORTING C13 
FOILS. ALL SURFACES OF THE ALUMINIUM TARGET 
FRAME WERE PROTECTED FROM THE ACID SOLUTION
BY A LAYER OF EPOXY RESIN.
EPOXY RESIN
ALUMINIUM 
TARGET FRAME
CARBON DEPOSIT
NICKEL FOIL
( a )
DROPPER
ACID SOLUTION
NICKEL
CARBON
(b)
- 8-
sca tte rin g  cham ber described  by Ohlsen (Oh 64). The cham ber has provision 
for mounting detec to rs in the plane of the beam  on the two independently ro ta ­
table lid s , counter angles being read  by m eans of a v e rn ie r sca le . Up to th ree  
ta rg e ts  may be mounted on a fram e located cen trally  in the upper lid. The
cham ber alignm ent, calibration  of angular sca le s , and beam  collim ation a re
12 12d iscussed  m ore fully in Chapter 2, describ ing  the C (o^or ) C m easurem ents. 
1 ,2 .3 . 2 D etectors
Two 500 ß -c m  surface b a r r ie r  de tec to rs  w ere mounted in holders 
provided with a n ti-sc a tte r  ap ertu re s  and 0.006 cm Ta slits  defining the solid
_3
angle viewed by the detecto r (typically 4 x 10 s te rad . at backw ard angles 
-3and 1 .5  x 10 s te rad . at forw ard angles). P u lses from  the detec to rs were
fed via ORTEC 103 p re -am p lifie rs  to  ORTEC Model 203 dual mode am p lifie rs ,
and thence to RCL 512 channel o r RIDL 400 channel pulse height an a ly se rs .
Count ra te s  at all angles w ere sufficiently low that the am plifie rs  could be
operated  in the RC mode to re ta in  optim um  reso lu tion . To fully utilize the
13available reso lu tion  (and hence fac ilita te  sum m ation of the C e lastic  group)
b iased  p o st-am p lifie rs  w ere used to expand the region of in te re s t in the
spec trum . Typical sp ec tra  reco rd ed  at E = 4 . 5  MeV a re  shown in Fig. 1 .2 .a
The inhibit pulse provided by the an a ly se rs  while "busy" was used to gate the 
output of a free  running o sc illa to r. Comparison of the sca led , gated counts 
with ungated counts from  the sam e o sc illa to r , provided a m easure  of the 
analyser dead tim e. Dead tim es w ere m aintained at values le s s  than 5% by
F ig . 1.2(a) RECOIL PROTON SPECTRA AT E = 4 .5  MeV AND ATa
E = 5 . 5  MeV. PULSES WERE SUMMED FROM 0.7  E 
a  n
TO E THE SHADED AREA IN THE 5 .3  MeVm ax.
SPECTRUM IS THE AREA SUBTRACTED FOR 6.14 MeV
GAMMA RAY BACKGROUND, CALCULATED FROM THE
MEASURED LINE SHAPE (broken curve) OF 6.14 MeV
GAMMA RAYS IN THE 2.5 cm x 5,1 cm PLASTIC
SCINTILLATORS USED, AND THE SUM OF PULSES
FROM E to E . m ax . 7
F ig . 1. 2(b) SPECTRA OF THE ELASTIC ALPHA PARTICLE GROUPS
AT E = 4 . 5  MeV FOR CENTRE OF MASS ANGLES 169.6°, a
149.4°, 90° AND 54 .7°.
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adjustm ent of the beam  curren t to ensure  that e r ro r s  in the co rrec tion , in tro ­
duced by fluctuations in the incident beam , w ere insignificant.
1 o 2 .3 . 3 Spectrum  A nalysis
12 13E lastic  groups from  C and C w ere c learly  re so lv ed  at the two 
m ost backw ard ang les, and p artia lly  reso lved  at 90° cm , allowing s tra ig h t­
forw ard separation  of the two alpha p a rtic le  groups. At 90° cm and 54. 7° cm,
12 12 12 the contribution from  C sca tte rin g  was estim ated  from  the C («»or )C
cro ss-sec tio n s  which w ere calculated from  the phase shifts of Jones et al. ,
(Jo 62).
12
C orrection for build up of C on the ta rg e t was made by com parison
12of the calculated and experim ental y ie lds at angles where the C sca tte red  
p a rtic le s  w ere reso lved , and from  repeated  m easurem ents of the yield at 
sev era l energ ies taken at the end of each run . The build up was assum ed to 
have occurred  uniform ly, since a ll sp ec tra  w ere reco rd ed  for the sam e in te­
grated  charge and the beam  was rem oved from  the ta rg e t between p o in ts .
12The magnitude of the C build up co rrec tion  varied  considerably from  run 
to run with a m inim um  of about 5% and a maximum of 30% fo r a 12 hour run.
The validity of the co rrec tion  p rocedure was confirm ed by com parison of the
o 1290 yields obtained by subtraction  of the calculated C contribution and the
12 13yields obtained by separa tion  of the C and C ' groups.
1 , 2 . 3 . 4  P rocedure
The ta rg e t, e ither norm al o r inclined at 45° to the beam  axis,
- 10-
depending on the counter angles, was bom barded with 0 . 1 -  0.5 pA beam s
13 13of ^ -p a rtic le s  over the energy range 3 .5  to 6 .5  MeV to furnish  C (oqor )C 
excitation functions at cen tre -o f-m ass  angles 5 4 .7 ° , 90°, 149.9° and 169.6°.
One counter was set at 169.6° cm for each of the excitation function 
m easurem ents to allow norm alization of the re la tiv e  c ro ss-sec tio n s  at the 
four angles. Charge, which was collected in an insulated Faraday cup, p ro ­
vided with e lec tro s ta tic  and m agnetic e lec tron  suppression  and located 
im m ediately behind the sca tte ring  cham ber, was m easured  with a cu rren t
in teg ra to r known to be accura te  to about 1% (see Chapter 2).
13 161 .2 .4  C (o,n)Q M easurem ents 
1 . 2 . 4 . 1  T arget Chamber
The (oyn) m easurem ents w ere made using a thin-w alled b ra ss  ta rg e t 
cham ber (Fig. 1 .3), suspended so as to introduce a minimum of sca ttering  
m ate ria l into the vicinity of the ta rg e t and de tec to rs . A cold tra p , consisting 
of a 0.04 cm thick copper sleeve , m aintained at liquid n itrogen tem pera tu re  
(Ba 61), surrounded the ta rg e t and reduced carbon build up to a negligible 
amount. The tra p , both therm ally  (via a thin s ta in less  s tee l section) and 
e lec trica lly  insu lated  from  the ta rg e t cham ber, was m aintained at a negative 
potential to suppress secondary e lectron  em ission . Two 0.32 cm diam eter 
Ta co llim ato rs , mounted 25 cm  apart and 90 cm from  the ta rg e t, defined
the incident beam  d irection .
- I I -
1 , 2 . 4 . 2  D etectors
Neutrons w ere detected with two 2 .5  cm  x 3, 8 cm p lastic  sc in tilla to rs  
(NE 102) mounted 90° apart on a ro tating  table located in the plane of the beam , 
18 cm from  the ta rg e t. The cen tres  of the rotating table and ta rg e t w ere 
aligned optically to within 4 mm and a calculated co rrection  made to a ll angular 
d istribution  data to account for the rem aining m isalignm ent. The zero  angle 
of each counter was located by com parison of neutron yields at angles to the 
left and right of the nom inal zero  position. A BF long-counter and a 7 .6  x
u
7 .6  cm p lastic  sc in tilla to r served  as m onitors for the angular d istribution  
m easu rem en ts , and w ere mounted 15° above the plane of the beam  to avoid 
screening of the m onitor by the rotating counter.
P u lses w ere routed from  the photo-m ultip liers and long-counter 
to D.D, L. am plifiers  and thence to  th ree  pulse-height an aly sers  and four 
single-channel an a ly se rs . The single-channel analyser outputs w ere fed to 
scaling units to rec o rd  the num ber of pulses above selec ted  b ias le v e ls .
At energ ies above 5 MeV, 6.14 MeV gamma ray s  contributed a 
background underlying the ground state  neutron y ield . To enable correction  
for th is  background, 6,14 MeV gam m a ray s  from  the 597 keV resonance in 
F ^ ( p .ö '7 ) 0 1  ^ (Aj 59), w ere used to m easure  the line shape of th is radiation 
in the p lastic  sc in tilla to rs . Typical proton sp ec tra  reco rded  at E^ = 4 .5  
MeV below the th resho ld  for 6.14 MeV gamma ray  production and at 5 .3  
MeV where the yield of gam m a ray s  was la rg e , a re  shown in Fig. 1.2.
- 12-
A 12.7 cm x 10. 2 cm  sodium iodide detector was used to examine 
the background gam m a ray  sp ec tra  at higher bom barding energ ies in an 
attem pt to observe component gam m a rays other than 6.14 MeV.
1 . 2 „ 4 .3  Spectrum  Analysis
Individual proton reco il sp ec tra  were recorded  on punched cards 
and a sim ple F o rtran  p rog ram  used to sum  counts above a channel c o r re s ­
ponding to 0.75 E m a x ., and to co rrec t for the energy dependence of the 
P
detection efficiency (Sw 60), m isalignm ent of the centre of rotation of the 
detec to rs  and analyser dead tim e. Angular d istribution data w ere norm alized 
to the m onitor yield in the usual way. Because of non-linear response of 
the sc in tilla to rs  (Sw 60), the re la tion  between pulse height (or channel num­
ber) and proton energy , was determ ined experim entally . The choice of 
0,75 m ax. as lower b ias for the de tec to r, affords a com prom ise between 
the necessity  of avoiding contribution to the yield from  gam m a ray  back­
grounds at backw ard angles ( i . e .  , low neutron energ ies) and of obtaining a 
m aximum num ber of counts at each energy or angle to reduce s ta tis tica l 
e r r o r s .  A high b ias value a lso  avoids the region of g rea te s t non-linearity  
in the counter response with consequent g re a te r  accuracy in the m easured  
re la tive  neutron y ields.
F o r incident energ ies  above 5 MeV, sum m ation of the gam m a ray  
yield above the neutron end point energy allowed subtraction  of the back­
ground (calculated from  the known 6,14 MeV line shape (section 2.4.2)) ,
- 13 -
within the energy in te rv a l over which the reco il proton spectrum  was summed. 
Over most of the energy range the yield of gam m a ray s  was sufficiently sm all 
that the neutron yield was estab lished  to within 5%, although at a few energ ies , 
e r ro r s  as large as 20% re su lted ,
1 . 2 .4 .4  Procedure
The ta rg e t, norm al to the beam d irection , was bom barded with 
0 ,1  /ua to 0 ,5  fj,a beam s of alpha p a rtic le s  over the energy range 3. 5 MeV to 
6 ,5  MeV to furnish the C ^ (o r ,n )0 ^  excitation function at 0°. Angular d is­
tribu tions w ere m easured  at a num ber of in term edia te  energ ies for angles of
o o o o0 to 170 in the labora to ry  system , with the ta rg e t inclined at 45 or 135
o
to the beam  d irection . Data points at angles g re a te r  than 160 w ere excluded 
from  the analysis because of the possib ility  of sca ttering  from  the beam  
entrance tube.
The scaled outputs from  the single channel an a ly sers  indicated the 
approxim ate behaviour of the y ield and enabled the energy or angle in terval 
(norm ally 20 keV and 10° respectively) to be red u ced  w here appropria te . 
Charge was collected d irec tly  from  the ta rg e t and in tegrated  as in subsection 
2 .3 ,4 .
13 161 . 2 . 4 . 5  C (<?,n)Q Absolute C ross-Section
13 16The absolute c ro ss-se c tio n  for the C (# ,n )0  excitation function
3
was obtained by com parison with the D(d,n)He' (Ma 63) c ro ss-sec tio n , using 
a 1 cm  x 2 cm gas cell with a thin (0. 0006 S&) Ni entrance window. Deuteron
- 14-
and alpha p artic le  en erg ies  w ere chosen to provide neutrons of the sam e 
energy for each m easurem ent, the gas tem pera tu re  and p re s su re  and detec­
to r  geom etry rem aining unchanged. Carbon-dioxide (55% enriched) was used
13 16 3
for the C (o^nJO m easurem ents and D gas for the D(d,n)He m easu re -
m ents. Mass spectroscopic  analyses of both gases w ere obtained.
13 16
1 .2 ,4 .6  C (c^nlO Resonance Widths
The method of modulation of ta rg e t potential described  in Chapter 3
was used to determ ine the widths of the narrow er resonances observed in 
13 16the C (c^njO reac tio n . F ig . 1 .4  shows the excitation function m easured
using th is  technique for E = 3. 625 MeV to 3. 745 MeV. The figure showsa
a com posite spectrum  m easured  with a 25 kV sweep voltage at th ree  different
m achine energy settings.
1 .3  E xperim ental R esults 
13 13
1 .3 .1  C (<*,a)C ” Excitation Functions -------------------— ------------------------------- -----
The m easured  e la s tic  differential c ro ss-sec tio n s  at centre  of m ass 
angles 169.6°, 1 4 9 .4 °5 90 .0° and 54.7° a re  shown in F ig . 1 .5 . The energ ies 
a re  laboratory  energ ies  a t the centre of the target . The solid and dashed 
curves a re  calculated fits to the data using the p a ram e te rs  d iscussed  in 
section 1 .4 .
12
The absolute value of the c ro ss-se c tio n , based on the C e lastic
c ro ss-sec tio n  of Jones (Jo 62), is  estim ated  to be co rre c t to ±  10% for the
12 13two backw ard angles w here com plete separation  of the C and C e lastica lly
Fig. 1.4 MEASUREMENT OF THE 3. 65 MeV AND 3. 72 MeV
I Q  1 ft
RESONANCES OF C (a ,n)0  REACTION. THE SPEC­
TRUM IS A COMPOSITE OF THREE SPECTRA RECORDED 
WITH INCIDENT BEAM ENERGIES OF 3. 675 MeVs 3.715 MeV 
AND 3.745 MeV AND WITH 25 kV MODULATION OF THE
TARGET.
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sca tte red  groups was possib le . The use of th is  method to determ ine the
absolute c ro ss-sec tio n  scale has the advantage of basing the experim ental
13 13 12C (or,** )C data solely on the known C alpha partic le  e lastic  c ro s s -
13 12section and the m easured  ra tio  of C to C in the ta rg e t. D etector solid 
angle and in tegrated  charge en ter only into the determ ination of absolute 
ta rg e t th ickness used to c o rre c t the energy sca le . U ncertain ties, introduced 
by the use of c ro ss-sec tio n s  calculated from  the phase shifts of Jones ra th e r
than the experim ental c ro ss -se c tio n s , w ere sm all, since the angles used for
12 13both the C and C m easurem ents d iffered by not m ore than a few d eg rees. 
The m ajor contribution to the e r r o r  quoted a rose  from  the co rrec tion  for 
carbon build up.
F o r the two forw ard angles, uncerta in ties  in the absolute c ro s s -
section a re  estim ated  to be le ss  than ± 20%. However, the re la tiv e  e r ro r
12 12is  much sm aller (5%), since the C (or,» )C c ro ss-sec tio n s  vary  slowly
with energy, except in the region 4.05 MeV to 4.25 MeV, where the la rge  
12 12resonance in the C (of,aQ)C c ro ss-se c tio n  (corresponding to the 10.36
16 12 MeV level in O (Jo 62)), prevented accurate  subtraction of the C group
at forw ard angles and large  uncerta in ties in both re la tiv e  and absolute
c ro ss-sec tio n s  resu lted .
The e lastic  c ro ss-se c tio n  data a re  lis ted  in Appendix II.
13 16
1 . 3 . 2  C (o,,n)Q Excitation Function
o
The experim ental labora to ry  d ifferential c ro ss-sec tio n  at 0 is
- 16-
shown in F ig. 1. 6. The energ ies a re  laboratory  energ ies at the cen tre  of 
the ta rg e t. The solid curve is  the calculated fit to the data using the p a ra ­
m e te rs  d iscussed  in section 1 .4 . The energy scale is believed accurate  to 
within 10 keV.
Experim ental data of Bonner et al. (Bo 56), norm alized to the p resen t 
experim ental c ro ss-sec tio n , a re  shown as a dashed curve. The energy scale 
ag rees  with the p resen t work up to about 4 MeV, but above th is  energy a d is­
crepancy increasing  to about 70 keV at 4 .7  MeV, is  probably due to satu ration  
of the analysing magnet used in the e a r lie r  work.
1 .3 . 2 .1  Absolute C ross-S ection
o
The absolute c ro ss-se c tio n s  obtained by com parison of the D(d,n)He 
13 16(Fo 58 a) and C (c^nJO c ro ss -se c tio n s  a re  given below:
E (MeV) 
a
dcj/dß(0°) m b arn /s te rad ian
4. 25 4 .5  ± 0 .5
4. 69 24.0 ± 2.0
5.18 61.0 ± 3 . 0
The absolute c ro ss-sec tio n  sca le  in F ig . 1. 6, obtained by norm alization of 
the 0° excitation function using these values is  considered accurate to ^10%. 
However, above 5 MeV, e r ro r s  as large as 20% a r is e , due to uncerta in ties 
in subtraction of the gam m a ray  background. The 0° c ro ss-sec tio n  data are
lis ted  in Appendix III.
Fig. 1.5 EXPERIMENTAL C^  ' V *% ) ^  CENTRE OF MASS DIFFEREN­
TIAL CROSS-SECTIONS AT CENTRE OF MASS ANGLES 169,6°, 
149,4°, 90° AND 54, 7°, THE CURVES ARE THE CALCULATED 
FITS WITH THE PARAMETERS LISTED IN TABLE 1.4.
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F ig . 1 .6  EXPERIMENTAL C13(at n )0 16 LABORATORY DIFFERENTIAL
CROSS-SECTIONS AT 0°. THE CURVE IS THE CALCULATED
FIT WITH THE PARAMETERS LISTED IN TABLE 1 .4 .
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1 .3 . 2 .2  Resonance E nerg ies and Widths
Total widths and resonance energ ies for the narrow  resonances 
m easured  using the ta rg e t modulation technique, a re  lis ted  in Table 1 .1 .
The re su lts  of the p resen t m easurem ent a re  in agreem ent with those of 
Bonner et ah  (Bo 56), except at the 3.72 MeV and 4,11 MeV resonances.
No uncertain ties a re  quoted on the widths of Bonner et ah  , which w ere 
determ ined  from  the leading edge of the resonances (target thickness being 
^  20 keV ). The discrepancy is  not easily  explained as the p resen t work 
gives widths narrow er than, or equal to, the values of Bonner et ah  at two 
other resonances. Symmetry of the resonance at 3. 72 MeV (Fig. 1.4) indi­
cates that ta rge t th ickness did not have a significant effect on the p resen t 
m easurem ent. R e-m easurem ent of the 3.72 MeV resonance width, using
a thick ta rg e t, confirm ed the re su lt in Table 1 .1 . The rea lity  of the energy
13 13
difference observed between the 3. 69 MeV resonance in the C (a,a  )Co
13 16c ro ss-sec tio n  and the 3.72 MeV resonance in the C (aqn)O c ro ss-sec tio n ,
and s im ila r d ifferences observed  in the vicinity of E = 5 MeV, w ere con-
13 13 33 16
firm ed  by sim ultaneous m easurem ent of the C (a,a)C and C (o ,n )0  
yields in these regions using a thin ta rg e t.
- 17 -
1 .3 .3  C (#,n)Q Angular D istributions
The re su lts  of a least squares fit to the experim ental neutron angular
d istribution  for the expression
- 18 -
TABLE 1.1
THE ENERGIES AND WIDTHS OF NARROW RESONANCES 
OBSERVED IN THE C13(g,n)Q 16 REACTION
Using the ta rg e t modulation technique with 25 kV sweep 
T arget th ickness *~1 keV
E (MeV) (a)a
Total Width
b a b  <keV> 
P rese n t Experim ent
Total Width
T ab <keV>
Bonner et al.
3,645 ± .005 <  10 (b) <  8
3.718 ± .005 7.5 ± 1.0 < 5
4.105 ± .005 19.5 ± 1.0 15
4.387 ± .005 21.0 ± 1 .0 25
4.581 ± .005 15.5 ± 1 .0 15
4.981 ± .005 -  (c) 65
(a) E nerg ies lis ted  a re  peak c ro ss-se c tio n  en erg ies . D ifferences 
between these  energ ies and energ ies E Q lis ted  in Table 1*4 , a re  
due to the fact that peaks in the d ifferen tia l c ro ss-se c tio n s  do 
not occur p rec ise ly  at E Q in cases  of strong in te rfe ren ce .
(b) A sym m etry in the observed resonance shape leads to uncertainty 
in width m easurem ent .
(c) Only the resonance energy was determ ined , as the width is 
g re a te r  than the available sweep potential.
- 19 -
L max
a(9) = y; CaL/a0)pL (cos  ö) 
L = 0
a re  lis ted  in Table 1 .2 . The e r r o r s  quoted a re  the "ex ternal e r ro rs "  of 
Rose (Ro 53). based on the minim um  to ta l squared res id u a ls  and the e r ro r s  
assigned to individual datum points. The highest o rd er of the Legendre 
Polynom ial (L max) n ecessa ry  to fit the data adequately, was determ ined 
from  the varia tion  of y 2 with increasing  L max, w here:
2
X  =
'x, observed -  x calculated 
l  l
e rro r .
2
degrees 
of freedom .
X  was observed to decrease  rapidly  at f ir s t  and levelled off when the 
highest o rd er requ ired  was reached . The coefficients aR/ a0 f°r  o rd e rs  
higher than L max w ere, in alm ost a ll c a se s , very sm all, with e r ro r s  con­
siderably  la rg e r than the coefficient.
1 .4  Analysis
17F o r s ta tes  of the compound nucleus O below E = 9 . 4 4  MeV,
x
only two p artic le  decay channels a re  possib le , viz: alpha partic le  em ission
13 17to the ground state  of C and neutron em ission to the ground state of O
Since the p a rtia l width for gam m a ray  em ission  will be negligible com pared
with the p a rtia l widths for neutron and alpha p artic le  em ission  F  and F  ,n a
the condition F^ + F  = F  is  valid for bom barding energ ies le ss  than ^  4 MeV. 
Above th is energy alpha p a rtic le  em ission  to the 3.09 MeV f irs t  excited state
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of C ' is  energetically  possib le , and for bom barding energ ies above about
165 MeV, the (»,n) reaction  may populate s ta tes  in O at 6.05 MeV, 6 .13  MeV, 
6.92 MeV and 7.12 MeV (Fig. 1.14).
F o r bom barding energ ies up to 5 MeV, no ine lastic  alpha p a rtic le s  
w ere observed in the » -p a rtic le  spectrum . F u rth erm o re , exam ination of the 
gam m a ray  sp ec tra  at energ ies higher than th is  revealed  no evidence for 
3.09 MeV radiation  of any appreciable  intensity . At 6 .1  MeV, Spear e t al,
(Sp 63) observe 3.09 MeV gam m a ray s  only weakly, although at higher e n e r­
g ies , gam m a ray s  attribu ted  to inelastic  sca tte ring  via the 3. 09 MeV, 3. 68
13MeV and 3. 85 MeV sta tes  of C 1 a re  apparent. This situation may presum ably
be a ttribu ted  to the sm all penetration factor for the short range » -p a rtic le s
produced at low er en erg ies . It has th e re fo re  been assum ed that the p a rtia l
13
width for alpha p a rtic le  em ission  to the f ir s t  excited state  of C is  a lso
insignificant com pared with F  and F  , and the condition F  + F = F» n » no
considered valid up to about 5 MeV bom barding energy.
F o r convenience, the methods of analysis used for the e las tic  and
reaction  data described  below a re  d iscussed  sep ara te ly . However, since
values of F  /F a re  sm all at a num ber of the resonances which a re  strong  »
13 16in the C (» ,n )0  yield, and F ^ /F  sm all at sev e ra l which a re  strong in the 
e las tic  yield, assignm ents depend on detailed  com parisons between pred icted  
and experim ental c ro ss -se c tio n s  fo r both channels. The analysis of the 
(» ,»q) and (»,n) data was c a r r ie d  out sim ultaneously for the compound s ta tes
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identified, as d iscussed  in section 1 .5 .
1 .4 .1  E lastic  Scattering C ross-S ections
Two general methods have been used in the analysis of e lastic  
sca tte ring  data» Phase sh ifts may be ex tracted  d irec tly  from  the data and 
following the ex traction  a supplem entary procedure (usually some form  of 
s ing le-level d ispersion  theory) used to determ ine level p a ram ete rs  from  the 
phase sh ifts . This m ethod, while p a rticu la rly  successfu l in describ ing broad 
levels and reg ions where phase shifts corresponding to only a few £ values 
a re  involved, req u ire s  data of re la tive ly  high p rec ision  at many angles, and 
it is  not c lea r that a unique set of phase shifts may be readily  obtained where 
a large num ber of £ values is  involved. F u rth erm o re , in the presen t case , 
with channel spin th e re  a re  additional p a ram ete rs  req u ired  to describe 
the open reaction  channels and the two component phases introduced in the
presence  of sp in -o rb it coupling ( s 1} p i} p^ e tc .)
2 2 2
The a lte rnative  approach is  to assum e level p a ram ete rs  and a p re ­
cise  expression  for the co llision  m atrix , and to compute the c ro ss-sec tio n s  
d irec tly , adjusting the p a ram e te rs  ite ra tive ly  to produce a satisfac to ry  r e ­
production of the experim ental data.
The la tte r  method of d irec t calculation of the c ro ss-sec tio n s  has been 
used to analyse the p resen t re s u lts . The fo rm er method of phase shift analy­
s is  is  described  m ore fully in Chapter 2.
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1 ,4 ,1 .1  E las tic  C ross-Section  E xpression
The expression  for e lastic  sca tte ring  of charged p a rtic le s  with spin J , 
with the collision m a trix  derived from  single level d ispersion  theory , was 
used to calculate the e las tic  c ro ss -se c tio n s . The contributions to the sca t-
7Tte rin g  am plitudes of a ll levels of the sam e J  in the energy range considered, 
a re  added to allow calculation of contributions from  all the s ta tes  described .
Although the data indicated a num ber of broad overlapping levels, 
p a rticu la rly  at the high energy end of the region investigated, it was hoped 
that the single level approxim ation would be sufficient to allow the determ ination 
of reasonably  p rec ise  p a ram e te rs  for the levels involved. The num ber of 
separa te  calculations of the c ro ss-sec tio n s  requ ired  in th is method, to cover 
the possib le p a ram e te rs  of each level, m akes it n ecessa ry  to choose an ex­
p ressio n  fo r the c ro ss-se c tio n  which may be calculated as rapidly as possib le . 
The additional com plication of two level and higher approxim ations would sub­
stan tially  have in c reased  calculation tim e and for th is reason  was not attem pted.
The derivation of the c ro ss-sec tio n  expression  and the definitions of 
sym bols used , a re  given in Appendix I. The resu lting  c ro ss-sec tio n  ex p res­
sion is  given by:
*<e> = l fc o h ! 2 +  I hnc  I 2
w here
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r) Q 2  0  i
f ^  r.osee ~  exp i(Iog cosec —) + hr2,/k s  (21 + 1)
o
Y' (9) (21 + 1) exp(2ia)i ) -  (I + l)U x - Uj
f. = 17T2A  X m e
I
r  i d  + l )  i 2 1 Y (9)
— + 
u  -  u
21 + 1 n • st a
and = exp 2i(u> + 0)|^1 + X (r*  . / r f . )  . (exp(2ißr .) -  1 
J 13
j3±. = tan * 
i j / ( Eo ~ E)
7Twhere j re fe rs  to the num ber of s ta tes  of a given J  with to ta l widths 
and p a rtia l widths fo r e las tic  sca tte ring  r_. .
It should be noted that in addition to the single level approxim ation 
used to derive th is  expression , the energy dependence of the resonance width 
(introduced by the energy dependent penetration  factor) and of the level shift 
fac to r A , have been ignored. Both these effects a re  of im portance only 
when the level width is  very  la rg e , as the penetration  and shift fac to rs  vary 
only slowly with energy . The slight im provem ent which might be expected 
by explicitly including these te rm s  in the calculation would not, it is  believed, 
have affected the level assignm ents m ade, and hence not have justified  the
additional computation tim e involved,
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1 , 4 . 1 . 2  Single Level Resonance Shapes
The coherent sca tte ring  am plitude (f ) given above, is seen tocoh
include the Coulomb sc a tte r in g . In terference of the Coulomb and resonance 
te rm s  gives r is e  to a c h a rac te ris tic  shape for resonances of given a . A set 
of shapes from  iso lated  single resonances at 4 .0  MeV form ed .with f < 5, 
fo r each of the angles at which e las tic  y ields w ere m easured , w ere calculated 
using the expression  above.
These shapes (Fig. 1, 7) w ere used to guide the choice of in itia l 
p a ra m e te rs  for each of the resonances observed in the e las tic  y ield . Ins­
pection of the curves shows that the detailed  shape is  determ ined by the orbital 
angular momentum f , while the J  value (and hence parity) determ ines the 
magnitude of the resonance anom aly. The general appearance of the standard  
shapes does not change significantly with energy or with choice of hard  sphere 
phase sh ifts  0 ,
13 161 . 4 . 2  C (osnlO C ross-S ections
The approach used to analyse the reaction  data was s im ila r to that 
used for the e las tic  sca tte ring , the level p a ram ete rs  being assum ed and 
c ro ss -se c tio n s  calculated for com parison with the data.
1.4.  2.1 Reaction C ross-S ection  E xpression
The single level d ispersion  theory expression  for the reaction  c ro s s -  
section with channel spin is  given by:
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O  ( 9 )
LJ J I I V  V  
1 2 1 2  1 2
Z Ü l J l i 2J 2 ; s L ) Z ( i l J l i 2J 2 ’ S L ) P I (C° S 0)
cos(o) + 0 + 0) + 0
w here the sym bols and derivations a re  given in Appendix I. The sam e approxi­
m ations have been made in the derivation of th is  expression , as were made for 
the e las tic  c ro ss -se c tio n . The in te rfe rence  between s ta tes  1 and 2 is explicitly 
given in the ex p ress io n , how ever, the sign of the in te rfe rence  te rm s depends 
on the signs of the square roo ts of the p a rtia l widths ( ±  J  ) . This am bi­
guity of sign may only be reso lved  by detailed com parison with experim ent.
1 .4 . 2 .2  T heore tical Angular D istributions 
13 16F o r both the C + a  and O + n channels, the channel spin is  J
1 + 1  1 ’with p a r itie s  of (-) and (-) respec tive ly . Consequently a single state  
of the compound nucleus ch arac te rized  by to ta l angular momentum J  and 
p a rity  n  can be form ed by alpha p a rtic le s  with only one value of o rb ita l 
angular momentum Jt and decay by neutron em ission with only one o rb ita l 
angular momentum f ’ . For a s ta te  of positive p a rity , Jt m ust be odd and 
I ' even , and for a s ta te  of odd p a r ity , i  even and I ' odd. Since the Z coef­
fic ien ts , appearing in the expression  for the reaction  c ro ss-sec tio n  above, 
have the sam e value for e ith e r of the two o rb ita l angular momentum
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possib ilitie s  (J = l ± i ) ,  the angular dependence of the c ro ss-sec tio n  at an 
iso lated  resonance is  given by:
<t (0)*S Z(£Jf J , i L ) 2 P T(cos 0) .
L L
This d istribution  is the sam e for e ith e r parity  with a shape ch arac te rized  
by the J  value. In the case where m ore than one state  of the compound sy s ­
tem  is involved, the d istribu tion  w ill contain the sum of the d istributions for 
each of the s ta tes  separa te ly  (m ultiplied by an energy dependent facto r), 
plus in te rfe rence  te rm s  between p a irs  of s ta tes  1 and 2, of the form :
Z({ z < *  l JP L (C0S e) •
The coefficients of P (cos 0) fo r individual s ta tes  and in terference  between 
p a irs  of s ta tes  from  these  exp ressions for J  values up to J  = 11/2 have 
been calculated  and a re  lis ted  in Table 1 .3 . In terfering s ta tes  of the sam e 
parity  a re  seen to produce only even Legendre polynomial te rm s , while 
s ta tes  of different p a rity  produce odd te rm s . As a re su lt , it may be possib le 
to determ ine the re la tive  p a ritie s  of neighbouring s ta tes  of the compound 
system  from  the angular d istribution .
The Legendre polynomial coefficients from  the experim ental neu­
tro n  angular d istribu tion , were com pared with these calculated distributions 
to guide the choice of in itia l p a ra m e te rs , and to a s s is t  in resolving am bi­
guities in assignm ents from  the analysis of the e las tic  and reaction  c ro s s ­
sec tions.
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1 , 4 . 3  P rogram s
The expressions given above for the e lastic  and reaction  c ro ss-se c tio n s  
w ere program m ed for the A ustralian  National U niversity I .B.  M. 360/50
7t
com puter. Up to ten s ta tes  of each J  (f <  5), specified by the resonance
energy, to tal width, and p a rtia l widths w ere en tered  as input p a ram e te rs .
Hard sphere  phases (0^) w ere calculated at each energy from  coefficients
of a second o rd e r polynomial in energy which w ere provided as input to the
p ro g ram . Initial values of these coefficients w ere obtained from  a least
squares fit to the calculated 0 for a channel rad ius of 5.7 ferm i for the a
l
channel and 5 .1 ferm i for the reaction  channel. The quality of the fit for 
each set of tr ia l p a ram ete rs  was determ ined subjectively, and p a ram ete rs  
varied  ex ternal to the p rog ram , since application of conventional optim i­
zation c r i te r ia ,  with system atic  varia tion  of a ll p a ra m e te rs , would have 
involved calculations of im p rac tica l length.
Calculated c ro ss-se c tio n s  w ere averaged over the ta rg e t th ickness 
and detec to r solid angle used in the experim ental m easu rem en ts . P lotted 
output of the resu lting  c ro ss-sec tio n s  was provided to speed com parison 
with the experim ental d a ta .
The magnitude of the reaction  c ro ss-sec tio n  at iso lated  resonances
is determ ined by the value of the product J  F F  /  F . Provision was in -
q . n
eluded in the reaction  c ro ss-se c tio n  p rogram  to determ ine in itia l values 
of the neutron p a rtia l width (and hence, from  the re la tion  F^ + F^ = F  ,
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the alpha p a rtic le  p a rtia l width) for a resonance of given to ta l width and
7T
J  by adjusting in sm all steps (0 < F^ < F  ) to reproduce the experim ental 
c ro s s -se c tio n  at a specified energy.
The genera l non-linear leas t squares fitting routine described  in 
Chapter 2 was used  in conjunction with the e lastic  sca tte ring  c ro ss-sec tio n  
p ro g ram  to ad just the coefficients of the polynom ials used to specify the hard  
sphere  p h a se s . This procedure allowed the phases to vary  with complete 
freedom  (except for the re s tr ic tio n  that they follow an a rb itra ry  quadratic 
in energy) in o rd e r to m inim ize the function:
^  (cr ^j)experim ental ^ca lcu la ted ^
The values of the resu ltin g  phases a re  d iscussed  below.
1 .4 .4  R esults
The p a ra m e te rs  used  in the analysis w ere requ ired  to give s a tis ­
factory  fits  to  the e las tic  and reaction  data sim ultaneously and to satisfy
the condition F  + r  = F  fo r each of the compound s ta tes  identified. 
a  n
F u rth e rm o re , the widths of the narrow  resonances w ere fixed at the values 
determ ined  experim entally , hi certa in  case s , it becam e necessa ry  to accept 
m inor com prom ises in both e las tic  and reaction  fits to satisfy  the above con­
ditions. However, the final set of p a ram ete rs  used to fit both se ts  of data, 
differed very little  from  the values which gave the b est fit to e ither set in ­
dependently ,
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No attem pt has been made to fit the data above 5.1 MeV where there  
a re  additional open channels and w here the data indicate predom inantly broad 
overlapping resonance s tru c tu re  with angular d istributions ch arac te rized  by 
strong in te rfe ren ce .
1 o 4. 4 „ 1 Resonance P a ra m e te rs
The values of the level p a ram ete rs  used to calculate the e lastic  and 
reaction  c ro ss -se c tio n s , shown as solid curves in F ig. 1.5 and F ig. 1 .6 ,
a re  lis ted  in Table 1 .4 . Also lis ted  a re  the excitation energ ies of the
17 13 17corresponding O excited s ta te s , based on C + a  -  O = 6.357 MeV.
Neutron and alpha p artic le  reduced widths a re  shown expressed  as a p e r ­
centage of the W igner single partic le  width, given by:
y t .  ,• . = 3h2 /2 M  R*W igner lim it a
The reduced widths were evaluated with channel rad ii of 5 .7  ferm i and 5 .1
ferm i for the alpha partic le  and neutron channels respective ly . In general,
the reduced widths a re  only a sm all percentage of the single pa rtic le  lim it,
17
suggesting that the sim ple configurations found for s ta tes  of O at lower 
excitation energ ies no longer sa tisfac to rily  explain the s ta tes  observed in 
th is  region,
As noted p rev iously , the appearance of the square roo ts  of the 
p a rtia l widths in the expression  for the reaction  c ro ss-sec tio n , introduces 
an ambiguity as to the sign of the in terference  te r m s . The choice of sign
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TABLE 1 .4
THE VALUES OF THE PARAM ETERS USED IN THE FITS 
TO THE ELASTIC AND REACTION DATA
( F  +
a
r  =  f )n
17
% of W igner L im it
E o r1 lab r  / r
a f
E O
X 0 *
a n
(MeV) (keV) (MeV)
3 . 6 4 8 0 . 4 5  * 1 / 2 " 9 . 1 4 0 . 1 8 0 . 0 3
3 . 6 9 4 > 0 . 9 8 7 / 2 " 9 . 1 8 5 . 0 8 0 . 0 0
3 . 7 2 7 . 5 0 . 2 0  * 5 / 2 + 9 . 2 0 0 . 3 9 0 . 0 6
4 .  11 1 9 . 5 0 . 8 5 5 / 2 ’ 9 . 5 0 1 . 2 4 0 . 0 7
4 . 4 0 21 0 . 7 0  *
, +  
7 / 2 9 . 7 2 1 . 7 9 0 . 6 0
4 . 4 2 80 0 . 9 0  *
. + 
3 / 2 9 . 7 4 2.  81 0 . 0 8
4 . 5 8 1 5 . 5 0 . 1 8
. +
9 / 2 9 . 8 6 5 . 1 6 1 . 2 2
4 . 7 0 1 4 0 0 . 7 8
. +  
7 /2 9 . 9 5 1 0 . 7 5 2 . 7 2
4 . 9 4 1 8 0 0 . 8 5 5 / 2 + 1 0 . 1 4 12.55 0 . 2 5
4 . 9 8 60 0 . 1 5 7 / 2 " 1 0 . 1 7 2 . 0 3 0 . 9 7
00oLO 1 6 0 0 . 6 0
. +  
7 / 2 1 0 . 2 4 7.  15 4 .  83
* -v e  sign  u sed  fo r y~F^
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for / r  o r J p was found to have a m arked effect on the calculated 
a n
angular d istribu tions and Legendre polynomial coefficients, and, in regions
of strong in te rfe rence  on the 0° c ro ss-sec tio n . Because of the im portance
of these te rm s  an extensive, though not exhaustive investigation of the effects
of sign re v e rs a ls  was m ade, in an attem pt to reso lve  the am biguities. The
widths fo r which a negative sign was used a re  m arked with an a s te risk  in
Table 1 .4 . The rem aining uncertain ty  in signs and the paucity of data in
the energy region prevented any detailed  com parison of the calculated and
13 16experim ental angular dependence of the C (a ,n )0  reaction .
1 . 4 . 4 . 2  Hard Sphere Phase Shifts
In obtaining the fits to the e lastic  c ro ss-se c tio n s , it was found that 
the shapes of the resonances could be reproduced reasonably well by ad just­
ment of the level p a ra m e te rs , but that la rge  d iscrepancies existed between
the calculated  and experim ental values of the c ro ss -se c tio n s , p a rticu la rly  
o
at 90 . The discrepancy appeared to be due to a fa ilu re  to fit the non- 
resonan t continuum ra th e r than erroneous l -value assignm ents. Experience 
has shown that usually only one choice of I -value w ill produce an acceptable 
fit; any other values re su lt in a very  poor fit at the resonance.
The hard  sphere phases, initially chosen for a channel rad ius of 
5 ,7  fe rm i, w ere replaced by extrapolations of the slightly different values 
of B arnes et a l. , (Ba 65) (used to fit the e lastic  data below 3.5  MeV.) The 
fit with these phases (broken curve Fig. 1. 5) rep resen ted  no significant
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im provem ent. It should be noted that the coefficients of the quadratics used 
to specify the phases, lis ted  in (Ba 65), a re  in co rrec t (Ri 66). The co rrec t 
values a re  as lis ted , but with the quadratic and lin ea r te rm s  in 0^ rev e rsed  
and the quadratic te rm  in 0 reduced by a fac to r 10.
O
F u rth er attem pts with hard  sphere phases calculated for a range
of channel rad ii a lso  failed  to sa tisfac to rily  reduce the discrepancy between
experim ental and calculated c ro ss -se c tio n s .
Substantial im provem ents resu lted  when the coefficients of the
quadratics specifying the phases w ere allowed to vary  freely  as described
in subsection 1 .4 .3  above. The re su lt is  shown as a solid curve in Fig. 1. 5.
The p a ram ete rs  used for the two se ts  of 0 a re  lis ted  in Table 1.5 and the
£
phases shown in Fig. 1 .8  com pared with phases calculated for a rad ius of
-1
5.7  ferm i from  the expression  0 = tan F /G  .
£ L Li
Although 0^, 0j and 09 differed considerably from  the calculated 
values, most of the im provem ent in the fit was due to only 0^ and 0^, the 
c ro ss-sec tio n s  being much le ss  sensitive to the value of 0 .
LJ
In the single level approxim ation used to calculate the c ro ss -se c tio n s ,
it is  expected that the hard  sphere  phases may differ substantially  from  the
calculated form  of tan * F /G  , because of contributions from  other levels.
- L i  l _ i
Lane and Thomas (La 58) have shown that the ex trem e single level approxi­
m ation may be re laxed  to som e extent by including some of the effect of 
distant levels in the 0 , and that the contribution from  the other levels may
TABLE 1 .5
COEFFICIENTS IN 0 = A E 2 f  B E + C --- -------------------------- - i  ~ £ --- ----- £ --------£
USED IN CALCULATING THE ELASTIC CROSS-SECTIONS
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E is  in MeV. 0 = 0  for  £ > 3 
£
0 SET
i
1 (Broken Curve Fig, 1. 5) F r o m  B arnes  et al , (Ba 65)
I A B C1 £ £
0 - 2 .5 2 1.19 - 2 . 0 8
1 - 1 .3 3 2.67 - 1 .9 3
2 -1 .4 9 6,79 -7 .6 7
3 - 0 .4 4 1,92 - 2 .0 9
0^ SET 2 (Solid Curve Fig ,  1.5)
£ B£ c i
0 - 2 ,6 8 15,31 - 0 ,4 9
1 - 0 ,9 2 6.27 -9 .8 1
2 -1 .4 9 7.69 -3 .8 9
3 - 0 .4 4 1.92 - 2 ,0 9
Fig. 1. 8 VALUES OF HARD SPHERE PHASES 0 USED IN THE
Li
1  q  1  O  1  O  1  P
ANALYSIS OF THE C (a,ot ) C AND C (a ,n )0  DATA
(heavy cu rves, set (c)), COMPARED WITH PHASES GIVEN
BY BARNES et al. , (Ba 65) (solid cu rves, se t (a)), AND
PHASES CALCULATED AS 0T = tan_ 1 F T /G  (broken
L 1j Li
cu rves, se t (b)).
(M
eV
)
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be of the sam e o rd e r of magnitude as the hard  sphere contribution. There 
is  little  ju stifica tion , th e re fo re , to in te rp re t the observed potential sca tte ring  
as that caused by a h a rd  sph ere . However, ca re  must be taken in drawing any 
m eaningful in ference  as to possib le "background" levels from  the p re sen t 
w ork, as the h a rd  sphere  phases (although varied  freely  to fit the data) have 
been re s tra in e d  to have the form  of quadratic functions of the bom barding 
energy,
1 , 4 , 4 , 3 __Resonances above 5 MeV
Although no attem pt has been made to fit in detail the data in this
reg ion , tentative spin assignm ents for some of the resonances observed
have been in fe rred  from  the neutron angular d istribu tions. In a ll cases,
the d istribu tions a re  ch arac te rized  by strong in terference  from  nearby
resonances and definite assignm ents cannot be made on the basis  of these
data alone. In addition, the one narrow  resonance observed at E = 5 . 6 8ca
MeV in the e las tic  y ie ld , may be tentatively assigned spin and parity  7 /2 + 
by com parison of the observed  resonance shape with the calculated shapes 
of Fig. 1.7.  The re la tiv e  m agnitudes of 90°, 149.4° and 169,6° c ro s s -
"I" -f* -f"
sections favour a 7 /2  assignm ent over possible 5/2 o r 9/2 a lte rn a tiv es .
The resonances observed in th is region (indicated by arrow s on
Fig . 1. 5 and F ig . 1.6) a re  lis ted  in Table 1.6,  together with the excitation
17
energ ies  E of the corresponding s ta tes  of O and approxim ate estim ates
X
of the to ta l w id ths.
TABLE 1.6
SUMMARY OF RESONANCES OBSERVED VIA THE C13(o .n J C13 AND C13(a,n)Q 16 REACTIONS
PRESENT EXPERIMENT PREVIOUS WORK
Resonance
Number
(a)
E^
(MeV)
e e x ° 17
(MeV)
r c .m .
(keV)
j *
e e x ° 17
(MeV)
r c .m
(keV)
J R eference
(i) Resonances Observed via both C13(o.n) and C13(o .o  )
3.64 9. 14 6 1/2 9.14 4 ± 3 Se 67
9.15 s  6 Bo 56
3. 72 9.20 5 .5 5 /2 + 9.18 £  17 » 3 /2 Fo 61
9.19 4 ± 3 Se 67
9.20 40 5/2 Bo 56, Sc 57
4.11 9.50 15 5/2~ 9.45 140 » 3 /2 Fo 61
9.50 11 7/2 Bo 56, Sc 57
9.50 8 ± 3 Se 67
4.40 9.72 16 7 /2 + 9.70 28 » 5 /2 Fo 61
9.73 19 7/2 Bo 56, Sc 57
9.73 15 ± 3 Se 67
4.42 9.74 61 3 /2 + 9.78 55 Bo 56
(9.78) Se 67
9.79 28 » 3 /2 Fo 61
4.58 9.86 12 9 /2 + 9.87 25 »  1 /2 Fo 61
9.88 25 ± 3 Se 67
9.89 12 9/2 Bo 56, Sc 57
4.70 9.95 107 7 /2 + 9.98 150 (5 /2 ,7 /2 ) Bo 56, Sc 57
(9.99) Se 67
(10.05) Se 67
4.94 10.14 138 5 /2 +
4.98 10. 17 46 7/2~ 10.16 38 » 3 /2 Fo 61
10.20 50 Bo 56
10.21 50 ± 3 Se 67
5.08 10.24 122 7 /2 +
1 5.18 10. 23 (7/2) (b) 10.39 Se 67
2 5 .3 10.4 £  20 10.423 14 ± 3 Sp 63
3 5.40 10.49 75 ± 30 (5/2) (b) 10.49 Se 67
4 5.52 10.58 45 ± 20 ( 7 /2 ,9/2)(b) 10.54 40 » 3 /2 Fo 61
10.560 50 ± 20 Sp 63
10.57 Ha 59, Wo 60
5 (5.58) (10.63)
6 5.78 10.79 75 ± 30 (5/2)(b) 10.770 85 ± 30 Sp 63
10.80 Ha 59, Wo 60
7 5.96 10.92 60 ± 20 2: 3/2(b) 10.903 55 ± 20 Wo 60
10.91 70 » 3 /2 Fo 61
10.95 Ha 59
8 6. 13 11.05 11.02 Wo 60
11.027 45 ± 10 Sp 63
11.11 Ha 59
9 (-6 .4) (-11.2) 11.226 100 ± 30 Sp 63
11.28 Wo 60
(lit R esonances Observed via C13(a ,a  ) only
3.69 9.18 3 7 /2 “
10 5.68 10.70 ^  25 (7 /2 +)(c)
(a) Resonances above 5 MeV, not included in the detailed  ana lysis, a re  num bered aa shown on F igs. 1 .5  and 1.6.
(b) Tentative assignm ents from  C ^ a ,  n)C)16 angular d istribution  data.
(c) J* in fe rred  from  com parison of e la s tic  yield with calcu lated  level shap es .
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1 .4 .5  D iscussion of J  A ssignm ents
C onsiderations leading to the choice of final spin assignm ents for 
17the various s ta te s  of O identified a re  d iscussed  in detail in the following 
p arag rap h s. The only previous assignm ents in th is  energy region, by 
Schiffer, K raus and R isse r (Sc 57) (hereafter re fe rre d  to as SKR), have 
been com pared with the p resen t analyses for each of the resonances iden ti­
fied in the e a r lie r  work.
1 „ 4. 5.1 The 3. 65 MeV, 3. 69 MeV and 3. 72 MeV Resonances 
Both the e las tic  and reaction  yields show two narrow  resonances in 
th is  reg ion , the lower located at 3.65 MeV and the higher at about 3 .7  MeV. 
Com parison of the shape of the 3. 65 MeV resonance with the standard  line 
shapes (Fig. 1.7) suggests a \  assignm ent, consistent with the magnitude 
of the reaction  c ro ss-se c tio n .
The shape of the higher energy resonance in the e lastic  c ro ss-se c tio n , 
in p a rticu la r the dip in the 90° yield, suggests that the resonance is  form ed 
with e ither l  -  2(3/2 , 5 /2  ) o r 1 = 4(7/2 , 9 /2  ). The magnitude of the 
c ro ss-se c tio n s  and the absence of P te rm s in the neutron d istribu tions,
O
ru le  out the 3/2 and 9/2 p o ssib ilitie s , F rom  the neutron angular d is t r i ­
bution. SKR suggest J  = 5/2 for the resonance at 3, 72 MeV. However, fits  
to the e las tic  c ro ss -se c tio n s , assum ing 1/2 , 5 /2  and 1/2 , 7 /2  com ­
binations fo r these resonances (Fig. 1 .9 ). show a 5 /2  assignm ent for the 
3. 72 MeV resonance to be in conflict with the experim ental data, while 7 /2
Fig. 1.9 THE ELASTIC DATA BETWEEN 3, 5 AND 4 .5  MeV
COMPARED WITH FITS FROM SEVERAL ASSIGNMENTS
AT THE 3.69 MeV, 4 .11 MeV AND 4 .40  MeV RESONANCES.
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reproduces the data w ell, apart from  a slight energy discrepancy. While it 
is  possib le , in reg ions of strong in te rfe ren ce  for the peak c ro ss-sec tio n s  to 
be shifted from  the resonance energy, the 30 keV difference observed between 
peaks in the (<2 , 0 ^) and ( a  ,n) yields could not be accounted for in th is  way. A 
carefu l check of the energ ies of the resonances observed in the e lastic  and 
reaction  c ro ss-se c tio n s  (as noted in section 3 .2 . 2 and shown in Fig. 1.10) 
confirm ed the difference in peak c ro ss-se c tio n  energ ies and leads to the con­
clusion that th ree  resonances contribute in th is energy region.
Fig , 1.10 shows the e lastic  and reaction  data fitted with th is assum ed
+
th ree  level descrip tion , assignm ents being 1/2 and 5/2 for the 3.64 MeV 
and 3,72 MeV resonances, and 7/2 (with sm all neutron width) for the 
3. 69 MeV resonance. The fit is  in good agreem ent with the data and consistent 
with the 5/2  assignm ent of SKR for the higher energy resonance in the neutron 
y ie ld .
F u rth er support for the th ree  level descrip tion  is  provided by the 
neutron angular d istribution at 3.64 MeV, which is  ch arac te rized  by strong 
in te rfe rence  from  s ta tes  of like p a rity . Jh p a rticu la r the p resence of a 
te rm , in the absence of a P^ te rm , suggests in te rfe rence  between a J  = 7/2 
state  and a J  = 3/2 sta te  of opposite p a rity . A 3 /2  state  of sufficient width 
to account for th is in te rfe rence  is observed at about 3. 3 MeV (Ba 65),
1 „ 4 , 5 , 2  The 4,11 MeV Resonance
13 16F rom  the analysis of the C (c2,n)0 angular distribution at 4 .12
Fig, 1.10 THE ELASTIC AND REACTION DATA BETWEEN
E = 3 , 5  MeV AND 3, 8 MeV, COMPARED WITH CAL- a
CULATED CROSS-SECTIONS, ASSUMING RESONANCES 
AT 3, 65 MeV AND 3,69 MeV, AND WITH CALCULATION 
INCLUDING THE ADDITIONAL 5 /2 + RESONANCE AT
3,72 MeV,
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17MeV, SKR suggest a probable spin of 7/2 for the state  at 9.50 MeV in O
The Legendre polynomial coefficients determ ined from  the d istribution
m easured  at 4 .11  MeV in the p resen t experim ent differ from  those of SKR.
In p a rtic u la r , la rg e r  and coefficients w ere found with a sm alle r P^
coeffic ien t. Com parison of the d istribution  m easurem ent in the p resen t
work with th eo re tica l d istribution  for J  = 5 /2  and J  = 7/2 (Fig, 1.11) indicates
a spin of 5 /2  in conflict with the previous assignm ent of SKR. For e ither of
the suggested sp ins, the dip observed in the 90° e lastic  c ro ss-sec tio n , would
req u ire  a 5/2 o r a 7/2  assignm ent. F ig. 1.9 shows fits to the e las tic  data
for these  two p o ssib ilitie s . C learly , the 5 /2  assignm ent reproduces the
data m ore closely . The b road  hump between 4 .2  MeV and 4 .4  MeV observed
in the e las tic  data at 169. 6° and 149.4° may perhaps be fitted with a broad
J  = 3/2 resonance, which could explain the large P te rm  in the 4.11 MeV
£
neutron angular d istribution .
H ow ever, as the e lastic  data in th is region a re  uncertain  due to the 
12 12large resonance in the C (o '.o^C  c ro ss-sec tio n , no such resonance was 
included in the fit. F u rther evidence for the 5/2  assignm ent at 4 .11  MeV 
with a broad underlying J  = 3/2 resonance is  given by the neutron angular 
d istribution  at 4 .18  MeV which contains predom inantly P , P^ and P^ te rm s  
and is  well explained by a J  = 3/2 state  in te rfe rin g  strongly with a J = 5/2
state  of like pa rity .
- 38-
1 .4 . 5 .3  The 4.40 and 4 .42  MeV Resonances
The neutron angular d istribution  taken on the 4.40 MeV resonance
17(Fig. 1.11) indicates a J  = 7/2 for the corresponding state  in O , in ag re e ­
ment with the assignm ent of SKR, Comparison of the e lastic  data with the 
calculated single level shapes determ ines I as 3 and thus positive parity  for 
a J  = 7 /2  s ta te . Fig. 1.9 shows the calculated e las tic  c ro ss-sec tio n s  for
"4” — - f-
both 7/2 and 7/2 assignm ents; the 7/2 assignm ent reproduces the data 
m ore co rrec tly .
The broad resonance observed as a shoulder on the high energy side 
of the narrow  4.40  resonance in both the e lastic  and reaction  c ro ss -se c tio n s  
is best fitted as a 3 /2 + state  at 4 .42  MeV. The ra tio  of the 169.9° and 149,4° 
e las tic  c ro ss-sec tio n  indicates a spin < 5 /2 . The 90° e lastic  c ro ss-se c tio n
shows no dip at th is energy elim inating 1/2 , 3 /2  and 5/2 assignm ents, and
I 13 10
1/2  re su lts  in a sm alle r calculated  C (a ,n )0  c ro ss-sec tio n  on the r e s o ­
nance than is observed experim entally  (even with F  = F  = r / 2 ) .  F ig . 1,12O' n
13 13shows the C (at a  )C c ro ss -se c tio n s  with sev e ra l a lternative assignm ents
for the 4 .42  MeV resonance. While the agreem ent with the absolute e las tic
o o
c ro ss-sec tio n  at 169.6 and 149.4 is  not p a rticu la rly  good, the a lte rn a tiv es
a re  in w orse agreem ent with the data, thus a 3 /2 + assignm ent was p re fe rre d .
M oreover, the la rg e  P^ and coefficients observed in the neutron2 4
angular d istributions can be sa tisfac to rily  explained in te rm s  of a J  = 3/2 
state  with strong in te rfe rence  from  a J  = 7 /2  sta te  of like p arity ,
Fig. 1.11 ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS OF NEUTRONS FROM THE 
C13(ö'sn )0 16 REACTION AT VARIOUS RESONANCE ENERGIES. 
THE SOLID LINES INDICATE THE ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS 
EXPECTED FROM VARIOUS SPINS OF THE COMPOUND
SYSTEM WITHOUT INTERFERENCE EFFECTS.
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1 4 . 5 ,4__The 4, 58 MeV Resonances
The neutron angular d istribution  at the 4,58 MeV resonance (Fig. 1,11) 
indicates a probable spin of 9/2  in agreem ent with the suggested value of SKR,
-f- -f-
F its  to the e lastic  and reaction  data with e ither 9 /2  or 7 /2  assignm ent r e -
. +•
produce the data equally well (Fig. 1.13). However, the 9 /2 assignm ent is 
p re fe rre d  to give agreem ent with the experim ental neutron angular d istribution .
1.4,  5,5 The 4, 72 Resonance
The angular d istribution  m easured  at the 4,72 MeV resonance and 
the d istribution  m easurem ent at 4.75 MeV by SKR, a re  charac te rized  by strong 
in te rfe rence  from  s ta te s  of like pa rity . Although apparently predom inantly 
due to a J  = 5/2  s ta te  (Fig. 1.11), a J  = 7/2 assignm ent would not be incon­
sistent with the data.
Com parison with calculated  single level shapes for the e lastic  c ro s s -
o / +sections at 90 indicates that the sta te  is  form ed with f = 3. For a 5 /2
o oassignm ent, the ra tio  of the e lastic  c ro ss-se c tio n s  at 169,6 and 149,4 is
■j-
too low (Fig. 1.13). while a 7 /2 assignm ent reproduces the data well.
1.4.  5.6 The 4. 94 MeV, 4, 98 MeV and 5.08 MeV Resonances 
Neutron angular d istribu tions m easured  in the region 4 .8  MeV to
5 .2  MeV all show evidence of very  strong in te rfe ren ce , so that unique spin 
assignm ents cannot be m ade. However, a lm ost equal contributions from  a 
J  = 5 /2 and a J  = 7 /2  state  of opposite parity  would explain the d istribution  
m easured  on the large resonance at 4.98 MeV in the 0° C^(Qr,n)0*'^
Fig. 1.13 COMPARISON OF THE FITS TO THE ELASTIC CROSS- 
SECTIONS WITH 5 /2 4 AND 1 / 2  ASSIGNMENTS AT THE 
4 .72  MeV RESONANCE; IN BOTH CASES, ALL OTHER
ASSIGNMENTS ARE AS IN TABLE 1 ,4 .
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c ro ss-se c tio n .
The e lastic  c ro ss-se c tio n  shows two broad resonances at about 
4 .94  MeV and 5,08 MeV. A ttem pts to reproduce the one large resonance 
at 4,98 MeV in the reaction  yield , with only two resonances in th is energy 
region w ere unsuccessfu l. It was therefo re  assum ed that at least th ree  
resonances a re  contributing to the observed c ro ss-sec tio n ; the two resonan ­
ces at 4 .94  MeV and 5,08 MeV having large  alpha partic le  widths and the 
resonance at 4,98 having a sm all alpha p artic le  width.
Of the la rge  num ber of resonance combinations exam ined, only the
-f. _  .f.
5 /2  , 7/2 , 7/2 com bination rep roduces the data sa tis fa c to rily . The ob­
served  neutron angular d istribu tions can also be accounted for by such a 
com bination. The data indicate a num ber of additional broad resonances at 
higher energ ies which have not been included in the c ro ss-sec tio n  ca lcu la tions. 
The om ission probably accounts for m ost of the d iscrepancies in the fits  close 
to 5 MeV.
The dip in the 90° e la s tic  c ro ss-sec tio n  between 4 ,8  and 5 MeV was 
reproduced by the inclusion of a broad underlying 1/2 resonance at about 
5 MeV. However, insufficient evidence is  available to justify the assignm ent 
which has not been included in the final set of level p a ra m e te rs .
1.5 D iscussion 
1 .5 .1  P ossib le  Broad Levels
While little  may be said  regard ing  the p resence  of broad levels in
- 41 -
the region covered by th is w ork, without fu rther experim ental evidence, it is
of in te re s t to examine the possible im plications of the difficulty experienced
in fitting the non-resonant continuum in the e lastic  c ro ss-se c tio n , and the
values of the "hard sphere" phases which re su lted  from  attem pts to overcom e
th is  difficulty (see subsection 4 .42).
In the case of 0 , the absence of s wave s ta tes  (with the exception o
of the narrow  1/2 at 3.65 MeV), in the energy region considered, im plies
that the "hard  sphere phase" in fact re p re se n ts  the total s wave phase shift.
Although th is phase shift has been re s tr ic te d  to have quadratic form  with
energy, it is  tru e  that over the energy range 3 .5  - 5 .0  MeV, a la rge  (non-
hard  sphere) component of the s wave phase shift is  requ ired  to reproduce
the experim ental c ro ss -se c tio n . Such a phase shift would a r is e  from  the
p resence  of a very  broad s wave s ta te , e ither within or closely adjacent to
the energy in terval under consideration . The state  would be requ ired  to have
an alpha p artic le  width corresponding to a substantial fraction  of the single
13p artic le  lim it, and thus have a configuration corresponding to a C core
with a loosely bound s wave alpha p a rtic le .
A broad s wave s ta te  of s im ila r ch arac te r is  observed at E = 5 . 5a
12
MeV in C e las tic  alpha sca tte rin g  and it is  unlikely that the additional 
neutron in the "co re"  of a state  with th is type of configuration would signifi­
cantly affect the binding energy of the loosely bound alpha p a rtic le  (Ba 671.
It is  probable, th e re fo re , that a broad "single p a rtic le"  s wave
- 42 -
resonance would be observed at approxim ately the sam e bom barding energy 
in the p resen t experim en t,
12A broad p wave resonance is  also  found in C e las tic  alpha partic le
sca tte ring  and s im ila r qualitative argum ents could explain the value of 0 ^
req u ired  to fit the p resen t data. An f wave resonance corresponding to the
12broad 3 observed in the C sca tte ring  at about 6 MeV, would be expected 
to have little  effect on 0 due to the sm all f wave penetrab ility  in the energy
O
reg ion  considered.
The naive argum ents above, in favour of a num ber of very  broad
resonances underlying those identified, and contributing to the non-resonant
c ro ss-se c tio n , a re  given only in an attem pt to provide a "possib le” explanation
for the anomalous "hard  sphere" phases requ ired  in fitting the experim ental
c ro ss -se c tio n . Evidence for the actual existence of such resonances could
only be obtained from  a m ore  extensive experim ental study of the e lastic
sca tte ring  with a detailed phase shift analysis .
1 .5 .2  D irect Reaction Contributions
13Since the ground state  of C may be p ictured on the sim ple single
12partic le  model as a l p j  neu tron , coupled to a C co re , it is  reasonable to
expect that d irec t m echanism s may play a p a rt in the (o^n) reaction  even at
re la tive ly  low bom barding en erg ies . At energ ies above 5 MeV, where excited 
16
s ta te s  of O becom e accessib le  as final s ta tes  of the reaction , the compound 
nucleus contribution to the ground state  alone may be sm all and d irec t reaction
- 43 -
contributions become significant. Nilsson and Kjellman (Ni 62) have analyzed 
the reaction above 12 MeV on the basis of direct, knock-on and heavy particle 
stripping processes with only limited success. Between 6 MeV and 8.5 MeV 
Deshpande and Fulbright (De 64) concluded that compound nuclear formation 
was the predominant reaction mode. In the energy region covered by the 
present work, the pronounced energy dependence of both the elastic and 
reaction cross-sections supports the contention that compound nucleus for­
mation is the major contribution and possible direct interaction processes 
were not considered in the analysis,
1 .5 .3  Comparison with Previous Work
17The previous experiments providing information on the levels of O
in the same region of excitation as that covered by the present work, have
been mentioned in section 1. Each of these has involved either neutron ab- 
16sorption by O , or the emission of neutrons to the ground state or excited 
16 17states of O . The levels of O identified here as corresponding to the
resonances at 3.69 MeV, 4.94 MeV, 5.08 MeV and 5.68 MeV in the 
13 13C ' (a,c^)C yield, each have a small width for neutron emission, and have 
therefore not been previously reported.
All other levels identified are in agreement with earlier measure­
ments. apart from the energy discrepancies already discussed. A summary 
17of the levels of O previously observed is given in Table 1.6, along with 
the results of the present work. Some difficulty is experienced in making
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a detailed co rre la tion  of the levels observed via the different reactions
(particu larly  at higher excitation energies) reflecting  the re la tive  values
of the pa rtia l widths I ' , r  and r  and the poorer reso lu tion  of the neutron
a n n'
experim ents.
Significant differences occur between the p resen t re su lts  for the
to tal and p a rtia l widths of the 9.20 MeV and 9 .86 MeV le v e ls , and the
13 16
re su lts  of Sekharn et a l. (Se 67). The la tte r  work, derived from  C (a ,n )0
to tal c ro ss-sec tio n  m easu rem en ts, rep o rts  total widths of about one half of
the p resen t values and r / T sm a lle r by a factor of about 4. A s im ila r d is-a
crepancy is noted between the re su lts  of Sekharn et a l. and those of B arnes 
et al. (Ba 65) for the levels at 8.50 MeV and 8.39 MeV.
The to tal neutron c ro ss -se c tio n s  of Sekharn et al. w ere based on 
the efficiency of a 4 -n paraffin -m odera ted  BF de tec to r, calib rated  for neu-
O
tro n s  of nominal 5 MeV energy using a Ra-o'-Be neutron sou rce, quoted
e r r o r s  in the efficiency being  12%, and in the resu lting  c ro ss-se c tio n s , 20%.
In view of the energy and angle dependent efficiency of such detecto rs (Ma 60,
Al 60), which could not be determ ined by a calib ration  of th is type, and the
13 16strong  angular d istributions for the C (ö-,n)0 reaction  observed in the 
p resen t and e a r lie r  work (Sc 57), the absolute to tal c ro ss-sec tio n s  cannot 
be reg ard ed  as re liab le . It may be noted that the c ro ss-sec tio n s  for the 
(n,#) reaction  at the peak of each of the resonances of in te re s t, obtained by 
application of the rec ip ro c ity  theorem  to the re su lts  of Sekharn et al. , differ
- 45 -
by m ore than 100% from  d irec t m easurem ents of the (n ,ct) c ro ss-sec tio n  
by Walton et ah  , (Wa 57) and Davis et ah  s (Da 64).
The d iscrepancies in the total widths may be attributed  to u n cer­
ta in ties  in the determ ination of the off-resonance values of the to tal c ro s s -  
section which will be large for each of the resonances com pared with the 
p resen t work. E r ro rs  of 75% a re  quoted fo r the to tal widths given by 
Sekharn et ah  The large quoted e r ro r s  and uncerta in ties in the absolute 
values of the c ro ss-sec tio n  prevent ex traction  of meaningful p a rtia l widths 
from  the to ta l c ro ss-sec tio n  m easu rem en ts, thus the p resen t re su lts  a re  
p re fe rre d .
The broad resonance at 4 .72  MeV in the presen t work is  repo rted  
as two resonances at 4 .77 MeV and 4 .85  MeV by Sekharn et al; so identified 
on the b asis  of a slight depression  at about 4. 8 MeV in the m easured  to ta l 
c ro ss -se c tio n . The average neutron energy for a bom barding energy of 
about 4. 8 MeV corresponds to a la rge  resonance in the carbon to tal c ro s s -  
section. M arked dips ( ~  10%) in long counter effic iencies, have been 
observed at th is neutron energy (Al 60) and it is  not unlikely that a s im ila r 
anomaly ex ists  fo r the detector used by Sekharn et a h  , explaining the de­
p ressio n  observed in the to tal c ro ss -se c tio n . No evidence fo r two resonances
contributing in the energy region has been found in the p resen t work, o r in
13 16 16 13e a r lie r  m easurem ents ol the C (oqn)O and O (mct^C ' reac tions (Bo 56,
Wo 60, Fo 61).
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Salisbury and R ichards (Sa 62) have analyzed the mirror nucleus F
on the b asis  of a sim ple shell model with som e su c c e ss , and have given a
17 17com parison of the known and pred icted  s ta tes  of O and F . The one to
one correspondence which is  observed up to about 5 MeV excitation energy ,
begins to b reak  down between 5 MeV and 7 MeV, No spin parity  assignm ents
for levels of F 17 have been made in the region of excitation energ ies c o rre s -
17ponding to the excitation energ ies in O covered by th is experim ent.
17Few of the rem aining th eo re tica l trea tm en ts  of O s ta tes  allow 
meaningful com parison with the levels described  in th is work. Brown and 
Green (Br 66) have p redicted  even parity  s ta tes  of O17 in th is region on the 
b asis  of the usual shell model s ta te s , with additional deform ed s ta tes  obtained 
by exciting p a rtic le s  out of a deform ed co re . They pred ic t no 1/2^ s ta tes  
between 6. 5 MeV and 10. 8 MeV in accord  with the p resen t work. The firs t 
3 /2 + state p redicted  above 7 .4  MeV excitation is at 9. 78 MeV and could p e r­
haps be identified with the 9,74 MeV level observed here . However, two 
. +
additional 3/2 s ta tes  a re  observed  by B arnes et al. (Ba 65), a t 8.06 MeV 
and 8.87 MeV. No satisfac to ry  agreem ent is  found between the predicted
4-
5 /2  s ta tes  and those observed in th is work, o r in previous work at lower 
excitation.
W ildermuth and Carovillano (Wi 61) have p red ic ted , on the basis  of
a c lu ster m odel, that for alpha p a rtic le  energ ies from  about 5 to 10 MeV,
13the C * e lastic  alpha partic le  sca tte rin g  should exhibit "optical giant resonances'
- 47 -
with widths of the o rd e r of one or two MeV and energy separations of "som e
MeV". Exam ination of the e lastic  yields indicates that the g ro ss  st ructu re
is  consisten t with the above pred iction , although the energy in te rva l is
obviously insufficient to  determ ine if th is s tru c tu re  is  repeated . Spear et
a l, (Sp 63) have dem onstrated  a s im ila r behaviour (consistent with the p re -
13 3 6dictions of W ilderm uth and Carovillano)for the C "(ö ',ny)0  reaction  in this
energy reg ion .
1 .5 .4  Sum m ary
17
The re su lts  of the p resen t experim ent a re  sum m arized in the O
level d iagram  (Fig. 1.14). The 0° neutron yield for the C ^ (ö r ,n )0 ^  reaction
and the 169.6 * e las tic  yield a re  shown to aid in identifying the resonances
re fe r re d  to in the tex t. The p a ram ete rs  given in Table 1 .4 , for the s ta tes
37of the compound nucleus O , a re  consistent with a ll the evidence from  the
C ^ a r ,«  c ro ss -se c tio n s , the C * ^ (a ,n )0 ^  0° c ro ss -se c tio n s , and the 
13 16
C (o'.n)O angular d istribution  data. Resonances observed in the e las tic
3 7and reac tio n  yields above E^ = 5 .0  MeV corresponding to s ta tes  of O 
between 10.3 MeV and 11.3 MeV excited energy, a re  in agreem ent with 
previous work covering the sam e region of excitation.
Fig. 1.14 ENERGY LEVEL DIAGRAM SHOWING THE STATES IN O
13 13
OBSERVED IN THE C (a,a ) C ELASTIC SCATTERING
X 3 10 oAND THE C > , n ) 0  REACTIONS. THE 0 NEUTRON
YIELD AND 169.6° ELASTIC SCATTERING CROSS-
SECTIONS ARE SHOWN TO AID IN IDENTIFYING THE
17
RESONANCES REFERRED TO IN THE TEXT,
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CHAPTER 2
E NERGY LEVELS OF Q16 IN THE VICINITY OF 13 MeV
2 . 1  Introduction 
16The region of excitation in O between 12 MeV and 14 MeV is
15accessib le  through bombardment of N by 1 MeV protons (Q = 12.126 
12MeV) and of C by & 7 MeV alpha p a rtic le s  (Q = 7.162 MeV). The large
num ber of channels for which detailed  data a re  available thus affords a
unique opportunity to unambiguously determ ine the level schem e and level
p a ra m e te rs  by requ iring  a sim ultaneous explanation of all the experimental.
12 15inform ation from  C + a  and N + p reactions.
16Recent extensive studies of the energy levels of O between 12 MeV
and 14 MeV have been made by sev e ra l authors (La 64. Mi 64„ Mi 64a, Mi 65),
-f-
who w ere mainly concerned with the sea rch  for a proposed 2 s tate  near 
13 MeV. In the course of these w orks, a num ber of anom alies in the existing
data becam e apparent, in p a rticu la r with reg a rd  to the resonance observed
12 15at ^  7 .9  MeV in the C + ct reaction  and at ^  1010 keV in the N + p
_
reac tio n s , previously identified as a 1 state  at 13.1 MeV in O M itchell
and Ophel (Mi 64) and Larson and Spear (La 64) dem onstrated  the existence
+  12 
of a broad 2 level at about 13.1 MeV from  analysis of the C (a, 7 ^) reaction .
However, in o rd e r to account sa tisfac to rily  for the behaviour of the
yield , M itchell and Ophel also  postulated a new 3 state  at very nearly  the
- 49 -
sam e excita tion . F u rth e r m easurem ents by M itchell and Ophel of the 
12 12 12
C (a,a' ) ,  C (o^p) and C (0 , 7 7 ) reac tio n s , confirm ed the existence of
the 3 le v e l, and an adequate explanation of all the experim ental data from  
12 15studies of C + a  and N + p was given in te rm s  of four levels, viz:
13„10 (1 ), 13.13 (3 ), 13.15 (2+), 13.25 (3 ). The only outstanding excep­
tion to the four level descrip tion  was the carbon e lastic  alpha sca tte ring , 
which had not been sa tisfac to rily  explained in this region (Fe 65). While the 
available spectroscopic evidence may be regarded  as unambiguous proof of
the existence of these levels, the lack of an adequate descrip tion  of the
12 12 +C (a,a^)C reaction , and uncertain ty  in the position and width of the 2
level (which cannot be ex tracted  from  the available data) rem ain . F u rth e r­
m ore , conflicting values have been given for the width of the 1 level at 
12.44 MeV (Bi 54, Fe 61, Fe 65) and for the spin of the level at 13. 25 MeV
(Ha 57, Ba 57, Kr 53, Ba 59). The spectroscopic evidence from  the 
15 12N + p and C + a s tud ies, on which the level schem e above is  based , is
d iscussed  in the following section.
2 .2  Spectroscopic Evidence
16The known energy levels of O over the range of excitation energy 
11.52 to 13.26 MeV are  shown schem atically  in F ig . 2 ,1  (taken from the 
la test com pilation of L auritsen  et a l . , (La 62) and from  (Mi 64)). P a rticu la r 
attention is  paid in th is sum m ary to the resonance anom alies associated  with 
the levels at ^  13.1 MeV and the explanations that have been offered for them,
SECTION OF THE ENERGY LEV EL SCHEME FOR O
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The bombarding energ ies for the N + p and C + a  reactions at which 
resonances corresponding to the levels of in te re st a re  observed, together 
with the widths repo rted  by M itchell and Ophel (Mi 64» a re  given in Table 2 ,1, 
Some differences exist between the p a ram e te rs  repo rted  for the resonances 
by various w o rk e rs , however the values lis ted  provide a reasonable expla­
nation of a ll the available data. Significant departu res from  these values are  
noted in the sections below.
TABLE 2.1
E
a
(MeV)
E
P
(keV)
o16
(MeV)
rc. m 
(keV)
7,09 338 12,44 r 94
7,90 1010 13,10 r 140
7,95 not observed 13,13 3~
+
100
7.98 -1 0 0 0 -1 3 .1 5 2 ^  250
8,14 1210 13,25 3~ 225
To sim plify identification in the following d iscussion , the excitation energy 
16
of a level in O is given by the value lis ted  in Fig, 2.1 and Table 2 .1 ,
except where an author has specified its  value to be o therw ise .
152. 2.1 N + p Reactions
These reactions a re  ch arac te rized  by two possib le va lues, 0 and 1
16of the entrance channel spin; and may th e re fo re  proceed via O s ta te s  of
"unnatural p a rity " , i . e . ,  0 , 1 , 2 , e tc . ,  which a re  s tric tly  forbidden to 
12
the S = 0 (C + o/} system , and consequently do not concern the presen t
16
discussion . Both T = 0 and T = 1 s ta tes  of O can be populated by the
proton induced reactions in con trast with the CU  + » re a c tio n s , which p ro -
16
ceed through in term ediate T = 0 s ta tes  of O . Thus, strongly rad iating
12
dipole s ta tes  (T = 1, J  = 1 ) which will be inhibited in the C + a  reac tio n s ,
15may be expected to appear in N + p studies.
15 12
2 „ 2 .1 .1  The N (p ,» ) C Reaction
15 12Resonances in the yield of the N (p5»^)C reaction  have been ob­
served  a t, or near, proton energ ies of 338, 1010 and 1210 keV (Sc 52, Co 53,
16
Ne 53, Na 57a, Ba 591, corresponding to O levels of 12.44, 13.10 and 
13,25 MeV excitation. Angular d istributions of the long range alpha p a rtic le s
- 51 -
below = 400 keV a re  consistent with 0 or 1 assignm ents for the 12.44 
MeV level. Cohen and French  (Co 53) suggested 0 for th is level with in te r ­
ference from  the 13.10 MeV 1 level, to account for the increasing  P te rm  
in the d istributions above 400 keV, Hagedorn and M arion (Ha 57a) and 
Bashkin et a l. , (Ba 59) favoured 1 with in te rfe rence  from  a s ta te  of positive 
parity  and higher J  value.
Hebbard (He 60) has made a com prehensive analysis of the published
15 12data, and provided an adequate descrip tion of the N (p ,»o)C c ro ss -se c tio n  
from  threshold  up to 1200 keV in te rm s  of 1 resonances at 338 and 1010 keV
and th e ir constructive in te rfe ren ce . Hebbard postulated two additional levels
- 52 -
in th is  energy region on the b asis  of the angular distribution of long range
+ +
alpha p a rtic le s , v iz: a 2 level at r* 1000 keV and a 0 level at s* 500 keV.
Both levels w ere assum ed to have large alpha partic le  and sm all proton
12 12
widths to account fo r th e ir  appearance only in the C (a9a )C (He 60) and 
15 12N ' (p,** )C ' re a c tio n s .
The angular d istribu tions at the 1210 keV resonance favour a 3 
over a 4 assignm ent for the 13,26 MeV level (Ha 57as Ba 59), though con­
flicting re su lts  have been repo rted  from  other reactions for the assignm ent 
at th is resonance.
2 .2 .1 .2  The N~*5(p ,# y )C 12 and N ^ (p ,g  )C^2 Reaction
No resonance is observed at 338 keV in these reac tio n s , indicating
an extrem ely  sm all width F for the 12.44 MeV level. The resonance atcn1
1010 keV is  weak and displaced to higher energ ies (Sc 52), an effect a ttributed
to the penetration  fac to r for the short range alpha p a rtic le s . The identification
with the 13.10 MeV 1 has been accepted, although no detailed m easurem ents 
15 12of the N (p ,a  )C' reaction  ex ist to provide confirm ation. M easurem ents
at the 1210 keV resonance a re  not all in agreem ent with a 3 assignm ent.
The (a -  y) angular co rre la tio n  m easured  by Hagedorn indicated a spin of 3
and the 4 .43  MeV gam m a ray  angular d istribution m easurem ents (Ha 57,
— +
Ba 57) a re  consisten t with e ith e r 3 or 4 assignm ents. However, the alpha 
partic le  d istribu tions m easured  at 1210 keV by Hagedorn (Ha 57a) and Kraus
et a l . , (Kr 53) though in excellent agreem ent, exclude 3 . Bashkin et a h ,
ERRATUM
Page
53
Line
13 F o r im plied by the in tegrated  c ro ss-se c tio n , read :
12im plied by the C + ot r e s u l t s . Hebbard has shown that 
destructive  in te rfe ren ce  between the two 1 resonances
adequately explained the in teg ra ted  c ro ss-se c tio n  . . .
- 53 -
(Ba 59) obtained a d istribution  differing from  the other re su lts  which favoured
a 3 assignm ent. In the absence of fu rth er data, it has been generally  assum ed
15that the 3 assignm ent for the 13. 25 MeV level a lso  applied to the N (p,#^) 
reaction .
15 162 .2 .1 .3  The N (p .-y ^ O Reaction
O bservation by Hebbard (He 60) of the weak ground sta te  gamma 
rad ia tion  from  the 12.44 MeV level, excluded the suggested 0 assignm ent, 
and definitely estab lished  the 1 c h a rac te r  of th is level. K raus (Kr 54) has 
shown the 1010 resonance to rad ia te  iso trop ica lly  to the ground s ta te , con­
firm ing the 1 assignm ent. The streng th  of th is  e lec tric  dipole tran sitio n  led
to an in terp re ta tion  (Wi 56) of the level a s  the T = 1 analogue of the 392 keV 
_ 20
1 level of N (Aj 59), A sm all T = 0 adm ixture is  requ ired  to explain the 
considerable alpha p a rtic le  width im plied by the in tegrated  c ro ss-sec tio n  for 
the (p,-^) reaction , M easurem ents by Bailey (Ba 63) of the gam m a ray  angu­
la r  d istributions at proton energ ies between 800 and 1080 keV, showed no 
evidence fo r in te rfe rence  between the 1 level and another of positive parity ; 
implying a very  sm all proton width fo r the 2 level in agreem ent with 
H ebbard 's analysis .
2. 2 .1 .4  The N ^ (p ,p  )N*^ Reaction ---------------------------  -0 ---------------------
M easurem ents by Hagedorn (Ha 57a) and by Bashkm et a l . , (Ba 59) 
of proton e las tic  sca tte rin g , have confirm ed the 1 and 3 assignm ents for 
the 1010 keV and 1210 keV reso n an ces , F u rth e rm o re , Hagedorn (Ha 57a)
- 54 -
claim ed that the 1010 keV anomaly was sufficiently well fitted to exclude the 
possib ility  of two s ta tes  being involved at th is  resonance, The absence of a 
sca ttering  anomaly at 338 keV is  explained by the sm all proton width ascribed
to the 12,44 MeV level.
12
2 , 2 , 2 C + a Reactions
Since both the incident pa rtic le  and ta rg e t nucleus have spin zero ,
I j
only natu ra l parity  ( i„ e ,, 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , e tc ,)  s ta tes  of O may be form ed
12by the C + O' system ,
Conservation of isobaric  spin also re s tr ic ts  these reactions to proceed
16through in term ediate  T = 0 s ta tes  of O , The AT -  ± 1 selection ru le  for
e lec tric  dipole gamma ray  tra n s itio n s  in self conjugate (N = Z) nuclei, will
* 16inhibit decay of J  = 1 , T = 0 s ta te s  of O by rad iative tran sitio n s  to the
+ 12 12 J  = 0 , T -  0 ground s ta te . Thus resonances in the C (o' , 7  )C reaction
__ 20
corresponding to 1 s ta tes  of O m ust be explained in te rm s of isobaric  spin
im purity of these s ta te s , the rad ia tive  and alpha partic le  widths reflecting
the proportions of T -  0 and T = 1 configurations mixed into the resonant s ta te ,
12 122 ,2 , 2 ,1  The C (or,or )C__Reaction
As a consequence of the fact that the angular part of the pure resonance 
sca ttering  am plitude, for spin zero  p a rtic le s  on a spin zero  ta rg e t, contains 
only the Legendre polynomial P^(cos 9) (where ! is  the orbital angular m om en­
tum of the sca tte red  wave) (see subsection 2 ,4 .1 ) , the resonance yield vanishes 
at an angle corresponding to the zero  of P^(cos 9). For iso lated  resonances
- 55 -
th e re fo re , the angular momentum f (and hence the spin J  = £ and parity
a
7T = (-) ) of the resonant state  of the compound system , may be determ ined
by inspection of the yield m easured  at the zero s  of the various P^(cos 0).
B ittner and Moffat (Bi 54) m easured  the d ifferential e las tic  sca ttering
c ro ss-sec tio n  of carbon for alpha p a rtic le s  of energ ies between 3 ,8  MeV and
7. 6 MeV at the zero s  of Legendre polynom ials of o rder 2, 3 and 4 r at 90°
the zero  of all odd polynom ials and at the m ost backw ard angle available to
them  (9  ^ ^  = 171.2°) where a ll P^(cos 9) approach th e ir maximum value.
The resonance at 7.04 MeV (the only resonance observed by B ittner and
Moffat of in te re s t here) was assigned as 1 , and confirm ed by detailed phase
shift analysis . In addition, the phase shift analysis showed that at the upper
16*energy lim it of the experim ent (O = 12, 8 MeV) the 1 = 0 and 1 = 2 phase
+
shifts (6 and 6 ) w ere increasing , suggesting the existence of a 0 and a o z
+
2 level at slightly higher en erg ies ,
+ 16B ittner and Moffat also re p o rt a 0 level at 11.25 MeV in O with 
a width of »  3 ,5  MeV, However, m easurem ents by Jones et al. , (Jo 64) 
for bom barding energ ies up to 5 .0  MeV, do not show a behaviour of the 
1 = 0  phase shift consistent with phases calculated on the assum ption of 
such a level. Calculated phases at 4 .8  MeV a re  positive and increasing , 
while those rep o rted  by Jones et a l. a re  negative and decreasing , though not
as fast as the hard  sphere value which would be expected if there  w ere no
+
nearby 0 lev e ls , The discrepancy between the two values of 8^ has been
- 56 -
attribu ted  to the existence of possible m ultiple phase shift solutions fo r the 
five sca tte ring  angles studied by B ittner and Moffat (Bi 54). Recent m easu re ­
m ents by C lark et a l . , (Cl 67) in th is Laboratory , for alpha partic le  energ ies 
up to 6,5 MeV, confirm  the f = 0 phase shift of Jones et a l. and show no
f
evidence for the broad 0 level reported  at 11.25 MeV by B ittner and Moffat.
+
Strong evidence is  given, however, for a very  broad 0 state  at much higher
energ ies by the behaviour of the s wave phase shift at 6 .5  MeV. Ferguson and
McCallum (Fe 61, Fe 65) extended the m easurem ents to an alpha p a rtic le
energy of #  11 MeV. The d ifferen tia l c ro ss-sec tio n s  obtained a re  shown in
Fig. 2. 2. Although the angles given in F ig. 2. 2 for the e las tic  m easurem ents
differ slightly from  the exact zero s  of Legendre polynom ials (due to an e r ro r
in the angular scale detected after the m easurem ents w ere m ade), the alm ost
complete d isappearance of anom alies at E = 7 . 0 4  MeV, at the angle of o b ser-a
vation near the zero  of P„ and of the resonance at E = 8.15, near the zero
1 a
of P , indicate assignm ents of 1 and 3 for these levels. While much the
O
sam e angular dependence of apparent resonance energy was displayed in both
studies of the 7.04 MeV level, analysis of the Chalk R iver data requ ired  a
value of E = 7.065 MeV ( c . f . , B ittner and Moffat's 7.04 MeV) and a width a
of 80 keV ( c .m. )  to ch arac te rize  the level. The width has been given as 
173 keV ( c .m. )  by B ittner and Moffat, and since high reso lu tion  was claim ed 
for each experim ent , the conflicting values for the width rep resen t a rea l
d iscrepancy in the d a ta .
Fig. 2 ,2  THE C ^ V ^ C 12 AND C ^ V .f f^ C ^ 2 DATA OF
FERGUSON AND McCALLUM. THE RESONANCES AT
E = 7.05 MeV, ABSENT IN THE 88 .5° c .m . YIELD a
CURVE (zero of P ) AND AT E 8.15 MeV. ABSENT 
IN THE 88 .5° AND 139.6° c .m . YIELD CURVES (zeros 
of P and P ) ARE IDENTIFIED WITH THE 12.44 MeVX o
— — 1 A
1 AND 13. 25 MeV 3~ LEVELS OF O . IT IS SUGGESTED
THAT THE ANOMALIES OBSERVED AT E &  7 .9  MeVa
CORRESPOND TO TWO RESONANCES, AND THAT THE 
HIGHER ENERGY RESONANCE (EXHIBITING THE SAME 
ANGULAR DEPENDENCE AS THE RESONANCE AT 8.15
i  />
MeV) CORRESPONDS TO AN ADDITIONAL 3~ LEVEL OF O .
o  >
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In itia lly , the "resonance" at ^ 7 .9  MeV was in terp re ted  as due to 
a 0 level to explain the appearance ot an anomaly at the zeros of a ll Legendre 
polynom ials. Detailed fits  to the c ro ss-sec tio n  with th is assignm ent w ere 
unsuccessful and Ferguson has since indicated that the data a re  most nearly
— - f-
explained by the assum ption of 1 and 2 reso n an ces , of alm ost identical 
width, coincident at ~  7.93 MeV. However, a ttem pts to reproduce the observed 
c ro ss-sec tio n  with the 2 level descrip tion  have been inconclusive, particu larly  
near the peaks of the resonances (Fe 65). Both above and below the 7 .9  MeV 
’’resonance" the yields w ere well explained.
Ferguson has ascribed  the difficulties encountered in obtaining 
sa tisfac to ry  fits  to inaccu rac ies  in the data, p a rticu la rly  with reg a rd  to its  
absolute norm alization , and has pointed out that uncerta in ties in the norm ali­
zation introduce strongly co rre la ted  e r ro r s  into all points of angular d istributions 
which adversely  affect fitting . It is  perhaps of in te re st to note that Ferguson 
and McCallum have also rep o rted  system atic  e r ro r s  in the data, due to buckling 
of the foil ta rg e t used (Fe 65, Me 65, Me 66); d iscrepancies equivalent to 
e r ro r s  in the sca tte ring  angle of up to ^ 1 °  resu lted . The serious nature of 
such e r ro r s ,  p a rticu la rly  near the resonances, w ill be d iscussed la te r , and 
it is probable that much of the difficulty experienced by Ferguson and McCallum 
in fitting the data, a ro se  as a re su lt of inaccuracies of this type,
Inspection of the yield curves in F ig. 2. 2 strongly suggests two 
resonances at about 7,9 MeV, The higher energy resonance exhibits the
- 58 -
sam e angular dependence as the resonance at 8.145 MeV, i . e . , vanishes at
the zero  of P„ and n ear 90° the zero  for all odd P . It would seem  possib le , 3 £
th e re fo re , to postulate a 3 level a t ^ 7 .9  MeV, however, no s im ila r sim ple 
descrip tion  may be made for the resonance anom alies appearing at slightly  
lower energy.
2 „ 2. 2 .2  The C1 2 ( a , y  ) 0 16 Reaction --------------------------- ,— 0---------- ---- ----
Larson and Spear (La 64) have investigated the energy region of
12 16in te re s t through a study of the C (or, 7 0)0  reaction , Excitation functions
o ofor the ground state  gamma radiation  were recorded  at 45 and 135 . R eso-
o
nances observed at E = 7.08, 7.89 and 8.11 MeV (for 0 = 45 ) werea
^ _ 16
associated  with the 12.4 (1 ), 13,10 (1 ) and 13. 26 (3 ) MeV levels of O 
The angular d istribution  at E = 7 . 0 6  MeV showed no in terference  from
O'
levels of opposite pa rity , and was consistent with the 1 assignm ent fo r the
12.44 MeV level. The distribution  at 7. 88 MeV was ch arac te rized  by strong
in te rfe rence  from  s ta te s  of opposite pa rity , suggesting a 2 level near 13,1
MeV, since the 1 state  was known to exist in the region.
In a study of the sam e reaction  (in th is Laboratory) by M itchell and
Ophel (Mi 64), the yield of the ground state  rad iation  was m easured  a t 45°,
90° and 135° for bombarding energ ies 6 ,9  < E < 8 , 2  MeV, and angular d is -a
tribu tions m easured  at 7. 04 MeV and 7. 90 MeV. The re su lts  agreed with 
those of L arson  and Spear a t the cost of a sim ple shift of energy sca les (20 
keV). The distribution  at 7,04 MeV confirm ed the 1 assignm ent for the
- 59 -
12,14 MeV level, and the d istribution  at 7,90 MeV was in excellent agreem ent
-11
with the assum ption of in terfering  1 and 2 s ta te s , A m arked asym m etry  
about 90° was indicated by both m easurem ents of the ra tio  of the 45° and 135° 
yields fo r bom barding energ ies between 7,5 and 8,0 MeV, A nalysis of the 
energy dependence of the observed asym m etry (Mi 64'» indicated a maximum
+  77" +
2 streng th  a t about E = 7 . 9 5  MeV, implying a J = 2  level at ^  13.15a
16MeV excitation in O . An approxim ate width of 250 keV was suggested for 
th is  level, Both groups gave cen tre -o f-m ass  widths of & 80 keV and 140 keV
for the 12,44 MeV and 13,10 MeV levels respectively  .
12 12*  12 12 
2 , 2 , 2 , 3  The C (# ,#  )C and C (aM  7 )C Reactions
X X o X o  JL
Ferguson and McCallum have given incom plete inform ation concerning
the in e lastic  sca tte ring  c ro ss-se c tio n s  in th is reg ion , which dem onstrates that 
12 12 12 12the C (a, or )C and C (a, o^) C reactions exhibit the sam e resonances
except at the energy corresponding to the 1 level at 12.44 MeV; w here only
the ine lastic  sca tte ring  is  resonant implying F  «  F  for th is le v e l.or a 1 o
M itchell et a l . , (Mi 64a) have m easured  the excitation function of
12 12the 4, 43 MeV gamma ray s  from  the C (o'. 0^7 )0  reaction  for alpha p a rtic le
energ ies in the region 7 .3  MeV to 17.0 MeV. Resonances corresponding to 
16O excitations of 13,12 and 13, 27 MeV w ere observed and angular d is t r i ­
butions, m easu red  at a num ber of energ ies over these two resonances, w ere
7T -
"consisten t" with J  = 3 assignm ents for both. Following Ferguson and
— -f*
M cCallum, M itchell et a l, pointed out that contributions from  a 1 and 2
- 60 -
level coulds if suitably m ixed, generate  an angular d istribution of the 4 ,43
_ 3 6
MeV gam m a ray s  identical with that from  a single 3 level in O , M itchell
and Ophel (Mi 64) and Larson and Spear (La 64) obtained excitation function
m easurem ents of the 4.43 MeV gam m a ray s  from  th is reaction,, sim ultaneously
with the (0 , 7 ^) m easurem ents described  above. In both m easurem ents a 50
keV (lab.) difference in peak energy was observed for the resonances at
12 12E ^  7 .9 MeV in the C (o', 7 ^) and C (o', 0^ 7 ) reactions; the resonance in
the C 2(a, 0^ 7 ) reaction  being displaced to higher energ ies.
M itchell and Ophel obtained angular d istributions between E = 7 ,9
a
MeV and E = 8.14 MeV in agreem ent with Mitchell et a l „ , but pointed out
O'
— +
that a 1 , 2 combination could not explain the re la tiv e  yields of 4.43 MeV
gamma ray s  at the 7.95 MeV and 8,14 MeV resonances, and that the energy
displacem ent of 50 keV between the (o', 7 ) and (070^ 7 ) resonances at ~  7 ,9
MeV rem ained  unexplained. F u rth erm o re , the width of the resonance at
~  7 .9 MeV in the (070 7 ) reaction  was observed to be only 100 keV, com -
12pared  with 140 keV from  the C ( a  ,7  ) reaction .
To account for the observed p ro p ertie s  of the resonances in the 
12 12
C (070^7 )C reaction , a J  = 3 , T = 0 level at 13.13 MeV excitation in 
16O was proposed, Subsequent m easurem ents of the angular d istributions 
12 12
of the C (070? )C reaction  (Mi 65) showed that a 3 level, but not the con-
— 4 ”
dition of overlapping 1 and 2 levels, sim ultaneously satisfied  the observed
partic le  and gamma ray  d istribu tions. F u rth er confirm ation of the existence
Fig, 2 .3  EXCITATION FUNCTIONS OF THE C 12(a,a' ) ,  C12(a9a ' y ) t 
12 12 12
C (a,p),  C ( a , yy )  AND C (a, a y  ) REACTIONS (Mi 65). 
THE ORDINATE SCALES HAVE BEEN NORMALIZED FOR
CONVENIENCE.
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of the 2 level a t 13= 15 MeV was provided by the in te rfe ren ce  observed  in  the
p a rtic le  d is trib u tio n s . The alpha partic le  d istribution  at 8= 14 confirm ed the
3 assignm ent for the 13, 25 MeV level,
2 .2 . 2.4 plN^’3 and C*2(af, 7 7 )0 * ^ Reactions
12 12Excitation functions for the C (o'.p) and C (a, 77) reaction  have 
a lso  been obtained by Mitchell and Ophel (Mi 65) and provide additional con­
firm ation  of the proposed level schem e - the re su lts  of these m easurem ents 
and of C ^ ( o r ,  7q) and C*2(a, o r  7) m easurem ents within the sam e energy range 
(Mi 64), a re  shown in F ig. 2 .3 .
Inspection of the various yield curves reveals  and supplem ents the 
two m ost strik ing  fea tu res which led M itchell and Ophel to propose the new 
3 level at 13.13, viz: the varia tions of the peak energ ies and resonance 
widths for the severa l reac tio n s .
12 12W hereas the low er resonance in each of the C (a, 7 ) and C (o?,p)
reac tio n s  occurs at about 7. 9 MeV and has a width of approxim ately 140 keV
12 12( c . m, ) ,  the low er resonance in the C ( a r , o r  ) reaction  (and the C (a, a y)  
reaction) is  somewhat n a rro w er (approxim ately 100 keV) and occurs at an 
energy of 7.95 MeV. The identification of the lower level with the 13,10 
MeV I level and of the h igher with the 13.13 MeV 3 provides a satisfac to ry  
and consistent explanation of the available data.
2 ,2 . 3  Sum m ary
7T -The identification of a single level J  = 1 with the resonances seen
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at 338 keV proton energy in the N + p reactions and at about 7.05 MeV
12alpha partic le  energy in the C + a  reaction , seem s to be unavoidable, the
sm all proton and inelastic  alpha partic le  width attributed  to the 12.44 MeV
level explaining the absence of resonances at the appropriate  energ ies in the 
12C reac tio n s . A T = 1 adm ixture of about 15% (He 60) is  estim ated
to contam inate the level. The source of th is T = ) component is  believed 
to be the 1 level at 13.10 MeV, which is  also  a m ixture of T = 0 and T = 1 
s ta te s , but with the T = 1 component dominant. Confirm ation of th is in te r­
p reta tion  has been given by Hebbard from, a com parison of the rad iative and 
alpha partic le  reduced widths of the two le v e ls . F a ir  agreem ent ex ists  in 
the estim ates of the width of the 12.44 MeV level, with the exception of the
value given by B ittner and Moffat, as noted in subsection 2. 2. 2 ,1 .
15 15 15
All available data on the N (p ,7 o) s N (p5PQ), N ( p ,^ ) ,
12 12
C ^(cn,y ) and C"'J(ü',p) reac tions a re  consistent with the descrip tion of a 1
level ( r  = 140 keV) at 13.10 MeV, a 3 level (F = 22.5 keV) at 13.25 MeV,
and a broad 2+ level at about 13.1 MeV, charac te rized  by a very sm all proton
15partia l width to account for the absence of the level in most N + p reactions
12 +and the C (osp) reaction . The assignm ent 4 for 13. 25 MeV level suggested 
15by some of the N + p work (see subsection 2. 2 .1 . 2) may have its  origins 
in experim ental inaccu rac ies . The 13.10 MeV 1 , and 13.25 MeV 3 levels
a re  believed to be the T = 1 analogues of the 392 keV 1 and 293 keV 3 levels
16of N (Aj 59). The resonances observed at about 1085 (13.14 MeV excitation)
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and 1210 keV (13,25 MeV) in the N ' (p.o^y) reaction  have been identified
with the 13,10 MeV 1 level and the 13,25 MeV 3 le v e l. although no detailed
15m easurem ents of the N (p„ o? ) reaction  exist to confirm  the fo rm er assum ption,
and all m easurem ents are  not consisten t with the la tte r (see subsection 2 . 2 . 1 . 2).
12
Yield m easurem ents of the C (o', 7 7 ) reaction  can also be accounted
for by the sam e sequence of lev e ls , however, the possible broad resonance
12apparent at about 7.98 MeV in the C (a. 7 7 ) excitation function, may not
+
correspond to the 2 level (Mi 65),
12 12M easurem ents of the C (a ,a 'y)  and C (a, a') reactions a re  not
— — “ I"
adequately accounted for by the 1 , 1 , 2 , 3 level schem e, since the shift
to higher energ ies  of the resonance at 7 .9  MeV and the different width observed
for th is resonance, com pared with that m easured  in the o ther reactions a re
not explained. They may be accounted for by the inclusion of a 3 level at
13,13 MeV, which is supported by detailed analysis of the 4 .43  MeV gamma
ray , and alpha partic le  angular d istribution data. The e lastic  sca tte ring  data
in th is energy region a re  inadequate to confirm  the la tte r  level schem e,
12 12The p resen t m easurem ent of the C (o,, c y  C reaction  was under­
taken th e re fo re , with the p rim ary  purpose of rem oving the only outstanding 
exception to the level descrip tion  d iscussed  above. It was also hoped that 
the extraction of m ore re liab le  estim ates  of the position and width of the 
broad 2 level, and of the width of the 12.44 MeV level, would prove possib le ,
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2 , 3 Experimental Procedure and Results 
2,3 1___Introduction
Inspection of the elastic scattering yield curves of Ferguson and 
McCallum (Fig, 2,2) shows that the differential cross-section in the energy 
region of interest is very strongly energy- and angle-dependent. The present 
work aimed at obtaining data of sufficient accuracy (suggested by Ferguson 
to be £5%, particularly with respect to the absolute cross-section scale) to 
overcome the difficulties experienced in fitting the earlier data. Accordingly, 
the original intention was to use a gas target, thus avoiding uncertainties in 
angle which can arise, due to target distortion when using foil targets, and 
allowing determination of absolute cross-sections directly from measured 
gas pressures and temperatures.
Preliminary measurements were made using foil targets to determine 
the general features of the cross-section and to guide the choice of energies 
and angles to be used in later work, In the course of these measurements, 
it was considered that, with appropriate precautions, data of the required 
accuracy could be obtained with foils. Thus the advantages of using foil tar­
gets as compared to gas targets, viz: superior energy resolution, larger 
angular range and ease and speed of data collection, could be exploited without 
compromising the quality of the data. A decision was taken, therefore, to 
attempt measurements of both angular distributions and excitation functions, 
with foil targets, to yield an "internally consistent" set of relative data,
Fig. 2.4(a) VERTICAL CROSS-SECTION OF THE 51 cm SCATTERING 
CHAMBER. THE NUMBERED PARTS ARE:
(1) Beam Collimating Sy stem
(2) T arget Ladder
(3) Faraday Cup
(4) Suppression Magnet
(5) Pointer giving Angular Position of the T arget
(6) G ears for Rotating Upper and Lower Lids
(7) Counter Angle V ern ie r S ca les ,
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F ig , 2 .4 (b ) HORIZONTAL CROSS-SECTION OF THE 51 cm  SCATTERING
CHAMBER, THE NUMBERED PARTS ARE:
(1)
(2)
( 3 )
( 4 )
( 5 )
(6)
( 7 )
(8)
R otating Lid
C ounter Angle V e rn ie r  Scale 
B eam  C ollim ating System  
T a rg e t
F a ra d a y  Cup Housing
Solid State Counter Mounting B lock
C ounter C ollim ating S lits
Solid State Counter
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2 , 3 , 4  below.
Surface b a r r ie r  de tec to rs  of 500 ohm, cm  re s is tiv ity  coupled to 
ORTEC 103-203 am plifier system s (operated in the RC mode) w ere used for 
a ll m easu rem en ts. A nalyser dead tim es w ere determ ined by the method 
desc rib ed  in subsection 1.2,  3, 2, and usually  w ere m aintained at values le ss  
than ~  1% by adjustm ent of the beam cu rren t,
2 , 3 , 3  T argets
/  2Thin (20 -  30 pg /cm  ) self-supporting  carbon foils w ere p rep a red
by evaporating carbon from  an a rc  s truck  between two spectroscopically
pure carbon ro d s , onto g lass  slides coated with a layer of detergent (De 60).
The foils w ere floated off the slides by careful im m ersion  in w ater and
mounted on alum inium  fram es . T arg e ts  p repared  by th is  method contained 
16O as a contam inant, in sufficient concentration to introduce significant
12 o 12uncerta in ties in the C sca tte rin g  yield at angles < 40 , where the C and
16O sca tte red  groups w ere not c learly  reso lved . G lass slides coated with
e ith e r of two com m ercial de tergen ts (Teepol and RBS 25), and fresh ly  cleaved
m ica , (without detergent coating) w ere tr ie d  as su b s tra te s  for the evaporation
16and the foils com pared for O contam ination. While the use of a m ica backing
16re su lted  in very sm all O concentrations, the foils which could be floated
off the m ica proved too thin (< 10 p g /c m 2), and frag ile . All m easurem ents
w ere made using foils p rep a red  with RBS 25 detergen t, which showed sub-
16stan tially  reduced O concentration com pared with ta rg e ts  produced using
- 6 7 -
Teepol, and w ere floated off the backing m ore read ily , F or initial calibration  
m easurem ents (see subsection 2,3,4)  and the la te r angular d istribution m easu re ­
m ents, ta rg e ts  with a thin layer of gold evaporated onto the carbon foils were 
used to allow com parison of the m easured  and calculated sca ttering  from 
gold, which may be shown to be pure Rutherford for bombarding energ ies 
between 6 and 8 MeV (see subsection 2. 3,4,2) .
2 . 3 ,4  Procedure
Conventional p rocedures w ere used for record ing  the data with 
additional precautions n ecessa ry  to estab lish  and m onitor:
(i) The energy reproducib ility  of the incident beam ,
(ii) A ccuracy of the angular scale  and uncerta in ties in angle 
introduced by ta rg e t d isto rtion ,
(iii) Stability of the beam  cu rren t in teg ra to r.
(iv) T arget build up effects.
Of the above, only (i) and (ii) a re  of im portance fo r angular d istribution  
m easurem ents, as both ta rg e t build up and varia tions in the in tegrated  
charge will be re flec ted  in the m onitor yield for which correction  is  made 
to each datum point. On the other hand, p rec ise  knowledge of, and co rrec tion  
for a ll of the above effects, a re  essen tia l for accura te  excitation function 
data. Details of precautions taken to ensure the p rec ision  of data used  in
the analysis a re  given in the sections below.
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2 . 3 . 4 . 1  Energy Reproducibility
Studies of the reproducib ility  of the Tandem beam analysing system  
(see subsection 3,4 5,1) have shown that for constant acce le ra to r conditions, 
reproducib ility  of b e tte r than 3 keV may norm ally be obtained. L arg er changes 
in energy (5 - 10 keV), a ttribu ted  to sm all changes of beam tra jec to ry  through 
the an a ly se r, which re su lt from  different settings of the beam s te e r  e r  s and 
focussing e lem ents, have been observed. The extrem ely  rap id  varia tion  with 
energy of the yield in the p resen t reaction  affords a convenient m eans of r e ­
lating the energ ies of individual yield curve m easurem ents to a common energy' 
sca le . All excitation function data used in the analysis were recorded  with 
one counter fixed at 136.06°. F ig . 2 ,5  shows the excitation function at 136,06° 
(shown as a dotted curve) obtained from  the average of sev era l m easurem ents 
reco rded  in fine energy increm ents (10 - 20 keV). The yield at the common 
angle in subsequent m easurem ents has been re la ted  to the detailed yield  c u rv e . 
A typical com parison, with the repeated  m easurem ent recorded  in co arse  
energy in te rva ls  (except in the regions of rap id  yield variation) is  shown in 
Fig. 2. 5. The in se r t shows a portion of the data ac ro ss  the narrow  resonance
at E = 8.15 MeV for various ru n s , Inspection of the curves in Fig. 2,5 a
indicates that energy d iscrepancies of ~  2 keV may be readily  detected by 
such a com parison. No significant varia tions in energy w ere detected for 
the excitation function data used in the analysis . Although the method adopted, 
of re la ting  all data to m easurem ents at a standard  angle, ensu res that an
Fig. 2. 5 C12(ot, a  )C12 EXCITATION FUNCTION RECORDED AT 136.06°.— -------- Q f
THE DOTTED CURVE SHOWS THE AVERAGE RESULT OF 
SEVERAL MEASUREMENTS MADE IN FINE ENERGY INCRE­
MENTS (10 -  20 keV). CROSSES SHOW A REPEATED 
MEASUREMENT OF THE YIELD, MADE IN COARSE ENERGY 
INTERVALS (EXCEPT IN REGIONS OF RAPID ENERGY 
VARIATION), NORMALIZED TO THE EARLIER RESULT,
THE INSET SHOWS A PORTION OF THE DATA ACROSS THE
NARROW RESONANCE AT E = 8. 15 MeV FOR VARIOUSa
RUNS.
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in ternally  consistent energy scale is  achieved, the absolute scale  may be 
in co rrec t by ^  10 keV,
The energ ies for the angular distribution m easurem ents may be 
determ ined in a s im ila r m anner by com paring the ra tio  of the y ields at each 
of the angles for which excitation function data w ere reco rd ed . In regions 
where the yield is  varying rap id ly , and hence where slight d iscrepancies in 
the angular d istribution  energ ies  a re  of im portance, the slope of the yield 
curves at various angles differed sufficiently to uniquely determ ine the d is­
tribution energy, and a co rrec tion  for any observed d iscrepancy was thus, in 
p rinc ip le , possib le .
2 . 3 . 4 . 2  C alibration and Checks of the Angular Scale
The location of the beam  axis with resp ec t to the cen tre  line of the 
cham ber, and the "zero" positions of the angular sca le s , w ere checked by 
observation of the sca tte ring  yield , from  ta rg e ts  onto which a lay er of gold 
had been evaporated , at nom inally equal angles to the left and right of the 
cen tre  l in e . A greem ent to within counting s ta tis tic s  (< 1%) was found for the 
yields on e ith e r side of the cham ber. The frac tional ra te  of change of R uther­
ford sca tte ring  is  proportional to 2 cot (0/2). Thus a 1% difference in yield
o o
at 30 lab. is equivalent to a difference in angle of 0.07 .
The absolute calib ration  of counter angles and hence the location of 
the ta rg e t re la tiv e  to the cen tre  of rotation of the coun ters, was checked by
com parison of the observed sca tte ring  from  gold as a function of angle, with
Fig. 2 .6  THE MEASURED ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF ELASTIC 
ALPHA PARTICLE SCATTERING FROM GOLD. EACH 
DATUM POINT WAS RECORDED FOR NOMINALLY EQUAL 
INTEGRATED CHARGE AND HAS NOT BEEN NORMALIZED 
TO THE MONITOR YIELD, THE EXPERIMENTAL ERRORS 
ARE SMALLER THAN THE DATA POINTS. THE SOLID 
CURVE IS THE CALCULATED RUTHERFORD SCATTERING
DISTRIBUTION.
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Fig, 2.7 THE RATIO OF THE OBSERVED-TO-CALCULATED YIELD 
OF ALPHA PARTICLES SCATTERED FROM GOLD AS A 
FUNCTION OF ANGLE FOR TWO DIFFERENT TARGETS. 
THE ERROR BAR REPRESENTS THE MAXIMUM UNCER­
TAINTY IN THE MEASURED POINTS. THE SOLID CURVES 
INDICATE RATIOS CALCULATED ASSUMING THAT THE 
TRUE ANGULAR SCALE DIFFERED FROM THE NOMINAL 
SCALE BY ± 0 .2° AND ± 0 .5 ° .
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calculated  Rutherford sca tte ring , Typical re su lts  a re  shown in F ig . 2 .6 .
The e r ro r s  a re  sm alle r than the data points. The agreem ent with the cal­
culated sca tte ring  confirm ed the assum ption tha t, for the energ ies of in te re st, 
the sca tte ring  from  gold is  pure Coulomb.
The rap id  varia tion  of the R utherford c ro ss-sec tio n  with angle (pro- 
4
portional to cosec (6/2)), allows the absolute angular scale  to be determ ined
to within 0 .1  deg rees. The ra tio s  of the calculated and experim ental yields
fo r gold sca tte ring  as a function of angle, for two different ta rg e ts , a re  shown
in Fig. 2. 7. The solid cu rves indicate the ra tio s  calculated assum ing that
o o
the tru e  angular scale differed from  the nominal scale  by ± 0 .2  and ± 0 . 5  . 
The e r ro r  bar re p re se n ts  the maxim um  e r ro r  in the m easured  points and 
corresponds to ^  0 .1 °  uncertain ty . S im ilar m easurem ents with ta rg e ts  
ro ta ted  through 90° provided substantially  the same re su lt , indicating that 
foil buckling effects were sm all. Most of the angular d istribution  m easu re ­
m ents w ere reco rded  using ta rg e ts  with a thin gold lay er, thus allowing the 
angular scale  to be checked sim ultaneously with the distribution m easu re ­
m ent. No significant d iscrepanc ies, which could be a ttributed  to ta rg e t 
d isto rtion  under bom bardm ent, w ere detected in these m easurem ents.
2 . 3 , 4 . 3  Beam C urrent Integration
Initial calibration  and routine checks of the in teg ra to r stab ility  made 
using a constant cu rren t source and e lectron ic  tim e r, showed the instrum ent 
to be accura te  to b e tte r than 1%. Each datum point of the excitation function
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shown in F ig . 2.5 was recorded  for nominally equal in tegrated  charge, and 
the excellent reproducibility  of the data confirm s the stability  of the cu rren t 
in teg ra to r. Since each datum point of the angular d istribution  m easurem ent 
was also reco rded  for equal in tegrated  charge and the R utherford c ro s s -  
section is  re la tive ly  independent of angle at backward an g les , the ra tio  of 
the observed-to -ca lcu la ted  yield of alpha p a rtic le s  sca tte red  from  gold as a 
function of angle, provides a fu rther check of the in teg ra to r stab ility . Fig.
2 .8  shows the gold sca tte red  yield (not co rrec ted  for m onitor yield) re la tive  
to R utherford, taken from  a typical angular distribution m easurem ents. The 
forw ard angle data show the angular scale  to be co rre c t , while the data at 
backward angles indicate in teg ra to r s tab ility  of as does the constancy
of the carbon sca tte red  yield for the fixed m onitor counter (also shown in 
Fig. 2.8).
2 .3 .4 .4  T arget Build Up
Build up of carbon on the ta rg e t was found to be considerably le ss
13during the p resen t work, than for the C m easurem ents (subsection 1 ,2 . 3. 3). 
Since essen tia lly  the sam e experim ental equipment and procedures were used 
for both m easurem ents, it was assum ed that th is effect re su lts  from  differen­
ces in the foils produced by evaporation and by cracking of m ethyl iodide. For 
the final excitation function data, repeated  m easurem ents indicated negligible 
ta rge t build up, as illu s tra ted  by the com parison of the detailed excitation 
function at 136.06° with a repeated  m easurem ent (Fig. 2 .5). A sim ila r
F ig. 2 .8  THE RATIO OF THE OBSERVE D-TO-CALCULATED
SCATTERING FROM GOLD AS A FUNCTION OF ANGLE 
TAKEN FROM A TYPICAL ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION 
MEASUREMENT. ALSO SHOWN IS THE YIELD OF THE 
CARBON SCATTERED ALPHA PARTICLES, RECORDED 
AT THE FIXED MONITOR COUNTER. THE ERROR BAR
ON THE MONITOR YIELD RE PRESENTS ± 5% VARIATION.
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com parison was made for each excitation function, the repeated  m easu re ­
m ents being taken in co arse  energy in te rv a ls  to ensure  that any ta rg e t build 
up should not be as se rio u s  as for the detailed data. Only positive energy 
increm en ts  w ere used for all m easurem ents to  avoid magnet h y s te re s is  
effects.
The angular d istribution  m onitor yield (Fig. 2. 8) also shows ta rg e t 
build up to be negligible for the p a rticu la r m easurem ent. In some c a se s , 
how ever, the m onitor yield indicated carbon deposits up to 10% of the ta rg e t 
th ickness over a 6-hour run . The reasons for the differing amounts of build 
up in various m easurem ents w ere, in general, non-obvious, although the 
quality of the cham ber vacuum was believed to be a significant fac to r.
2 . 3 . 4 . 5  Excitation Functions
T arge ts  were bom barded with 0 .1  - 0 .5  fj.A of doubly charged alpha
12 1.1p a rtic le s  over the energy range 6. 5 MeV to 8. 5 MeV to furnish  (<*,o^)C
excitation functions at laborato ry  angles 71.55°, 106,6°, 124.89°, 136,06 ,
167° and 104,5°, corresponding to 90° c . m . , the zero  of a ll odd P (cos 0)
the ze ro s  of P , P , P and the m ost backw ard angle available. The angle 
Z 3 4
104. 5° (0 c . m .  = 123. 2 ) was included to allow com parison with the data of 
B ittner and Moffat (Bi 54),
13In all c a se s , the C sca tte red  group (and of course groups from
12sca tte ring  by heavier nuclei) was cleanly reso lved  from  the C sca tte red  
group, allowing stra ig h t-fo rw ard  reduction of the data,
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In itially , excitation functions w ere recorded  with fine energy steps 
(10 keV and 20 keV with 5 keV steps in the vicinity of the narrow  resonance 
at 8,15 MeV), in p a irs  changing only one angle between m easu rem en ts. The 
forw ard angle zeros of P , P and P (41 ,9°, 29.7° and 54 .4° lab .) w ere in -
/U O  T
eluded in the early  set of m easu rem en ts . A ttem pts to obtain a consisten t 
in te rna l norm alization for these data w ere unsuccessful, due to sm all changes 
of apparent energy and yield , which may have been due to e ither energy or 
angle s h if ts . Relating the various p a irs  of m easurem ents through the common 
angles led to cum ulative uncerta in ties  which increased  the difficulty of trac ing  
the origin of these d isc rep an c ie s .
Accordingly, the excitation function data w ere repeated  with one 
counter fixed at 136,06° for m easurem ents of the excitation function at each 
of the o ther angles used. The th ree  forw ard angles w ere not repeated  and 
therefo re  not included in the final set of data. The excitation function at 
104. 5°, m easured  in the in itia l se t, was considered to be in good agreem ent 
with the repeated  m easurem ent and has been included, To reduce possib le 
ta rg e t build up effects, a ll repeated  data were reco rded  in fine energy steps 
only where the e a r lie r  data indicated th is  to be n ecessa ry . Excellent energy 
reproducib ility  (see subsection 2, 3 .4 .1 ) above, was observed for the complete 
set of repeated  excitation functions, and ta rge t build up effects found to be
negligible.
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2.3, 4.6 Angular Distributions
Angular distributions were determined for the range of angles
20° < 0 < 167° at 23 energies within the range of energies 6, 5 MeV <
E < 8,5 MeV. Early data were recorded only in 5° steps with the fixed 
a
monitor counter located at an angle where the yield was large and relatively 
insensitive to angle.
Because of the normalization difficulties which became apparent 
when attempts were made to relate these distributions and the early exci­
tation function data, later measurements included the excitation function 
angles and the monitor was fixed at 167° (a relatively high yield angle for 
most energies) for all distributions, In addition, targets with a thin layer 
of gold were used to enable checks of angle and integrator to be made simul­
taneously with the distribution measurement.
o oFor the initial distributions, angles between 20 and 110 were made 
in transmission geometry with the target inclined at 135 * with respect to the 
incident beam, and for angles between 70° and 167° the target was rotated 
through 90 ° and measurements carried out in reflection geometry. Compari­
son of yields near 0 = 90° (measured for the two target positions) showed
systematic errors, attributed to slight changes in the effective target thick­
ness, resulting from small differences in the target angle for the two positions. 
Furthermore, the yields in the region of overlap (near 90°) for many of the 
distributions, were small and varying rapidly with angle, adding to the
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difficulty of norm alization . In la te r  d istribution m easurem ents, a ll 
accessib le  angles in the forw ard and backward hem ispheres (20° to 110° 
and ^  140° to 167°) w ere recorded  for the sam e ta rg e t position (45° to the 
incident beam ), the rem aining angles recorded  with the ta rg e t ro ta ted  through 
90° overlapped both forw ard and backw ard segm ents of the d istribution  allowing 
g rea te r ease of norm alization, Slight system atic  e r ro r s  rem ained , but in 
genera l, agreem ent at overlapping angles to within ± 3% was obtained. As 
the final phase shifts w ere derived p rim arily  from  analysis of the excitation 
function data, th is uncertain ty  was not considered serio u s.
F o r sca ttering  angles forw ard of 0 = 40° the C*2 and groups
X U - 0  o
w ere not com pletely separa ted  and although the sca tte ring  intensity is in
general h igher, because of the in crease  of Coulomb sca tte ring  with decreasing
angle, the uncertainty in the experim entally  determ ined C^2 yield in c reases
10owing to the difficulty in estim ating  the contribution to the yield from  O
13sca tte rin g . S im ilar uncerta in ties  a rise  due to the 1% of C in the na tu ra l
13 12carbon ta rg e ts . The C group m erged with the C group for sca tte ring  
o 13angles < 60 , how ever, as the C sca tte ring  yield appears to exhibit only 
re la tive ly  weak, broad resonances in the energy reg ion , these uncerta in ties 
w ere considered to be sm all. Data w ere co rrec ted  for analyser dead tim e, 
norm alized to the m onitor yield and converted to centre-of-m a.ss yields in
the usual w ay,
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2 .3 . 5 Relative N orm alization
The problem  of re la ting  the twenty th ree  angular d istributions and 
the six  excitation function m easurem ents to a common re la tiv e  yield sca le , 
was com plicated by the possib ility  of sm all uncerta in ties in the energ ies at 
which the angular d istributions w ere reco rd ed , The sensitiv ity  of the data 
to both angle and energy prevented sa tisfac to ry  norm alization  with a sim ple 
point by point com parison p rocedure. F u rth e rm o re , the om ission of the ex­
citation function angle from  the early  angular d istribution data req u ired  
in terpolation of the d istribution  yields fo r com parison with the yield c u rv e s .
In view of the complexity of the problem , a num erical procedure was developed
for the norm alization and program m ed for the IBM 360/50 com puter.
2
The procedure adopted was to m inim ize the value of x  , defined as 
the weighted sum  of squared deviations of the angular d istribution  yield , 
from  the excitation function y ield  at the corresponding energy and angle 
summed over a ll angular d istribution  energ ies and excitation function ang les. 
Interpolation of the yields as a function of energy was achieved by fitting a 
quadratic function to datum points adjacent to the requ ired  value. Each 
'’c ro ss-o v e r"  point was weighted by the inverse  of the slope of the y ield with 
angle and with energy, and by the norm al s ta tis tic a l e r ro r  of the y ield , The 
norm alizing fac to rs  for each excitation function and angular d istribution  and 
the energ ies of the angular d istribu tions w ere varied  sim ultaneously to m in i­
m ize X  using the non-linear leas t squares fitting rou tine, described  in
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subsection 2 .4 ,2 .  It should be noted tha t, while the varia tion  of the energ ies 
of the d istributions req u ire s  the use of non-linear fitting p rocedu res, the 
in tensities ( i . e , , norm alizing fac to rs) a re  re la ted  linearly  and conventional 
linear le a s t-sq u a re s  methods could th e re fo re  be used (and a unique solution 
obtained) in the absence of energy uncerta in ties .
To ensure  that the computed procedure did not d is to rt the data but 
produced a meaningful set of y ie ld s, data reco rded  between 6 .6  and 7 .4  MeV 
w ere re la ted  independently to  a common yield scale in a stra igh t-fo rw ard  
fashion. These data w ere reco rd ed  in a single run; the angular distributions 
and excitation functions being re la ted  through common energy-angle p o in ts ,
No energy shifts w ere observed during the m easurem ents and hence no sig­
nificant varia tion  of the d istribu tion  energ ies was req u ired . The re su lts  
obtained from  the norm alizing p rog ram , which considered a ll the data, a re  
com pared with the lowr energy data, independently re la ted  to a common yield 
scale as described  above, in Fig. 2,9.  The solid curves a re  the excitation 
functions norm alized  by the computed procedure, and the solid and open 
c irc le s  a re  the angular d is tribu tion  and excitation function data, norm alized 
m anually. The excellent agreem ent indicates the validity of the norm alizing 
procedure adopted, F u rth er confirm ation of the validity of the method is 
given by the reasonable n a tu re  of the energ ies assigned by the program  to 
the angular d istribu tions, In only th ree cases w ere shifts g re a te r  than 5 keV 
from  the nom inal energy specified . The th ree  d istribu tions shifted by 15 keV
C12(cn,a )C 12 EXCITATION FUNCTION AND ANGULAR o
DISTRIBUTION DATA RECORDED IN A SINGLE RUN AND 
RELATED THROUGH COMMON ENERGY-ANGLE POINTS. 
COMPARED WITH PORTION OF THE TOTAL EXCITATION 
FUNCTION DATA, NORMALIZED AS DESCRIBED IN THE
TEXT.
^ o o o
124.89°
136.0 6 °
EXCITATION FUNCTION DATA 
ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION DATA
7.4 6.6
ALPHA ENERGY — MEV
Fig, 2,10 COMPARISON OF THE EXCITATION FUNCTION DATA AND 
ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION DATA AFTER NORMALIZATION 
TO A COMMON RELATIVE YIELD SCALE. WHERE DIS­
TRIBUTION DATA WERE NOT RECORDED AT THE 
EXCITATION FUNCTION ANGLES THE YIELD, INTERPOLATED
AS DESCRIBED IN THE TEXT, IS SHOWN.
•  INTERPOLATED
INCIDENT ALPHA ENERGY — MEV
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w ere reco rded  during the same run , using a d ifferent ta rg e t a rea  from  that 
used fo r the m ajority  of the m easurem ents. In th is  case , the beam  passes  
through the poles of a de-m agnetized analysing magnet im m ediately before 
entering the analysing magnet used  to deflect the beam . Subsequent checks 
of th is  system  have shown that in co rrec t settings of the de-m agnetizing cu rren t 
for the f i r s t  m agnet, can re su lt in e r ro r s  in the absolute energy of up to 20 keV, 
due to varia tions of the angle of incidence of the beam  at the second m agnet, 
produced by the res id u al field of the f i r s t .  F ig. 2.10 shows the excitation 
functions, com pared with interpolated  (solid c irc les) and m easured (open 
c irc les) angular distribution data a fte r norm alization , over the complete 
energy range. In a ll but a few case s , w here very  sm all weights (due to poor 
s ta tis tic s  o r very  rap id  y ield varia tion  with energy o r angle) w ere specified 
data, w ere consistent with the re la tiv e  y ield scale  to within ± 3%.
Weights for individual datum points of the angular d istribu tions, 
based  on counting s ta tis tic s  and the slope of the y ield as described  above, 
w ere a lso  calculated by the norm alizing p rog ram  for subsequent use in the 
phase shift analysis (see subsection 2 .4 .3 .1  below).
2 .3. 6 Absolute C ross-Section
Absolute c ro ss-se c tio n s  w ere determ ined  by severa l different m ethods:
(i) Com parison with the c ro ss-se c tio n s  of Jones et a l . , (Jo 62).
(ii) Gas ta rg e t m easurem ent .
(iii) Foil ta rg e t m easu rem en t.
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Yield curves at th ree  angles common to p resen t work and the work of Jones 
e t a l , , = 71. 55°, 106. 60 ’ and 136.06°) w ere extended below the range
of the p resen t work to 4. 0 MeV to allow com parison with the e a r lie r  c ro s s -  
sections.
The gas ta rg e t m easurem ents w ere made using a gas cell with 
0.000064 cm nickel beam  entrance and exit windows, and a 0.0013 cm Mylar 
window for the reaction  products (Oh 64). Nominally 99.5% pure CO gas at 
a p re ssu re  of 22 mm was used. M ass spectroscop ic  analysis of the gas 
showed im purities of N , CO, and O with to ta l concentration < 1%.
Lu £
M easurem ents w ere made for 0, , = 71 .55°, 90° and 60° andlab.
energ ies 6. 6 MeV, 7 .4  MeV and 8 .4  MeV. Gas p re s su re s  w ere m easured
and
with a p rec ision  W allace T iernan  d ifferen tia l p re ssu re  gauge, calib rated  with 
a low vapour p re ssu re  oil m anom eter. The d ifferen tia l c ro ss-sec tio n  a (6) 
was calculated fo r the yield of sca tte red  p a rtic le s  Y, according to the re la tion:
<7 (0 ), =
Y sin 9 
nNG
where n, the to ta l num ber of bom barding p a rtic le s  in the beam , was determ ined 
from  the in tegrated  charge and N the num ber of ta rg e t nuclei per unit volume, 
was determ ined from  the m easured  gas tem pera tu re  and p re s su re . The factor 
G depends on the geom etry of the detecting system  and derivatives of the c ro s s -  
section as defined by S ilverste in  (Si 59). Only the f i r s t  o rder te rm  in G was 
used , in the p resen t de term ination , neglect of higher o rd e rs  introduced an
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e r r o r  of r j  0 . 05%.
The to ta l R .M . S. e r r o r  in the c ro s s - s e c tio n  d e te rm in ed  in  th is  
m easu rem en t was e s tim a ted  to be ± 5% (Yo 65). The fo il ta rg e t abso lu te  
c ro s s -s e c tio n  de te rm in a tio n  w as obtained by m easu rem en t of the th ic k n e ss  
of a num ber of f o i l s , u sed  fo r y ie ld  cu rve  m e a su re m e n ts , by the ta rg e t  m odu­
la tion  m ethod d esc rib e d  in  subsection  3 .4 . 3, and the use  of tab u la ted  d E /d x  
va lu es  fo r carbon  (Wa 62) to ca lcu la te  the  num ber of ta rg e t n u c le i. A bsolu te 
c ro s s - s e c tio n s  d e te rm in ed  by the  th re e  m ethods w ere  co n sis ten t to  w ithin 
± 10%. An investigation  of the  effect on the phase sh ift analy s is  of u n c e r ­
ta in tie s  in the abso lu te  c ro s s -s e c tio n  sca le  of up to  20% is  d e sc rib e d  in 
subsec tion  2 .4 .3 .1  below .
The final exc ita tion  function data n o rm alize d  to  the abso lu te  c r o s s -  
sec tion  sca le  a re  shown in F ig . 2 .11 and the n o rm alize d  angu lar d is tr ib u tio n s  
shown in F ig . 2 .12 . C ro ss -se c tio n s  fo r the excita tion  functions a re  tab u la ted  
in Appendix IV.
2 .4  A nalysis
2 .4 .1  C ro ss-S ec tio n  E x p re ss io n
The d iffe ren tia l e la s tic  sc a tte r in g  c ro s s - s e c tio n  for the p re se n t 
case  with channel spin z e ro , is  given by equation I. 20 of Appendix I, a s :
2ioo.
o-(O) ^ R u th e rfo rd S ( 2 !  + l)(e  “ U ) P  (cos 0) | , (2 .1 )
with sym bols as defined in  A ppendix I. The diagonal e lem en ts  of the  co llis io n
Fig. 2.11 MEASURED CENTRE-OF-MASS DIFFERENTIAL CROSS- 
SECTIONS FOR C12(a,ao)C12 RECORDED AT THE ANGLES 
INDICATED. THE SOLID CURVES WERE CALCULATED 
FROM THE PHASE SHIFTS DISCUSSED IN THE TEXT.
THE ORDINATE FOR THE EXCITATION FUNCTION AT 
167° IS REDUCED BY A FACTOR OF FIVE .
lO
ob
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)
Fig. 2. 12 MEASURED C ^ a . t t ^ C 12 ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS 
RECORDED FOR THE INCIDENT ALPHA PARTICLE 
ENERGIES SHOWN. EACH DISTRIBUTION IS DISPLAYED 
ON THE SAME CROSS-SECTION SCALE AND DISPLACED 
BY AN ARBITRARY AMOUNT. THE HORIZONTAL BARS 
INDICATE THE 0 .1  mb LEVEL FOR INDIVIDUAL DISTRI­
BUTIONS. THE SOLID CURVES ARE DISTRIBUTIONS 
CALCULATED FROM THE PHASE SHIFTS DERIVED FROM
THE C12^  )C12 EXCITATION FUNCTION DATA, o
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m atrix  U 
i
may be w ritten :
U
i
2i(5 + co )
V i  l
where the nuclear phase shift 6  ^ is  in general com plex, the im aginary p art 
a ris in g  from  absorption of p a rtic le s  out of the e las tic  channel into non-e lastic  
channels. F or the special case where e lastic  sca tte ring  only is possib le , the 
collision m atrix  is  diagonal and 6^  m ust be re a l, so that the un itarity  condition 
(La 57) is sa tisfied . In the general case , w riting
6 -  A + i£a i ft
with A and £ both re a l , anda a
- 2 £
Ai = e
the expression  for U becom es:
2ico 2iA
U = e e 1 , (2.2)
i i
where (also rea l) appears as a damping p a ram ete r with values 0 < A ^ <  1. 
The la tte r form  (equation (2.2)) of the collision m atrix , has been used in the 
phase shift analysis described  below.
It should be noted that fitting the experim ental data with th is  general 
c ro ss-sec tio n  expression involves no specific assum ptions regard ing  the 
detailed form  of the collision m atrix  ( i . e . , no assum ptions as to the nature
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of the sca tte ring  p ro cess , or adoption of any p a rticu la r reaction  theory).
The phase shift ex traction  is  thus to be regarded  as a sim ple p a ra m e te ri­
zation of the data, in te rm s  of the re a l phase shift A and damping p a ram ete r 
A, and in te rp re ta tion  of the resu lting  p a ram ete rs  tre a ted  as a separa te  
problem .
2 . 4 . 2  N on-Linear L east Squares Routine
The phase shifts and damping p a ram e te rs  appear non-linearly  in 
the c ro ss-se c tio n  expression  (2.1) above, and conventional linear le a s t 
squares methods cannot be applied; the problem  of ex tracting  these  p a ra ­
m e te rs  must therefo re  be solved ite ra tiv e ly . The p rogram s for the phase 
shift analysis of both the angular d istribution  and excitation function m easu re ­
m ents, used a general non -linear leas t squares fitting routine developed for 
the A.N.U.  IBM 360/50 com puter by Hay and B arker (Ha 66). The num erical 
routine m inim izes the function.
observed value (k> - calculated value (kA  
a(k) )
w here D . F . , the num ber of degrees of freedom , is  given by the difference 
between the num ber of observations and the num ber of free  p a ra m e te rs .
F o r the analy s is  of the excitation function data (see subsection 
2.4.  3.2),  the observed value (k) was used for a(k) and F was thus the norm al 
s ta tis tic a l F or the angular d istribution data, the e r ro r s  assigned to
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individual datum points w ere used for a(k). In the la tte r  c ase , F is  the mean 
square ra tio  of the res id u a ls  to the experim ental e r ro rs  and a sa tisfac to ry  fit
yields a value of F #  1. For convenience both fo rm s of F a re  re fe r re d  to as
2 2 X in the following sections. The function X  is  m inim ized by adjustm ent of
the p a ram ete rs  in two ways:
(l) By a rap id  descent cycle (using a parabolic approxim ation to 
the surface) in which p a ram e te rs  a re  changed one at a tim e 
until X 2  does not change rap id ly , and
(ii) By a global cycle in which a ll p a ram e te rs  a re  changed sim ul­
taneously a fte r the shape of the surface n ear a m inim um  has 
been determ ined by changing the p a ram e te rs  singly and in 
p a irs .
2
In method (ii) it is  assum ed that the m ulti-d im ensional X  su rface 
may be approxim ated by a parabolic  su rface , and the p a ram e te rs  a re  adjusted 
to the minimum of the l a t t e r . The region within which the parabolic  approxi­
m ation is  made is  specified  ex ternal to the num erical rou tine, and corresponds
2
to a factor regarded  as giving a significant in c rease  in x above its  minimum
value. The method th e re fo re , does not n ecessa rily  locate the absolute
2
minimum value of X  , r a th e r , it locates a region around the m inim um  within
which p a ram ete r values and the p e rm issib le  changes in them  are  m atched to
the accuracy  of the data and the suitability  of the fitted function. On exit
from  the rou tine, the "step  s izes"  for adjustm ent of the p a ra m e te rs  c o r re s -
2
pond to the values which change X  from  the m inim um  value by the specified
"significant" amount and thus provide an estim ate  of the accuracy  with which
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the p a ram e te rs  a re  determ ined.
A second routine was used in sev era l cases where the X 2 su rface
showed long shallow "valleys" and rap id  convergence was not obtained with
the routine described  above. The global cycle is rep laced  by a cycle in which
the p a ram ete r d irections a re  changed to be mutually conjugate, thus locating
the minimum of a valley m ore rap id ly . This rou tine, demised by Powell
2
(Po 64), attem pts to locate the absolute minimum of X  , convergence is
2
assum ed when changes of a ll p a ram ete rs  reduced the value of X  by le ss  
than a specified amount, but no inform ation regard ing  the accuracy of the 
p a ram e te rs  is  given.
2 .4 . 3  Phase Shift Extraction
2.4.  3.1 Angular D istributions
Phase shifts and damping p a ram ete rs  were ex tracted  from  each of
the angular d istribu tions using the non-linear leas t squares fitting rou tines
described  above. As the general fitting routines do not apply to constrained
2
prob lem s, the damping p a ram ete r A  ^ was specified as A  ^ = sin allowing
re s tr ic tio n  0 < A < 1 while varying the unconstrained p a ram ete rs  . It
was assum ed that values of I  > 6 w ere insignificant as no resonances with
S. >4 have been repo rted  in the energy region and the calculated hard  sphere
value of is  about 1° at E = 8 . 5  MeV for an assum ed rad ius of 5 .4  f. ,
6 a
indicating that a „ and higher i  value phases would be significant only if a 
6
resonance w ere p resen t. In general A r and A rt w ere held fixed at the5 6
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calculated hard  sphere values, and for E^< 7 .5 MeV, the A w ere held 
constant at = 1. The la tte r value w^.s based on the extrem ely  sm all 
yields of the (a,p) and (o',n^) reactions below = 7 . 5  MeV (Mi 64), implying 
that only the e lastic  channel is  of im portance. L ittle varia tion  from  these 
assum ed values was found when the p a ram ete rs  w ere allowed to vary  free ly . 
In itial phases w ere taken from  the work of Clark et al. , (Cl 67) at
6 .5  MeV and Ferguson and McCallum (Fe 65).at 7 .4  MeV. The phases r e -
\
suiting from  each fit w ere used as starting  values fo r the d istribution im m ediate­
ly adjacent in energy. It was found that the m ulti-d im ensional X2 su rfaces 
contained m ultiple m inim a (particu larly  at higher energ ies where the values 
of A a re  also varying significantly). G enerally the requ irem ent that the 
p a ram ete rs  be continuous with energy, enabled the "co rrec t"  minim um  to 
be determ ined uniquely.
To locate o ther m inim a in the su rface , and ensure  that the fitting
routine was not "trapped" in secondary m inim a, an "optim ized g rid  search"
procedure was employed, in which one p a ram ete r was stepped over the range
of possible values and held constant a fte r each change while all o ther p a ra -
2 2m ete rs  w ere varied  freely  to m inim ize X . F ig. 2.13 shows minim um  X
values obtained as a function of a single p a ram ete r for d istributions at
E = 7 , 0 6  and 7,845 MeV, The fo rm er illu s tra te s  a case where the surface a
was "well behaved" with re la tive ly  few m inim a, the la tte r , typical of the 
re su lts  at higher energies w here sev e ra l phases and damping p a ram e te rs
Fig, 2 .1 3 CONTOURS OF THE MINIMUM X2 FOR FIXED VALUES OF 
THE PHASE SHIFT PARAMETER A , A 5 A AND A
O X Z o
FOR THE 7,06 AND 7,845 MeV ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS.
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a re  vary ing , shows the m ultiplicity of m inim a which may occur. The effect 
of uncerta in ties  in the absolute c ro ss-sec tio n  sca le  was investigated by r e ­
fitting d istribu tions with the absolute c ro ss-sec tio n  varied  by up to ± 20% of 
the nom inal value, in a ll c ases , the only significant changes observed were
in the value of A which was changed by as much as 50% to com pensate for o
the change in c ro ss-se c tio n , while other phases varied  by only a few degrees.
F o r m ost of the d istribu tions, the value of the 1 = 0  phase shift was
found to be poorly determ ined by the data, la rge  changes producing little
2
varia tion  in the value of X  . The lack of sensitiv ity  of the data to the value 
of a  , and the dependence of th is  p a ram ete r on the absolute c ro ss-sec tio n , 
re su lted  in la rge  uncerta in ties  ( ~  ± 8°) in the final values. All other phases 
a re  estim ated  to be determ ined to within ± 3°. The values of the phases and 
damping p a ra m e te rs  determ ined from  the angular d istribution  data a re  shown 
in Fig. 2 .14.
2,4.  3. 2 Excitation Function Data
In itially , calculations of the c ro ss-sec tio n s  at the six  excitation 
function angles, using phases obtained by drawing smooth curves through 
the angular d istribu tion  re s u lts , w ere in poor agreem ent with the data, 
p a rticu la rly  n ear the "peaks°of the resonance anom alies. As the d istribu tions 
w ere reco rd ed  in co arse  energy in te rv a ls , it was not possib le to determ ine 
the details of the energy dependence of the phases from  these an a ly se s .
The calculated  excitation functions were found to be extrem ely
Fig. 2. 14 PHASE SHIFTS (A T ) AND DAMPING PARAMETERS (A )
j u  -L
EXTRACTED FROM THE C 12 (a, a )Q12 EXCITATIONo
FUNCTION DATA (solid curves) AND FROM THE ANGULAR
DISTRIBUTIONS (open and solid  data po in ts). DAMPING
PARAMETERS FOR L = 0, L = 2 AND L -  4 DID NOT
DIFFER FROM UNITY AND ARE NOT SHOWN. THE HARD
SPHERE PHASE SHIFTS 0q AND 04 (CALCULATED FROM
0 = t a n '1 F /G  FOR A CHANNEL RADIUS OF 5 .4  f)
Li L L
ARE INCLUDED FOR COMPARISON.
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sensitive  to the phases, slight varia tions effecting considerable im prove­
m ents in the fit. A ccordingly, an attem pt was made to ex tract the detailed 
energy dependence of the phase shifts from  the excitation functions.
P hases and damping p a ram ete rs  taken from  the angular distribution 
analysis  w ere fitted  (over lim ited  energy regions with lower and upper bounds
and E^) with functions of the form :
A (E) = a + b E + S C  sin Ntt
N
( E - E 1) / ( E 2 - E 1)
and (E) = 1 - X|  (E) ,
(2.3)
(2.4)
where X (E) has a B reit-W igner form , with constant width W , position E 
Ü l  l
and magnitude h^ . The sum m ation requ ired  in (2.3) was lim ited to N <  4 by 
appropria te  choice of boundaries E and E P a ra m e te rs  at energ ies c o rre s -
-L Z
ponding to  the excitation function data w ere computed from  equations (2.3) and 
(2.4) and the c ro ss -se c tio n s  at the six angles calculated.
The constants a , b , C . W , E and h w ere v a ried  freely  (using
i  i  i N  a a i
the n on -linear le a s t squares routines) to produce a satisfac to ry  fit to the data. 
Continuity of the A^(E) and A^(E), ac ro ss  the boundaries of the energy regions 
defined by E^ and E^, re su lted  in a ll c ases .
The phases and damping p a ram ete rs  determ ined by the method des­
cribed above a re  shown in F ig . 2 .14 , and tabulated in Appendix V. The 
calculated  fits  to the excitation function and angular d istributions using these 
phases a re  shown in F igs. 2. 11 and 2.12 respective ly .
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2 A .  3. 3 D iscussion of the Phase Shifts
The phases derived from  the excitation function, and angular d is t r i ­
bution analyses (Fig. 2,14), a re  seen to differ by up to 10° in some reg ions. 
F u rth erm o re , fits to the angular: d istributions (Fig. 2.12) using the phases from  
the excitation function analysis show system atic  differences from  the experim ental 
data, though the backw ard angle data (with the exception of the minimum at ^140° 
la b , at high energies) and the energy dependence of the m axim a and m inim a in the 
yield, a re  reproduced w ell. As the excitation functions w ere all reco rd ed  at back­
w ard angles, the phases determ ined from  these data will be weighted heavily in 
favour of backward angles, while phases resu lting  from  the distribution analysis 
will be weighted to favour the forw ard angles where the c ro ss-sec tio n  is  in general 
high. S im ilarly , phases derived from  the excitation function analysis will be in ­
sensitive to the depth of m inim a in the c ro ss-se c tio n s , since data w ere not r e ­
corded at angles corresponding to these m inim a at all energ ies . F ig . 2 ,15 
com pares fits to two d istribu tions using the phases from  the excitation function 
and angular distribution analyses and shows that the slight differences in the 
phases re su lt from  attem pts to reproduce the fea tu res of the c ro ss-se c tio n  to 
which the excitation function data a re  in sen s itiv e ,
While the angular d istribution  analysis allowed m ore com plete inves­
tigation of the various "equivalent" solutions and thus provided a good set of 
starting  phases for the excitation function analysis , the re su lts  from  the la tte r  
analysis a re  p re fe rre d  as the forw ard  angle data a re  re la tive ly  uncerta in , due 
to contaminant contributions to the alpha p artic le  y ield (see subsection 2 .3 .4 .6 )
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and the excitation function analysis allows the detailed energy dependence of 
the phases (and damping p aram eters) to be determ ined.
The 1 = 0 phase shift (Fig. 2.14), though subject to large uncerta in ties  
in the p re sen t work, is  seen to vary  slowly with energy com pared with the 
calculated  hard  sphere value which v a rie s  from  -76° to -118° over the energy 
range considered , for an assum ed radius of 5 .4  f.
■f*
C lark  et a l. (Cl 67) have p redicted  a broad 0 level with a width of
16~  5 .7  MeV a t 14.10 MeV in O ' , from  the behaviour of the s wave phase
shift below E = 6 . 5  MeV. a
Calculation of the expected i  = 0 phase shift for bom barding energ ies
-f” 1 6
between 6. 6 and 8. 5 MeV using these p a ram ete rs  for a broad 0 level in O
gives values of A  ^varying from  -3 5 .4 °  to -4 0 .5 °  over the energy range , in
excellent agreem ent with the p resen t re su lt.
The phase shift for i  = 1 (Fig. 2.14) shows anom alies at E ^ ~  7.05
MeV and E ~  7 .9  MeV, while the corresponding damping p a ram ete r shows a
a dip at only E ~  7.9 MeV. The lower energy anomaly exhibits the COn-
tt
ventional energy varia tion  of a resonant phase shift ( e . g . , (Jo 62)), increasing
through 180° ac ro ss  the resonance with a value of 90° (after subtraction of
the hard  sphere  value) at the resonance energy, and is identified with the 
— 1612.44 MeV 1 level in O . The absence of a complex component ( i . e . ,
A = 1) in the energy reg ion , im plies sm all F  , and F  for the level, in 1 or p
accord  with e a r lie r  work. The conventional resonance anom alies in the
- 90 -
1 = 2  and £ -  3 phase shifts (Fig. 2,14) at E ~  7 .8 MeV and E ^  7 .9  MeVa a
16 +a re  likew ise identified with levels of O at ~ 1 3 .0  (2 ) and 13.15 (3 ) MeV. 
The non-zero  complex component (A /  1) for the £ = 3 phase shift at
O
E '■'■'7,9 MeV, is  a ttribu ted  to the appreciable ine lastic  alpha width of the
O'
13.15 MeV level.
The higher energy anom alies in the i  = 1 and £ = 3 phase sh ifts , 
do not follow the usual varia tion  with energy, but decrease  through the re s o ­
nance energy without passing  through 90°. A nalysis of the angular d istribution  
data was not adequate to distinguish th is behaviour from  a rapid  r is e  through 
approxim ately 180 , as the d ifferen tia l c ro ss-sec tio n  is  unchanged by in­
creasing  the phases by 180° and distribution  data w ere not recorded  at 
sufficiently fine energy in te rv a ls  a c ro ss  the resonances to detect the d e c rea ­
sing portion of the phase sh if ts . Satisfactory  fits to the excitation function
2
data w ere obtained only fo r the behaviour p resen ted , an in c rease  in y by 
factor 20 was found when attem pts w ere made to fit with phases increasing  
conventionally at the reso n an ces .
The behaviour of these phases is  d iscussed  in the section below, the
16 —
anom alies a re  how ever, identified with the levels of O at 13.10 MeV (1 ), 
the complex component reflec ting  the large proton width, and 13.25 MeV (3 ) 
with the complex component due to the appreciable proton and ine lastic  alpha
partic le  widths,
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2 .4 . 3.4 The Behaviour of the Complex Phase Shifts 
The explicit form  of the collision m atrix  derived from  single level 
d ispersion  theory is  given by equation I. 35 of Appendix I as:
where
exp 2i(co + 0 ) c c 1 +
^ 2  (e2iß _  1}
ß tan
-1 V !
E - E  o
(2.3)
and where the energy dependence of the to ta l level width F  , the e las tic  width
A
and the level sh ift, a re  for convenience neglected. Defining the p a rtia l 
sca ttering  am plitudes f as:
i  - 2 i“ i
£i  = ¥ < 1 - u | ) - fe
(2.4)
and w riting a = F  / F  g ives, from  (2.4), (2.3) and (2.2):a Ac a
2iA
Ae 1 -  1 sin 0 e\0i + a sin ßM e 
i  i
% + V (2.5)
The solutions to equation (2. 5) a re  shown graphically  in Fig. 2.16 for the 
two cases:
(1) 3 = r Ac/ r A = ° - 3
(ii) a = F  / F  = 0 .7  .Ac A
The p a rtia l sca ttering  am plitude may be rep resen ted  by a vector from  the
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\
LOCUS OF 
A .2 iA - l
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(0.1 /2 r
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, i <t>sinip e
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i ( ß {  + 2Cf )
origin to  point S on the c irc le , y  ; the locus of a sin ß  e . The
f %
unitarity  condition re s tr ic ts  S to lie on the un itary  c irc le , sin 0 ^ e  , in
cases w here the to ta l phase is  real (A = 1) and within the c irc le  for complex
JLi
to tal phases (A^ < 1). For a narrow  level the varia tion  of 0  ^ and a^ over the 
resonance may be neglected and the c irc le  X, re p re se n ts  the path tra c ed  out 
by the tip  of the vecto r f as ß  (the resonant phase) in c rease s  through 180°.
In case (i), a. < 0.5,  the centre of the unitary  c irc le  is ex ternal to 
the path X and the to ta l phase does not pass through 90°, but in c re ase s  from  
the value 0  fo r ß  < 45°, d ecreases  for 45° < ß  < 135°, and again in c reases  
to 0  ^ fo r ß  > 135°. The value of A^ d ecreases  from  unity to a m inim um  
for ß  = 90° (i„e„ , at the resonance energy) increasing  again to unity for 
ß  = 180°.
In case (ii), a > 0 . 5 ,  the A exhibit the sam e behaviour as above, 
v ' i  l
how ever, the A^ now follow the conventional energy dependence of a re s o ­
nating phase sh ift, increasing  through 180° and passing  through (90° + 0  ) 
at the resonance energy.
It should be noted that for all values of A^ th e re  a re  two co rresp o n ­
ding values of a^ (a^ = x and a^ = 1 -  x, 0 <  x <  0. 5) the c o rre c t solution 
being determ ined  by the behaviour of the phase shift A^ . F or the special 
case w here a^ = 0« 5 a t the resonance energy ( ß  = 90°), the damping p a ra ­
m eter A^ vanishes and the phase shift A^ is  discontinuous.
Explicit re la tions between the set of p a ram e te rs  A , A ^ , and the
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set a , ß , 0A (for the single level case) are given by equation (2.3) and f I f
(2.4):
. j -1 a sin 23 
i 4 §tan (1 - a) + a cos 2ß ( 2 . 6)
and
2 2 2 A“" ~ a + 2a(l - a)cos 2ß + (1 - a)
2
= 1 - a ( l -  a ) ---------- ^ ------------ . (2.7)
(E - E) + (r/2)
The energy dependence of A calculated for equation (2. 6) for a range of
is given in Fig. 2.17, clearly showing the oscillation of the phase shift
for values of a^  < 0.5. It should also be noted that the slope of the phase
for a^  > 0.5 increases with decreasing a^  and use of the conventional
method for extracting the corresponding level width ( i . e . , the energy
difference between A = 45° and 135°) may lead to significant errors in
£
regions where non-elastic processes are possible.
The behaviour of the total phase shift for the case where a^  <0.5  
corresponds to the observed behaviour of the i  = 1 and i  -  3 phase shifts,
discussed in subsection 2.3.4.  3 above, at E ^  7,9 and ~  8.13 MeV.a
These anomalies are therefore interpreted as resulting from 1 and 3 
16levels of O . for which the elastic width is substantially less than half of
the total level width.
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Sim ilar behaviour for the phase shifts ex trac ted  from  C e las tic  
proton sca tte rin g  has been d iscussed  by Duval et a l , (Du 66).
2 , 4 3 . 5  Level P aram eters
The phases and absorption p a ra m e te rs  d iscussed  in subsection 2 .3 .4 . 3
have been fitted  with the theo re tica l exp ressions to determ ine p a ram e te rs  for 
16
the O levels identified . The single level expressions (equations (2.6) and
(2.7)) w ere used to fit the experim ental 1 = 2 phase shift and two level, two
channel ex p ressions (derived as described  in Appendix I) used for the 1 = 1
and 1 = 3 phase s h if ts . The energy dependence of the level widths was included
in the calcu la tions. F ig s . 2.18 and 2.19 show the fits  to the experim ental data
calculated  with the p a ram e te rs  lis ted  in Table 2 ,2 .
The 13. 25 MeV, 3 level is known to have appreciable proton and
in e lastic  w idths, how ever, the fit to the 1 = 3  phase shift with a two level,
th re e  channel expression  rep resen ted  no significant im provem ent and the
sim p ler two channel expression  was used fo r m ost of the analysis.
In a ll c a se s , a constant background phase (A0, Table 2.2) in addition
to the calcu lated  h a rd  sphere  value was req u ired  to fit the data.
It should be noted that the inclusion of penetrab ility  effects and the
use of a two level approxim ation, change the form  of A from  the sim ple
L
B re it-W igner shape (equation (2,7))„ Fig. 2.19 indicates the m arked asym ­
m etry  of the calcu lated  A, (and A ) for the higher energy 3 level. The
O  ü
values of A ex trac ted  from  the experim ental data w ere re s tr ic te d  to have 
I
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TABLE 2.2
E (MeV)
CL r i a b . (keV>
a = r / r  
a
0
A (^(degrees)
7.045 ± 0. 005 1 130 ± 10 1.00 -20
7,820 ± 0. 010
-j-
2 200 ± 15 1.00 + 29
7.915 ± 0,010 r 150 ± 20 0.40 ± 0.05 -20
7.960 ± 0.010 3" 170 ± 15 0.70 ± 0.05 -40
8.130 ± 0,015 3" 35 ± 10 0.35 ± 0.05 -40
the sim ple form  suggested by equation (2 .7), and it is  probable that the 
d ifficulties experienced in fitting the i  -  1 and I -  3 phases and damping 
p a ra m e te rs  at h igher en erg ies , a re  due in p a rt to th is  re s tr ic tio n  and to 
co rre la tio n s  between the phases and damping p a ra m e te rs  which may a r ise  
in the fitting p ro ced u re . These d ifficulties a re  re flec ted  with re la tive ly  large 
e r r o r s  assigned  to the p a ram e te rs  lis ted  in Table 2 .2 . The e r ro r s  w ere e s ti­
m ated by exam ination of the fits  to the data for a range of assum ed level 
p a ra m e te rs .
T arge t th ickness effects have been neglected throughout the analysis 
and may be expected to contribute slightly to the observed width of the narrow  
13.25 MeV level, little  effect on the widths of the rem aining levels is expected, 
how ever. The width obtained fo r the 12,44 MeV 1 level is  in good agreem ent 
with the re su lts  of previous work (He 60), and is in c lo se r agreem ent with the
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value given by Ferguson and McCallum ( r  = 80 keV (Fe 61)), than that 
of B ittner and Moffat (F  = 173 MeV (Bi 54)).
2 .5  D iscussion
The complex phase shifts ex tracted  from  the experim ental data exhibit 
well defined resonance s tru c tu re , indicating the existence of resonances at 
E = 7.045 (1 = 1), 7.82 (I = 2), 7.915 (I = 1), 7 .96 (i = 3) and 8.13(1 = 3)
O '
16
MeV. The level p a ram ete rs  of the corresponding O levels at excitation
energ ies  12.43 ( l ”), 13.01 (2^), 13.09 (1~), 1 3 .1 2 (3 ”) and 13.25 (3~) MeV,
derived from  the phase sh ifts , a re  in good agreem ent with the re su lts  of e a r lie r  
12 15studies of C + a  and N + p reactions (He 60, Mi 64, Mi 65). which a re  com ­
pared  in Table 2. 3 with the p re sen t values.
F o r the two lower levels at 12.43 and 13.01 MeV, the in e lastic -a lp h a  
and proton widths a re  known to be sm all com pared with the e lastic  width (see
section 2.2) in agreem ent with the p resen t value o f a = l ( i . e . , F = r  ).
o
The large complex component of the ! = 1 phase shift at E ^ 7 . 9  MeVa
is  consistent with the appreciable ine lastic -a lpha  width of 13.08 MeV, 1 level.
F u r th e rm o re , the ra tio  of the e lastic  to to ta l width as given by Hebbard (He 60),
is  < 0 . 5 ,  as indicated by the behaviour of A in the re g io n .
The p a rtia l widths F  and F  shown in Table 2. 3 for the 13.12 MeVa a .o 12 1
level, w ere estim ated  from  the C (a ,ay)  y ields at the peaks of the 7.95 and 
8.14 MeV resonances. If the two resonances a re  assum ed to be due en tire ly  
to the = 3 13.12 and 13. 25 MeV lev e ls , then the ra tio  of the to tal
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c ro ss-se c tio n s  a t the peaks of the resonances is  given by:
F  F  a a„o 1
2
•
r  ra a'o 1
2
F 13.12 F 13.25
The re la tiv e  (<2 , 0 ^ 7 ) y ie lds for the two resonances have been shown to be
essen tia lly  equal (Mi 64) and F  fo r the 13.12 MeV level may be assum ed
P • .
Covres pon ci iKCj
equal to ze ro , as indicated by the absence of a resonance 4mhM  to the level
12 15
in the C (o^p) and N + p reaction . Substituting the appropriate  values into
the expression  gives F  for the 13.12 MeV level as 80 keV, or 20 keV (theao
am biguity a ris in g  due to the product, F  . F  in the expression  above. Thea a „o 1
behaviour of A n at E = 7 . 9 1  MeV is ch arac te ris tic  of a 3 level at 13.12 3 a
MeV with F  / F >  0.5,  and with th is re s tr ic tio n  the value F  / F  =080 is  a ao o
req u ired  by the (ca, a ' y)  c ro ss-se c tio n  data , in good
agreem ent with the p re sen t re su lt (F  /  T  = 0 .7  ± 005) obtained from  theao
complex component of the e las tic  sca tte rin g  phase sh ift.
The behaviour of the re a l  and complex components of the f = 3 phase 
shift for the upper 3 level a t 13,25 MeV, suggests a large non-e lastic  reaction
contribution with r /  T  < 0. 5,  as given by the e a r lie r  studies of th is level ao
(He 60).
It has been previously noted that the 13. 25 MeV 3 level may be
_ 1 /?
identified as  the T = 1 analogue of the 294 keV 3 level of N . The o b ser­
vation of th is  level via the CJ1 2  + a reaction  would then req u ire  a substantia l
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T = 0 adm ixture and it is therefo re  expected that a T = 0 3 level ex ists  at
10 16
s im ila r excitation in O . The 3 level now estab lished  at 13.12 MeV in O
is believed to be the source of the T = 0 component.
The e a r lie r  identification of the 13.25 MeV level is  m aintained,
since the narrow  width and strong cascade gamma decay of the upper 3
favour a T -  1 assignm ent for the 13. 25 MeV level over the 13.12 MeV
level. F u rth e rm o re , the ra tio  r  / F  is g re a te r  for the 13.12 MeV levela
than for the 13.25 MeV level, suggesting T = 0 for the fo rm er.
The p resen t p a ra m e te rs  for the 13,01 MeV 2+ level, leave the r  
e stim ate  of M itchell and Ophel (Mi 64) unchanged within th e ir  e r r o r s ,  and 
confirm s (since the sm all F  corresponds to only about 5% of the quadrupole 
sum  ru le  lim it) that the level is  not the strong collective state  o rig inally  p ro ­
posed in the region (Ma 62, Th 60). The level may be identified with a state
of the two partic le  two hole configuration p red icted  at 13.16 MeV by E isenberg
16et a l . , (Ei 65). No calculations of the n a tu ra l parity  s ta te s  of O in the 
p re sen t region of excitation have yet p redicted  a level corresponding to the 
13.12 MeV 3~ level.
A plausible explanation of the re la tive ly  large background phases 
req u ired  to fit the data is not available, however, the possib ility  of d irec t r e ­
action contributions in the energy reg ion , giving r is e  to som e of these diffi­
cu ltie s , cannot be excluded. R ecently , C arter et a l. (Ca 63) and Brady et 
al (Br 67) have attem pted optical model analysis of the e lastic  sca tte rin g
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data. C arte r et ah  found that resonant phase shifts w ere requ ired  to obtain 
a satisfactory  fit to the data above E = 10 MeV, while Brady et al. req u ired  
an anomalous variation of p a ram ete rs  with, energy , and an extrem ely sm all 
absorption potential to obtain even m oderately acceptable fits  to the data at
E r>j 9 MeV, At slightly higher energ ies the optical model fits  w ere extrem elya
poor. The continued strong resonance s tru c tu re  of the e lastic  c ro ss-sec tio n  
to higher energ ies lends support to the supposition that compound nucleus 
form ation, in the energy region covered by the p resen t work, is the dominant 
reaction  m ode.
The values of the s wave phase shift over the region of energies 
covered by the p resen t work provides substantiating evidence for a broad 
0 level at about 14.1 MeV.
12 15In sum m ary, a ll studies of C + a  and N " + p reac tio n s , in the
16energy region of 12 - 13 MeV excitation of O , can be adequately explained
in te rm s  of the five levels lis ted  in Table 2. 3. The present, work provides
12 12a sa tisfac to ry  descrip tion of the C reaction  (previously the only
outstanding exception), on the b asis  of th is  level schem e, and estab lishes
+
the energy and position of the 13.01 MeV, 2 level.
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CHAPTER 3
NUCLEAR SPECTROSCOPY MEASUREMENTS 
EMPLOYING MODULATION OF TARGET POTENTIAL
3.1  Introduction
Few exam ples of ta rg e t potential modulation exist in the li te ra tu re . 
The best known application is the combined use of an increm ented ta rg e t 
potential and a p rec ision  e lec tro s ta tic  analyser for the accurate  determ ination 
of energies at which specific nuclear phenomena occur, e .g . , (p .7) re s o ­
nances, (p,n) thresholds o r the minimum of the (p,p) sca tte ring  c ro ss-sec tio n . 
Recently, the advantages of applying a trian g u la r voltage waveform  to a 
ta rg e t have been dem onstrated  (Cr 57, Ha 60, Wa 63, Wi 65), The modu­
lating voltage produces a corresponding modulation in the effective energy 
of the acce lera ted  p a rtic le s  at the ta rg e t. The output of a detector placed 
near the ta rg e t may be used to gate a pulse proportional to the instantaneous 
applied voltage and the d irec t spectrum  of these trig g ered  pulses reco rded  
with a m ulti-channel analyser provides an excitation function of the induced 
reaction  over the range of voltage provided by the m odulation.
The principle of ta rge t modulation is capable of extension to various 
aspects of experim ental nuclear p h y s ic s . In the following sec tio n s , a num ber 
of possible applications and the re su lts  of m easurem ents for many of these
applications are p re sen ted .
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3.2 Applications of T arget Modulation 
The ta rge t modulation method may be usefully applied to m ost 
situations in which m easurem ents req u ire  "fine step" excitation functions 
to be determ ined on a sequential point by point b asis . In fact, though severa l 
of the applications described  below a re  unique, many a re  self-evident to the 
extent that they a re  derivations of the basic  excitation function m ethod. 
However, as the few exam ples of ta rge t modulation in the lite ra tu re  cite 
only applications of the method to the m easurem ent of to ta l neutron, o r (p ,7 ) 
excitation functions with high reso lu tion  (Cr 57, Ha 60, Ba 61a, Wi 65), it is  
considered  desirab le  to p rep a re  a m ore com prehensive sum m ary,
3, 2,1___ Excitation Functions and Related M easurem ents
The basic  method was described  in section 3 ,1 .
It is c lea r that the accuracy of the method depends on the uniform ity 
with which each energy in te rva l is sam pled. The uniform ity in tu rn , depends 
on the stability  of the sweep voltage and the ta rg e t c u r re n t . The ta rg e t cu rren t 
m ust be assum ed to vary in an a rb itra ry  way; how ever, providing that such 
varia tions occur at a slow ra te  re la tiv e  to the modulating waveform sweep 
ra te ,  and that a la rge  num ber of voltage excursions a re  made in any given run , 
uniform  sam pling is  a ssu re d . In p rac tice , these conditions a re  adequately 
fulfilled and all datum points of excitation functions so obtained w ill be 
m easured  for identical conditions, i , e . , for the sam e in tegrated  beam  and
the sam e conditions of beam  stability  and energy sp read .
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Apart from the obvious advantages of direct presentation of the data 
on a multi-channel analyser, the inherent accuracy makes the method ideally 
suited to the detailed study of resonance shapes of the type carried out by 
Bondelid and Butler (Bo 63), and Palmer et al. (Pa 63), as well as precise 
determinations of resonance energies and widths. Similarly, in studies of 
the energy dependence of highly structured functions, the target modulation 
technique may be used to advantage. In many cases where such a study 
would benefit from the use of the full resolution capabilities of the accelerator, 
the tedium of point by point data recording, and the length of time required 
per energy point when working with very high resolution, have forced the 
use of energy increments and beam energy spread greater than the available 
minimum. In reducing both these difficulties, target modulation affords a 
convenient method of establishing high resolution data.
Furthermore, weak resonances may be observed in the presence of 
relatively strong backgrounds, due to reactions induced by the beam striking 
collimators, slits or walls of the beam analysing chamber. Only radiations 
produced at the target are correlated with applied waveform; background 
radiations will be of a random character and contribute only a flat background,
It should be noted that, while the stability of the apparatus is of im­
portance, the linearity of the sweep waveform, or of the gating circuitry, does 
not influence the accuracy of the results, although good linearity is desirable 
for convenience. Any departure from linearity in the circuitry can be measured
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with eases and correction made in a straightforward way. Corrections for 
non-linearity have been made where applicable, to the data presented in 
section 3,4.
There is, of course, no fundamental gain in the rate of data-taking 
such as is obtained from multi-channel versus single-channel analysis of a 
continuous pulse height distribution. Any saving in time depends only on the 
ratio of observation time per point, to the time taken to record data, adjust 
the accelerator energy and re-start data collection.
The removal of the tedium of point by point data recording lends 
itself to the evaluation of targets for use in nuclear spectroscopy measure­
ments and to rapid survey measurements of reaction yields, to enable a 
choice of bombarding energy at which detailed measurements can be made. 
Studies of the type which would benefit from the facility of rapid survey are 
to be found in references (McC 61, A1 60a, Op 64).
3, 2. 2 Target Thickness and dE/dX Measurements
The thickness of the self-supporting targets can be measured by 
observing the apparent shift in a resonance (or threshold) energy , which 
results when the foil target is placed in front of the secondary target used 
to produce the resonance (Go 60a, Ea 63). With both foil and secondary 
target attached to a holder which is voltage modulated, the resonance or 
threshold may be recorded for conditions of foil in and foil out of the inci­
dent beam, without altering the energy or beam conditions of the accelerator.
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The difference in ta rg e t potential corresponding to the observation of the 
resonance for these two conditions, corresponds to the energy loss of the 
incident beam  in trav e rs in g  the foil ta rg e t. That constant acceleration  con­
ditions may be used throughout the m easurem ent , ensures accurate and 
reproducib le  data. F u rth e rm o re , when ta rg e ts  a re  used for experim ents 
at energ ies of severa l MeV (where the energy loss in the foil may be quite 
sm all), the ability of the ta rg e t modulation technique to m easure  sm all energy 
sh ifts  with accuracy , allows ta rg e t th ickness to  be m easured  in the energy 
reg ion  of in te re s t, and thus avoids the necessity  of relying on extrapolation 
with the tabulated dE/dX  values.
The method may be extended to estab lish  accura te  data for the 
varia tion  of dE/dX  as a function of energy , p a rticu la rly  in the 0 - 2  MeV 
range where d iscrepancies ex ist between the calculated and observed dE/dX 
values (Go 59), By choosing a secondary ta rg e t m ate ria l which displays 
w ell-defined resonances over a wide energy range , the displacem ent p ro ­
duced by a given foil at each of the re so n an ces , is  a m easure  of the varia tion  
of dE/dX  with energy for the foil m a te ria l,
3o 2, 3 Energy D istributions of P a rtic le s  a fte r P assage through Thin Foils 
A ccurate knowledge of the energy distribution of p a rtic le s  after 
passage through thin foils is requ ired  to account for the re su lts  from  narrow  
resonance shape m easurem ents of the type described  by Bondelid and Butler 
(Bo 63) and by P a lm er et a l, (Pa 63), The energy loss calculations of
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Landau (La 44) and Symon (Sy 48) a re  considered valid only for energ ies 
g re a te r  than 10 MeV (see subsection 3 .5 .1 ) . It is  significant th e re fo re , that 
ta rg e t modulation offers a method by which the energy distribution may be de­
term ined  with good resolution at energ ies below 1 MeV, where m ost precision  
spectroscopic m easurem ents a re  made.
If a thin foil is  p laced in the path of the beam , before a ta rg e t which 
d isplays a narrow  ( ~  1 keV) resonance at som e incident beam  energy, the 
resonance shape is slightly modified by the energy spread  produced as  the 
beam  tra v e rs e s  the foil and the resonance energy displaced upwards by the 
average energy loss of the p a rtic le s  in the foil. If the resonance is  m easured  
using modulation of both ta rg e t and foil, essentially  the sam e re su lt applies, 
and in p rinc ip le , it would be possible to ex trac t the energy distribution  in ­
d irectly  from  the resonance shapes observed during a ta rg e t thickness 
m easurem ent as described  in subsection 3. 2. 2. However, if the beam  
p a sse s  through the foil at ground potential and only the ta rg e t is modulated, 
the d istribution  is  m easured  directly  . As the potential on the ta rge t is  varied , 
p a rtic le s  in various portions of the energy distribution w ill be re ta rd ed  to an 
energy corresponding to the resonance energy and will contribute to the ob­
serv ed  yield. The resonance is  thus equivalent to a partic le  detector of 
r-' 1 keV reso lu tion , which is  scanned back and forth a c ro ss  the energy d is tr i­
bution of the incident beam p a rtic le s . Thus the varia tion  of yield v e rsu s  
applied voltage is  a d irec t m easurem ent of the actual d istribution , with an
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instrumental resolution determined by a nuclear resonance. All the necessary 
experimental corrections (e„g. , the incident spread of the beam resulting 
from voltage ripple of the accelerator) can be determined exactly from obser­
vation of the resonance without the foil.
3 ,2 A  Charge States of Reaction Products
Studies of nuclear reactions occasionally require a knowledge of the 
charge distribution of reaction products, or alternatively the response of a 
particle detector to ions of differing charge states must be determined. 
Adjacent charge states of particles with initial identical energies may be 
conveniently separated by the application of a constant voltage to the target.
An energy separation equal to the target voltage will then be observed at a 
grounded detector.
With the resolution available from surface barrier detectors, vol­
tages of 50 - 100 kV would normally be sufficient to completely separate the 
groups corresponding to various charge states.
In special circumstances, a variation of this application may be 
used to provide a simple particle identification system. For example, alpha 
particle and proton groups of nearly identical energy may be separated and 
identified by means of their different charges. Similarly, the application 
of a constant target voltage could be used to significantly increase the energy 
of a very low energy group, in order to reduce signal to noise difficulties,
or to suppress intense low energy backgrounds.
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3 .2 , 5 C h arac te ris tic s  of a Beam Analysing System
P rec ision  spectroscopy m easurem ents with a p a rtic le  a cc e le ra to r 
req u ire  that the p ro p e rtie s  of the beam  analysing system,, usually a m agnet 
deflecting the beam  through a p re -d e te rm in ed  angle, a re  well estab lished . 
Such p ro p ertie s  include energy calib ration , energy reproducib ility , and 
magnet h y s te re s is . A cce le rato r analyser m agnets a re  norm ally  calib rated  
using the known energ ies at which specific nuclear phenomena occur ( e . g . , 
(p .n), (tt9n) thresholds and (p ,7) resonances).
F o r energy ranges where (p ,7) and (p,p*7) resonances occur at ac ­
cu ra tely  known energ ies , appropriate  excitation functions may be obtained 
using ta rg e t modulation in a s tra igh tfo rw ard  fashion, to  derive the energy 
ca lib ra tion , The method may also  be applied to the usual calibration  p ro ­
cedures at higher energ ies  using (p,n) th resh o ld s, although a specific ta rg e t 
cham ber design is necessary  to allow close ta rg e t-to -d e tec to r geom etry 
(requ ired  to ensure to tal neutron detection), to be m aintained in the p resence  
of high ta rge t potentials. T arget modulation may also be used with advantage 
to reduce the tedious nature of m easurem ents requ ired  to observe energy 
reproducib ility  and magnet h y s te re s is  effects.
The fo rm er involves sm all changes of beam  energy (generally 
a ttribu ted  to changes of beam  tra je c to ry ), which a r is e  with a beam  analyser 
for given input and exit defining slit w id ths, and observation req u ire s  a
s e r ie s  of m easurem ents of a resonance o r th resho ld  for various ion source
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conditions, and for various settings of beam  handling elem ents of the acce le ­
ra to r  -  quadrupoles, beam  steerers,etc. L ikew ise, for the evaluation of 
m agnet h y s te re s is , it is  n ecessa ry  to make repeated  observations of the 
energy at which a nuclear anomaly occu rs. Even if nuclear m agnetic re s o ­
nance equipment is used to m onitor the analyser field, m agnet h y s te re s is  
may be evident, due to d ifferential effects, i . e . , the sm all volume of the 
field  sam pled by the p ro b e , may not follow exactly (to within ä* 1 p a rt in 
5,000) the average field of the m agnet, which determ ines the beam  path. 
Experience has shown that d ifferen tia l h y s te res is  effects a re  notoriously 
non-reproducib le , so that many m easurem ents a re  req u ired  to estab lish  
the behaviour of an analysing system .
3. 2. 6 Extension of A cce le ra to r F ac ilitie s
Many of the m easurem ents described  h e re , which req u ire  the de­
term ination  of "fine step" excitation functions, may be made only with 
considerab le  difficulty (in com parison with e lec tro sta tic  m achines) with 
variab le  energy cyclo trons. The necessity  of retain ing the m achine resonance 
condition through a large num ber of sm all energy changes, often dem ands 
m odification of the RF system  at considerable cost in tim e , and the re la tiv e ly  
poor beam  quality of such m achines re q u ire s  continual re -focussing  and 
s tee rin g  of the beam , o r stringen t collim ation, leading to unavoidable back­
ground problem s at higher en erg ies .
T arget modulation by m eans of a power supply with a maxim um
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output of 100 kV has been used to provide rap id  energy changes of the Melbourne 
U niversity Cyclotron, co arse  energy increm ents only being made by modifi­
cations of the RF system  (Bi 66). Excitation functions involving sm all energy 
changes may thus be m easured  routinely with reasonable ease  and rapidity . 
Removal of the need to constantly re -focus and s te e r  the beam  re su lts  in greatly  
in c reased  beam stab ility  and accuracy of m easurem ent .
F or low energy acce le ra to rs  in the 0 - 1  MeV range, the application 
of negative potentials of up to  100 kV or m ore, extends the range of the 
a cce le ra to r by a significant am ount. L ikew ise, the beam  optics of many low 
energy acce le ra to rs  re su lt  in re la tive ly  sm all beam  cu rren ts  at energies 
below 200 keV. W here m easurem ents a re  to be made of low yield reactions 
at energ ies of 200 keV and below, e . g . , for reac tions of astrophysical sig ­
n ificance, the increased  beam  at a cce le ra to r energ ies above 200 keV can be 
availed of by applying a positive potential to the ta rg e t. In each of these two 
exam ples a steady applied voltage would, in genera l, be the m ost suitable 
form of modulation.
The use of ta rget modulation to im prove the energy homogeneity of 
the beam  from  an e lec tro s ta tic  a c c e le ra to r , by rem oving the tim e dependent 
energy fluctuations which a re  norm ally  p resen t due to ripple on the te rm in a l, 
has been recen tly  dem onstrated  (Pa 58, Bi 66, Pa 67). A steady potential 
applied to the ta rge t is  m odulated with a co rrec tion  signal derived from  the 
s l its  of a p recision  beam  an a ly se r. Im provem ents in reso lu tion  by a factor
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of 4, giving approximately 250 eV energy spread in the incident beam, have 
been reported by Bilpuch (Bi 66),
combined with the periodic sweep modulation used for excitation function 
measurements (see subsection 3,2,1),  to allow precision measurements of 
detailed excitation functions with the advantage of the greatly reduced beam 
energy spread,
3, 2, 7 Dispersion of a Magnetic. Spectrometer
in the determination of the dispersion of the A. N. U. 24M D.F.  
Spectrometer, target modulation has proved a convenient means of producing 
small, accurately known variations in the energies of particles (Sp 67). 
Measurement of the displacement 8x in the focal plane, of particles differing 
in energy by 6E, for a constant field establishes the dispersion D by means 
of the relation:
The use of a target or radioactive source maintained at a constant voltage . 
enables the particle energy to be varied precisely, obviating the difficulties 
of making small accurate energy changes with the beam analysing magnet. 
The combination of voltage modulated target and a position sensitive surface
It may be noted that the latter form of modulation could be readily
D =
barrier detector m the focal plane allows the dispersion to be measured
- i n ­
d irec tly . A lternative ly , once the d ispersion  for the magnet is  known, a 
convenient method for establishing the position scale of a position sensitive 
detec to r, o r the voltage scale  of the power supply is  available.
3 .3  A pparatus 
3. 3 .1  The Power Supply
A com m ercially  available 100 kV power supply* was modified so 
that the re fe rence  voltage of the control c ircu it was supplied from  the output 
of a m otor driven lin ea r po tentiom eter, to provide a trian g u la r waveform  with 
a period of 6 seconds. The input voltage to the potentiom eter could be selected  
by m eans of a 6 position switch to correspond to outputs of about 3, 6, 12,
25, 50 and 100 kV (peak to peak). The orig inal m anual control of output was 
re ta ined  as an optional mode of operation, to facilita te  calibration  of the ap­
paratus (see subsection 3. 3. 3), and to allow the use of constant ta rg e t potentials 
in some applications. P o larity  re v e rsa l, effected by inversion  of the H .T . 
re c tif ie r  stack , was provided fo r by the m anufacturer.
M odifications to allow rem ote m etering  and control w ere a lso  included. 
All power supply ground connections w ere collected to a common point to 
enable beam  cu rren t m easu rem en ts  to be m ade through the a p p a ra tu s . The 
output of the supply was connected in p a ra lle l to the ta rg e t holder, via a 
750 Kfi high voltage re s is to r  to lim it cu rren t su rges in the event of sparking
* Supplied by B randenberg L td ., South Croydon, Surrey , U.K.
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within the cham ber, and to a voltage divider made up of four 500 Mfi re s is to rs  
in p a ra lle l, and connected to the common power supply earth  through a r e s i s ­
tance of severa l thousand ohm s, The large value re s is to r s  in the divider 
w ere mounted in a perspex  box filled with tran sfo rm er oil to reduce corona 
lo sse s . The low value re s is to r  was selected  by a switch, ganged to the voltage 
se lec to r switch, to produce a maxim um  voltage drop a c ro ss  the re s is to r  of
4 volts for each voltage range, A signal, proportional to the instantaneous 
voltage, was taken from  a c ro ss  the la tte r  r e s is to r  and fed to a linear gate 
c ir c u it .
A schem atic d iagram  is  shown in Fig. 3 ,1 , Complete c ircu it d ia­
g ram s of the modified supply and associated  un its , a re  given in Appendix IV. 
F u rth e r modification to in c rease  the flexibility of the apparatus by providing 
voltage sweep ranges in steps of 5 kV and DC "offset" for the sweep in the
5 kV s tep s , a re  curren tly  being m ade.
3, 3. 2 The Linear Gate
The linear gate was based on the design of Goulding and McNaught 
(Go 60), with the gate and output signals fed through pulse tran sfo rm ers  to 
provide isolation from  re a l e a r th . To prevent damage to the c ircu it by 
voltage su rg es , Zener diodes with a breakdown voltage of 5 V, w ere attached 
to the input. T rigger pulses w ere obtained from  an appropriate  detecto r, 
a fte r am plitude selection, and the output pu lses, ranging from  0 to 4 V w ere 
analysed with a m ulti-channel an aly se r. The c ircu it was DC coupled to allow
Fig, 3.1 SCHEMATIC LAYOUT FOR AUTOMATIC RECORDING 
OF EXCITATION FUNCTIONS.
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the use of constant input potentials ( i . e . , constant ta rg e t potentials) fo r ca li­
b ra tion  purposes (see subsection 3 .3 .3 ) . The input was filte red  to rem ove 
RF noise from  the high frequency osc illa to r (15 k c s .)  in the power supply.
Careful choice of the f il te r  c ircu it was found to be e ssen tia l to p re se rv e  a 
reasonably  high frequency response , and thus reduce d istortion  of the 
trian g u la r sweep waveform .
3 .3 ,3  Calibration and Checks of the T riangu lar W aveform
A ccurate excitation functions and re la ted  m easurem ents req u ire  that 
in strum enta l d isto rtions e ith e r do not occur, o r are  sufficiently well known 
that adequate co rrections may be made (see subsection 3 .2 .1 ) . The m ost 
likely source of d isto rtion  is  non-linearity  of the trian g u la r waveform . De­
p a rtu re  from  linearity  w ill m ean th a t, over the duration of a run of many 
periods of the waveform , the ta rg e t w ill not have been at every  in term ediate  
potential in the peak-to -peak  range for an equal in te rva l of tim e. Such effects 
may be checked using random  pulses from  a d e tec to r, in itia ted  by events from  
a rad io -ac tive  sou rce. The re su lts  of te s t ru n s , using a sou rce, a re  shown in 
F ig . 3. 2. Subsequent data w ere co rrec ted  for sm all departu res from  linearity  
which w ere apparent at the low voltage end of the sweep.
A second source of d isto rtion  can occur if an excitation function 
contains a narrow  high yield resonance. The system atic  varia tion  of analyser 
live tim e v e rsu s  channel num ber, will d is to rt the shape by producing a reduction
of the tru e  count ra te  im m ediately above and below the peak of the resonance,
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leading to an estim ate of the resonance width sm alle r than the undistorted  
v a lu e . Maximum analyser dead tim es w ere kept below 5% in all m easu re ­
m ents rep o rted  below, to avoid such d isto rtion .
Routine calibration of the system  was effected by inserting  calibration 
m a rk e rs  into the analy ser. M arkers w ere generated  by manually adjusting 
the output of the supply and reading the output voltage on the power supply 
m e te r .
27To check the m eter calib ration , an excitation function of the A1 (p ,7 ) 
reaction  n ear 770 keV was reco rd ed  with a thin ta rg e t. The voltage scale  
determ ined  by the m ark e rs  agreed  with the scale derived from  the th ree  
resonances observed at 759, 766 and 773 keV, to within 0.25 kV. Subsequent 
checks of the supply calib ration  using the 24 inch D. F. Spectrom eter (see 
subsection 3 .2 .7 ) confirm ed the above re su lt (Sp 67).
3 , 3 . 4  Beam  C urrent M easurem ent
As each datum point in excitation function m easurem ents made using 
ta rg e t m odulation is  m easu red  for equal in tegrated  charge (see section 3 .1 ), 
accu ra te  charge in tegration w ill not, in genera l, be req u ired . However, in 
many applications, it is  desirab le  to m onitor the beam  cu rren t, or to obtain 
approxim ate m easu res  of the to ta l charge for the run . Conventional methods 
of charge in tegration  cannot of course  be used  when the ta rg e t is  m aintained 
at high vo ltag e .
The common "ea rth ” point (subsection 3 .3 .1 ) on the power supply
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provides the only earth  re tu rn  for the ta rg e t cu rren t, ea rth  fo r the voltage 
divider and gate c ircu it (isolated from  detector and analysing equipment by 
pulse transformers (see subsection 3 .3 .2 ) both being re tu rned  to th is point. 
Accordingly, beam  cu rren t m easurem ent may be made by "floating" the 
power supply above the beam  cu rren t in teg ra to r input. The in teg ra to r c ircu it 
holds the input at about 1 mV above ground, so no significant varia tion  of 
signals re su lts  from  th is p rocedure. While beam  cu rren ts  g re a te r  than 
about 1 pA could be m etered  using the above a rrangem ent, the slight ea rth  
leakage via the gate pulse tra n s fo rm e rs  and m ains tra n s fo rm e rs  in the power 
supply, prevented accura te  charge m easurem ent and c u rre n ts  le s s  than about 
0 .5  juA w ere obscured by leakage cu rre n ts . A ttem pts to m ore effectively 
insulate the system  with additional isolating tra n s fo rm e rs , produced only 
slight im provem ent. For sm all c u rre n ts , th e re fo re , a cu rren t m eter p ro ­
vided with suitable ba ttery  operated  am plification was mounted between the 
ta rg e t and the supply, and m onitored rem otely  with closed c ircu it te lev ision . 
In the absence of beam  cu rren t, corona cu rren t from  the ta rg e t may be ob­
served  with th is arrangem ent and was found to be extrem ely  sm all for each 
of the ta rg e t cham bers used. When m easurem ents w ere made using thin 
ta rg e ts , beam  cu rren t was m onitored by conventional m ethods with a F araday  
cup mounted beyond the ta rg e t. However, strong e lec tro s ta tic  and m agnetic 
e lectron  suppression  w ere found n ecessa ry  to deflect the very  energetic  
e lectrons produced when the ta rg e t is at a high negative potential.
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3 ,3 ,5  T arget Cham bers
3 ,3 , 5,1 Gamma Ray M easurem ents
The ta rg e t cham ber used for the gamma ray  m easurem ents (Fig. 3.3)
was 25.4 cm  in d iam eter. Two ta rg e t ho lders , iso lated  from  earth  by m eans
of a la rg e  porcelain  ribbed insu la to r (rated at 33 kV) w ere mounted on rods
located by bearings at e ither end of the in su la to r. G eared d rives, driven
with long insulated  ro d s , enabled ta rg e ts  and foils to be ra ise d  and lowered
-5with the voltage applied. At p re s su re s  of * *  10 mm Hg, 100 kV could be 
m aintained on the ta rg e t with negligible corona c u r re n ts .
3. 3. 5 .2  Charged P a rtic le  M easurem ents
The 51 cm sca tte ring  cham ber (subsection 2 .3 .2 ) was used for 
studies requ iring  the detection of charged p a rtic le s , and in itially  the ta rg e t 
holder was insulated by m eans of a 5.08 cm d iam eter nylon plug. Although 
it was possib le  to apply 50 kV to th is im provised arrangem en ts , very thin foils 
w ere rup tu red  by e lec tro s ta tic  fo rces if m ore than 40 kV was applied to the 
ta rg e t h o ld e r . An im proved ta rg e t holder employing a s im ila r insu lator to 
that used with the gam m a ray  cham ber, and with a corona shield surrounding 
the ta rg e t, rem oved the lim itation on ta rg e t voltage, allowing up to 100 kV 
to be used , even with thin fo ils. Holes ( 1. 0 cm  in d iam eter) through the 
shield  a t 10° in tervals provided for beam  entry  and ex it, and for the detection 
of reaction  p ro d u c ts . Noise difficulties encountered when the ta rg e t was at 
high voltage w ere rem oved when appropria te ly  shielded connections to the
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detec to rs w ere used.
3 ,3 . 5 .3  Threshold M easurem ents
A special cham ber (Fig. 3.4) was designed to allow close ta rg e t-  
detector geom etry to be m aintained in the p resence  of high ta rg e t voltages, 
to ensure to ta l neutron collection over a reasonable energy in terval. The 
inner 5.08 cm d iam eter tube, supported from  the grounded 10.16 cm 
d iam eter cham ber by two teflon rin g s , could be m aintained at potentials of 
up to 50 kV. Insulation from  the detecto r is  afforded by a 3 mm thick p e rs ­
pex plate (which form ed the r e a r  wall of the cham ber) 1.5 mm from  the re a r  
of the ta rg e t holder. T arge ts  w ere mounted on b ra s s  caps (0.5 mm thick), 
screw ed to the end of the inner cy linder. T a rg e t-d e tec to r separation of 
5 mm could thus be achieved. A quartz d isc , mounted centrally  in a ta rg e t 
holder was used to check the beam alignm ent.
A cham ber s im ila r to that described  in subsection 3. 3. 5 .1  above, 
but with provision for autom atically  breaking the connection to the power 
supply, grounding the ta rg e t and positioning it in front of a detector mounted 
40 cm below the ch am b er, was used for threshold  determ inations via the 
induced activ ity , with the M elbourne U niversity Cyclotron (B1 66).
3.4 R esults of M easurem ents
Exam ples of many of the types of application d iscussed  in section 3. 3 
a re  given below. M easurem ents w ere made using the C anberra 1. 2 MeV
Cockeroft-W alton A cce le rato r and the A. N. U. Tandem 12 MeV Van de G raaff
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A cce le ra to r.
3 .4 .1  Excitation Function M easurem ents
A portion of the y ield curve of the F (PjO't ) reac tion  obtained with 
an incident beam  energy of 950 keV using the full 100 kV sweep, is shown in 
F ig . 3. 5. A thin copper-backed calcium  fluoride ta rg e t was used and the 
gam m a ra y s  w ere detected using a 12.7 cm x 10. 6 cm sodium iodide 
scin tilla tion  sp ec tro m e te r. Three resonances at 874, 902 and 935 keV a re  
apparen t.
12The yield of e lastica lly  sca tte red  alpha p a rtic le s  from  the C 
reaction  at 6 ^  136° for an incident beam  energy of 8 . 2 MeV, is  shown in
Fig . 3. 6 , dem onstrating the use of ta rg e t m odulation with a p a rtic le  de tec to r. 
Although the applied sweep voltage was 50 kV, the yield curve covered a 
100 keV range, since the incident beam  p a rtic le s  were doubly charged. 
C orresponding data obtained by conventional m eans (as described  in sub­
section 2. 3 .4 .5 ) at 0 ~ 136° a re  included in the figure.
The p a rtic u la r  su itab ility  of the method for the exam ination of
narrow  resonance anom alies is illu s tra te d  in F ig. 3.7,  showing the yield 
12 12from  the C (a,a^)C  reaction  at ~ 5 . 2 5  MeV incident energy. The anomaly
corresponding to  the 11.094 MeV 4 sta te  in O (La 66) is  shown at 0 =
o o
167 and 0 = 106.6 . T arget th ickness was 5 keV. Larson  and
Tom brello (La 66) determ ined  the width of the state to be 0 .3  keV. The 
observed shape ag rees well with the re su lts  of Larson and Tom brello , the
19
Fig . 3 .5  PORTION OF THE F ( p , « T ) REACTION YIELD OBTAINED
WITH 100 kV MODULATION. THE BEAM ENERGY WAS
19
950 keV.
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narrower width of the present result being attributed only to the difference 
in target thickness (Larson and Tombrello quote target thickness as 10 
keV).
3.4,2 Resonance Parameters and Beam Properties
19Resonances of the F (p ,^ )  reaction within the proton energy
range 300 - 1200 keV were examined using the 1. 2 MeV Cockcroft-Walton
accelerator. The beam energy spread of the accelerator had not been
examined previously within the limits of ± 1.5 keV. Initially, the observed
width of the 484 keV resonance (F  = 0.9 ±0.1 keV (Aj 59)) was examined
for various accelerator conditions with a very thin target ( «  1 keV). It
was found that the minimum observed width of the resonance was 2. 89 keV.
Almost the same width was obtained for the 759, 766 and 773 keV resonances 
27of the A1 (p , t) reaction. The actual widths of these latter resonances were 
much less than 1 keV (En 62). It was concluded that the width is attributable 
to voltage ripple of the accelerator, which was not significantly reduced by 
the stabilizing technique used.
19A typical set of measurements of the F (p,ff7 ) resonances obtained 
with a sweep voltage of 25 kV, are given in Fig. 3.8. Widths of the reso­
nances were extracted by assuming that:
2 2 2r - f + fobserved actual ripple
2The value of F , . obtained at the 484 keV resonance was used to correctripple
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the observed widths of the rem aining resonances. F inal values of the 
widths a re  sum m arized in Table 3 .1 . Several of the widths lis ted  in 
Table 3 ,1 , notably at the 340 keV and 902 keV resonances, differ con­
siderably  from  the accepted values (Aj 59). However, the p resen t width 
for the 340 keV resonance is  in close agreem ent with the m easurem ent by 
Bondelid and Kennedy (Bo 58).
TABLE 3.1 
19
WIDTHS OF THE F (p,o-7) REACTION RESONANCES
E (keV)p r obs (keV) r * (keV)c . m .
340 3.49 ± 0. 15 2 .1  ± 0 .2
484 2.89 ± 0.15 0 .9  ± 0 .1
(assumed)
671 6.83 ± 0.15 6 .0  ± 0 .2
835 6.63 ± 0. 25 5 .8  ± 0 .3
874 7.27 ± 0.15 5 .4  ± 0 .2
902 3.86  ± 0.15 2.7  ± 0 .2
935 8.92 ± 0.15 8 .1  ± 0 .2
2
* C orrected  for ripp le  r . , = 7 .ripple 35
Fig. 3 .8 RESONANCES OF THE F 19(p,<*7) REACTION WITHIN
THE RANGE 340 - 935 keV.
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W idths for sev era l of the narrow  resonances observed in the 
13 16C (o \n )0  reaction  w ere m easured  using the cham ber described  in 
subsection 3. 5 ,3  and with a 7 .6  x 7 .6  cm d iam eter p lastic  (NE 102) 
sc in tilla to r as de tec to r. The re su lts  obtained from  a thin ta rg e t ( ~ 1  keV) 
m easurem ent at the 4. 58 MeV resonance, and from  a thick ta rg e t m easu re ­
m ent at the 4 .40  MeV resonance, a re  shown in Fig. 3. 9. The widths and 
energ ies  derived  from these m easurem ents have been d iscussed in Chapter 1, 
w here F ig . 1 .4  shows the re su lts  of thin ta rg e t m easurem ents fo r the re s o ­
nances n ear E = 3 . 6  MeV.
O '
3 . 4 . 3  T arge t Thickness and —  M easurem ents
19
The displacem ent of the 874 keV resonance of the F (p ,ß '7) reaction
produced by a thin self-supporting  alum inium  foil, is  shown in F ig . 3 .10 .
Both the fo il holder and ta rg e t w ere modulated by the 50 kV sweep voltage.
The loss  of energy in the foil was estim ated  as the displacem ent of the m id-
yield  po in ts. The re la tiv e  th icknesses of four alum inium  foils m easured  in
th is  way w ere found to be in excellent agreem ent with the re la tiv e  reaction  
27y ields from  the A1 (p,PQ) reaction  at proton energ ies in the (4 -  11) MeV 
ran g e , (El 66).
P re lim in ary  observations of the displacem ent of resonance energy 
fo r a given foil at sev e ra l resonances w ere in accord  with the data of Whaling
(Wa 62). S im ilar m easurem ents have been made of the ta rg e t th ickness for
13 12 13 13the C and C ta rg e ts  used  in the C (a, a? )C (Chapter 1) and the
Fig, 3,9 MEASUREMENTS OF THE 4 .58  MeV AND 4 .40  MeV
RESONANCES OF THE C1 V , n )  REACTION OBTAINED 
WITH 25 kV MODULATION.
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Fig. 3,10 MEASUREMENT OF THE 874 keV RESONANCE OF THE 
19F (p,<*7) REACTION WITH A FOIL INTERPOSED BETWEEN
THE BEAM AND TARGET.
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Fig 3.11 MEASUREMENT OF THE 484 keV RESONANCE OF THE
19 2F (p,<*7 ) REACTION WITH A 5 /ug/cm CARBON FOIL
INTERPOSED BETWEEN THE BEAM AND TARGET.
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C (or,** )C (Chapter 2) studies. The re su lts  obtained a re  given in sub­
sections 1. 2. 2 .4  and 2 .3 .6  respective ly . The re su lt obtained for the 
m easurem ent of the th ickness of a very thin carbon foil is shown in 
F ig . 3 .11 . The observed displacem ent shows the foil to have a surface 
density of ~  5 p g /c m 2 .
3 .4 .4  Charge States of Reaction Products
The charge s ta tes  of reaction  products produced by alpha p a rtic le  
12bom bardm ent of C at 7.94 MeV w ere investigated using the 51 cm d ia ­
m e te r sca tte rin g  cham ber. The ta rg e t voltage was lim ited to 40 kV as 
only the 5. 08 cm diam eter nylon insu la to r (see subsection 3. 3 .5 .2 ) was 
available for these m easurem ents. A surface b a r r ie r  detector (300 flcm) 
was employed as detec to r.
Spectra w ere reco rded  at labora to ry  angles of 30°, 68°, 95° and 
o
110 (Fig. 3.12). At zero  ta rg e t potential, the incident beam  energy was 
7.94 MeV. The beam  energy was in creased  to 8. 02 MeV when the ta rg e t 
potential was 40 kV, so that the effective beam  energy impinging on the 
ta rg e t rem ained  unchanged.
At 30°, a shift of 80 keV was observed for both the e lastic  and 
in e lastic  alpha group, as would be expected for com plete double ionization. 
The reco il carbon ion group was shifted by 158 keV, corresponding to a 
predom inance of 4+ ions. At m ore backw ard angles, the shape of the reco il 
group was a lte red  m arkedly by the application of the 40 kV, implying a
F ig . 3. 12 CHARGED PARTICLE SPECTRA RESULTING FROM THE 
BOMBARDMENT OF C*2 WITH ALPHA PARTICLES RECORDED
WITH VOLTAGES OF 0 AND 40 kV A PPL IE D  TO THE TA R G ET.
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m ultip licity  of charge s ta tes  . The re s tric tio n  on voltage which could be
12applied prevented com plete separa tion . Protons from  the C (c^p) reaction  
w ere in creased  in energy by the anticipated 40 keV, but a second proton 
group, due to p - a  sca tte rin g , a ris ing  from  hydrogenous ta rg e t contam inants, 
displayed an energy decrease  of approxim ately 25 keV, Since these  protons 
w ere not com pletely stopped in the depletion lay e r , the in c rease  in the actual 
energy of the protons produced a reduction in the amount of energy deposited 
in the de tec to r.
The spectra  at 68°, 95° and 110° illu s tra te  the tran s itio n  of the 
alpha partic le  charge state  from  predom inantly 2+ to predom inantly 1+ as 
the em erging energy changes from  1, 20 MeV to 361 keV, in agreem ent with 
the re su lts  expected from  m easurem ents of the equilibrium  charge d is tr i­
bution for helium ions in m atte r (Ma 60).
3 ,4 . 5 C h arac te ris tic s  of the A .N . U, Tandem Beam Analysing System 
3 ,4 ,5 ,1  Energy Calibration
Routine checks of the 90° analysing magnet calib rations have been
made using the special cham ber described  in subsection 3. 3. 5 .3  to m easure
11 11 13 13B (p,n)C (3,015 MeV (Ma 63)), C (p,n)N (3,236 MeV (Ma 67)), and
27 27A1 (p,n)Si (5,797 MeV (Ma 67)) th resho lds. A 7 ,6  cm d iam e ter, Boron
loaded p lastic  scin tilla to r was used as de tec to r. With the ta rg e t-d e tec to r
separa tion  of 5 m m , the detec to r subtended an angle of ^ 1 6 0 °  at the ta rge t
27allowing to ta l neutron detection for 7 keV above the A1 th resho ld , 18 keV
27Fig. 3.13 THE AI (p,n) THRESHOLD RECORDED WITH 25 kV 
MODULATION. A RANDOM SPECTRUM, AND THE 
SPECTRA OBTAINED AFTER CORRECTION FOR NON­
LINEARITY OF THE SWEEP WAVEFORM ARE INCLUDED.
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Fig. 3.14 CORRECTED AND UNCORRECTED SPECTRA AND (YIELD) 
PLOTS FOR THE BU (p.n)A N D  C13(p,n) THRESHOLDS 
OBTAINED WITH 25 kV MODULATION.
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was investigated  at the 4. 800 MeV anomaly ( r  = 1 1  keV) in the 
12C (pspo) c ro ss-se c tio n . S cattered  protons w ere detected with a surface
b a r r ie r  detector located at 0, , ^  140°. A s e r ie s  of eight runs was r e ­lab .
corded for various magnet cu rren t cycles, e . g . , magnet cu rren t recycled  
sev e ra l tim es between 0 and 12 amps and set at req u ired  NMR frequency; 
cu rre n t in creased  to 12 am ps and decreased  to give NMR resonance
2 .4  amps) and so on. Several of the runs a re  plotted in Fig. 3 .15 , to 
show the ex trem es of varia tion  observed, The rem aining runs c lustered  
about runs 2, 5 and 8. The to ta l tim e taken to reco rd  the eight runs was 
alm ost 5 hours and the 3. 5 keV shift in run 3, which was the only signifi­
cant varia tion , is  considered  to be due to an ion source instab ility , ra th e r 
than being attributable to h y s te re s is  effects.
3.4.  6 The energy D istribution of P a rtic le s  afte r Passage through Thin Foils
The energy d istribu tions of protons a fte r passing through grounded
foils of carbon w ere exam ined using the 484 keV and 874 keV resonances of 
19the F (p.O'T) reaction  as "d e tec to rs" . The re su lts  (Fig, 3.16) a re  con­
s idered  to dem onstrate the feasib ility  of the method in that the expected 
asym m etry  on the low energy side of the distribution is  apparent. However, 
the re la tive ly  poor beam  resolution made it necessa ry  to use foils of ap­
preciab le  thickness to avoid the obscuring of the asym m etry  by beam  
reso lu tion  effects. The expected asym m etry  dim inishes as the energy loss 
in c re a se s , so that observation of the asym m etry  becom es m ore difficult,
Fig. 3. 15 A SERIES OF OBSERVATIONS OF THE 4.800 MeV 
ANOMALY OF THE C12(p ,po) REACTION.
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Fig. 3.16 MEASUREMENTS OF THE 484 keV AND 874 keV RESONANCES 
OF THE F 19(p,0'7) REACTION WITH A FOIL AT EARTH PO­
TENTIAL INTERPOSED BETWEEN THE BEAM AND TARGET.
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(Sy 48).
In view of the im portance of accurate  knowledge of the d istribution ,
in p a rticu la r for the p rec ise  determ ination of the resonance energ ies used
for acce le ra to r calib ration  (Bo 63 Bo 64, Ma 67), and the uncertain  validity
of the available th eo re tica l trea tm en ts  at low energy, a m ore p rec ise  m easu re -
27m ent, using the 992 keV resonance of the A1 (p, y) reaction  as detector was 
obtained. The resu lting  d istribution  com pared with the energy loss calcu­
lation of Symon (Sy 48) is repo rted  in section 3 .5 below.
3, 5 Comparison of Calculated and Experim ental 
Energy Loss D istributions
3 .5 .1  T heore tical T rea tm en ts
The energy loss of charged p a rtic le s  in m atte r is  a s ta tis tic a l 
phenomenon, because the co llisions responsib le  for the loss a re  indepen­
dent events. Thus p a rtic le s  of a given kind and given energy , after 
trav e rs in g  a given th ickness of m a te ria l, w ill have a d istribu tion  of 
energ ies determ ined by the s ta tis tic a l fluctuations of the energy lo ss.
E arly  work by Bohr (Bo 15 Bo 48) and Bethe (Be 32, Li 37) shows that 
for a reasonably large th ickness of ab so rb er, the d istribution  may be 
rep resen ted  by a G aussian, a re s u lt  which is  well verified  by experim ent.
The conditions for the validity of th is  re su lt (which neglects distant 
co llis io n s ,i.e ., collisions in which atom ic e lec trons cannot be trea ted  as 
free) a re  that the width of the d istribu tion  m ust be la rge  com pared with
- 127 -
the m iximum energy t r a n s f e r a b le  to a stationary  free  e lec tron , E , yet 
sm all com pared with the average energy of p a rtic le s  in the distribution and 
with the average energy lo ss .
Landau (La 44) has shown that the d istribution for m oderately thin 
a b so rb ers  is  asym m etric  with a m ost probable energy loss significantly le ss  
than the average energy lo ss . A sym m etry of the Landau distribution is  inde­
pendent of abso rber th ickness as a resu lt of the sim plifying m athem atical 
assum ptions m ade, and thus can never agree  with the Bohr-Bethe re su lt 
known to be valid for th icker ta rg e ts .
Symon (Sy 48, Ro 52) has given a complete solution without the 
re s tr ic tin g  assum ptions of the e a r lie r  re su lts . Both Landau and Symon 
have assum ed that the velocity of the incoming partic le  is large com pared 
to the velocity of the e lec tron  with which collisions occur, and that d istant 
co llisions may be neglected. The fo rm er assum ption re s tr ic ts  the validity 
of the calculation to incident p a rtic le  energ ies of a few MeV (Symon's  re su lts  
a re  quoted as applicable to incident proton energ ies between 10 MeV and 
1000 MeV), the la tte r  im plies that neither trea tm en t is valid for extrem ely  
thin ab so rb ers .
Symon gives, for the m ost probable energy loss AE :
AE
P
£
2 ß2M C2 _____ e_
( l - ß 2) l 2(z)
9
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w here £ = 2CM c , e
and C = silhouette a re a  ot the e lectrons in one g ram  of ta rge t m ate ria l, 
x = ta rge t th ickness in gm cm 2 ,
I(z) = average ionization potential,
M = e lec tron  m ass ,e
ßC  = incident p a rtic le  velocity.
The dim ensionless p a ram ete r j enables the expression to give the 
c o rre c t value of the m ost probable energy lo ss , and thus locates the peak of 
the d istribu tion .
Additional d im ensionless p a ram ete rs  b and X are  introduced, the
p a ram e te r X being re la ted  to the asym m etry  and the product £b with
dim ensions of energy, re la ted  to the width of the d istribution,
The values of b , X and j a re  given as functions of the dim ensionless
ra tio  G = ( i .e . , as  functions of the ta rg e t th ickness and the incident
p artic le  velocity). Symon has calculated a fam ily of curves 0 (A) giving
A
the energy loss d istribution  w(E) in te rm s  of A , the difference between the 
actual energy loss and the m ost probable energy loss in units of £b , i . e , ,
A = (AE -  AE ) / £ b  .
P
Values of X range from  1.48 (corresponding to the Landau d is tr i­
bution) to zero  (corresponding to the Gaussian d istribu tion ).
2
Since the skewness p a ram ete r X, width p a ram ete r b , and position
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p a ram ete r j a re  given as functions of G, the value of G serv es  as a useful 
c rite rio n  for establishing the range of validity of the special case solutions»
It has been shown above that the Gaussian solution is  valid when the ra tio  of 
the width to E ^  is  la rg e , and thus, since G is proportional to the width 
divided by E , is  valid when G>> 1. The Landau solution may be used 
when G « 1. In the region G = 0 .1  to G = 10, neither special solution is  
valid and Symon's solution which is  valid  for a ll G, m ust be used, Rosenzw ig 
(Ro 59) has proposed co rrec tio n s  to the Symon form ulae to account for the 
neglect of e lectron  binding e ffe c ts . C orrections a re  given for the p a ram e te rs  
j, b, and X above. While the form  of the co rrec tio n s  is  not especially  
am enable to rap id  u se , in contrast with the re su lts  of Symon. th e ir  appli­
cation may be of im portance , as it is  for the energy range where most 
p rec ision  spectroscopic m easurem ents a re  made that the neglect of binding 
effects is  expected to be significant and the Symon solution considered 
dubious. The qualitative effect of the co rrection  is  to change the Symon d is ­
tribution such that the most probable energy loss lies  fu rther from  the mean 
energy lo ss; the width of the curve is  in c reased  and the skew ness is  de­
c reased .
Lewis (Le 62) has shown that as a consequence of the fact that 
energy losses a re  not continuous, but occur in d isc re te  s teps, a "ringing" 
is  induced in the thick ta rg e t yield curve for highly resonant re a c tio n s . A 
peak, slightly above the resonance energy, identified as "the Lewis Peak"
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has been observed in the thick ta rg e t yields from  the A1 (pr 7 ) resonanc e 
at 992 keV (Pa 63, Bo 63). While the p resence of th is peak is  not explicitly 
given by the Symon theory , the equivalence of the approaches of Lewis and 
Symon has been dem onstrated  by Bondelid and B utler (Bo 63); the peak in 
the thick ta rg e t y ield  being generated  by num erical in tegration of the Symon 
thin ta rg e t re su lts , throughout the volume of a thick alum inium  ta rg e t.
3 . 5 . 2  P revious Resonance Shape M easurem ents
Recent detailed studies of the shape of a narrow  resonance at 992 
keV demanded a knowledge of energy d istributions of p a rtic le s  as they pene­
tra ted  the ta rge t to account for the re su lts  obtained, in p a rticu la r, the 
fa ilu re  of the peak of the yield cu rv es , for m oderately thin ta rg e ts , to shift 
from  the tru e  energy by an energy equal to half the target th ickness, and 
m arked asym m etries  observed in the thick target yield curves.
Bondelid and Butler (Bo 63) found that the calculations of Symon 
(subsection 3 . 5 . 1  above) provided a reasonable account of the ir re su lts , 
while P a lm er et al. , (Pa 63) disputing the applicability of the Symon theory , 
adopted Monte Carlo calculation techniques to estab lish  the energy loss 
d istribution as a function of ta rget thickness trav e rsed . Both of the methods 
used to calculate the d istribution  gave essen tia lly  the sam e re su lts  and 
successfu lly  reproduced the "Lewis Peak" (see subsection 3.5.1)  in the thick 
ta rg e t y ields and the co rrec t peak shift in the thin ta rg e t yield. However,
assum ptions concerning the specific nature and com position of target surface
- 131 -
contam inants w ere requ ired  in each case .
While it may be considered (as Bondelid and B utler have claimed) 
that the agreem ent obtained for the observed and calculated resonance shapes 
im plies the Symon d istribution  to be s till  valid at proton energ ies  of about 
1 MeV, the ind irec t nature of the distribution m easurem ent and the depen­
dence of the re su lt upon the assum ed ta rge t com position, leave som e doubt 
as to the applicability  of the theory.
3 . 5 . 3  Com parison of the P resen t M easurem ents with Theory 
3. 5. 3.1 Experim ental Result
The re su lts  of a m easurem ent, with a carbon foil a re  shown in
Fig. 3. 17. The experim ental procedure was as described  in subsection
273. 2. 3 with the 992 keV resonance of the A1 (p , t ) reaction  used as 
"detec to r"  and a proton beam  energy of 1012, 5 keV.
It should be noted that the re su lt shown re p re se n ts  a d irect m easure  
of the actual d istribution  with an instrum enta l reso lu tion  determ ined  by the 
nuclear resonance, in con trast with the m easurem ents of Bondelid and B utler, 
and P a lm er et a l . , which a re  of the resonance shape with a reso lu tion  d e te r­
mined by the energy d istribu tion . F u rth erm o re , in the presen t m easurem ent 
a ll necessa ry  experim ental co rrec tio n s  have been determ ined exactly from  
observation of the resonance without foil, obviating assum ptions concerning 
ta rg e t su rface contam inants.
The resonance width, without the foil (Fig, 3,17) was 3 keV, due to
Fig. 3.17 COMPARISON BETWEEN THE MEASURED ENERGY
DISTRIBUTION OF PROTONS AFTER PASSAGE THROUGH 
A 31.5 jug/cm2 CARBON FOIL AND THE RESULT PREDICTED 
BY SYMON (Sy 48),
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the energy spread of the beam. Comparison measurements with targets of 
known relative thickness established that the target used was 1 keV thick.
A definite asymmetry was apparent when the foil was inserted.
The most probable energy loss (taken as the displacement between 
the peaks of the foil in and foil out distributions), was found to be 7.1 keV. 
Interpolation of available dE/dX measurements provided an estimated thick­
ness of 29.5 jtig/cm (Wa 62), while the use of Symon's equation for the most
2
probable energy loss gives an estimate of the thickness of 31.5 pg/cm .
3 .5o 3.2 Comparison with the Calculated Distribution
/ 2Using the value of 31. 5 qg/cm for the target thickness, the para­
meter G has a value of 0.5, which is outside the range of validity of the 
Landau distribution (see subsection 3.5.1) and the correct Symon distribution 
was thus required. The tabulated parameters given by Symon were used to 
calculate the energy distribution w(E), and the beam spread assumed to be 
a Gaussian with a width of 3 keV, was folded into w(E) to yield the calculated 
distribution of protons incident on the target. A correction for the resonance 
shape, for the target thickness used, as would be observed with good beam 
energy resolution, is also required. Since the present resolution was only 
3 keV, the resonance shape could not be measured; and the appropriate shape 
measured by Palmer et a l . , was therefore folded into the calculated distri­
bution of protons incident on the target to give the calculated gamma ray 
yield, Comparison of the calculated curve with the experimental data,
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(Fig, 3.17) shows reasonab le  agreem ent, except for the low energy region of 
the d istribution  where the observed in tensity  is  considerably la rg e r than p re ­
dicted. The weak ( ~  3%) resonance at 1002 keV m akes only a negligible 
contribution above channel 100 and was not included in the calculated curve.
Sim ilar d iscrepancies w ere observed for the d istributions m easured  with
19
protons of 920 and 510 keV (subsection 3 .4 .6 ) using the F ( p ^ y )  reaction  
as "d etec to r" .
The possib ility  of non-uniform ities in the foil producing the observed 
d iscrepancies cannot be discounted, although foils used were sufficiently 
uniform , and only a sm all a re a  (3 mm diam eter) was exposed to the beam . 
However, the consistent observation  of an excess of low energy pro tons, at 
severa l energ ies is regarded  as  evidence for re la tive ly  sm all, but significant 
d ep artu res from  the theory  of Symon.
The condition that the velocity of the incoming p a rtic le s  is  large 
com pared to the velocity of the e lectrons with which collisions occur, is  not 
com pletely satisfied  fo r 1 MeV protons incident on carbon, as the K -shell 
e lec trons in carbon have a velocity  about 95% of the proton velocity . It may 
be expected th e re fo re , that the co rrections proposed by Rosenzweig (sub­
section 3 ,5 ,1 ) would be req u ired , The p resen t re su lts  do indicate a m ost 
probable energy loss  fu rther from  the m ean energy loss  than is pred icted  
by Symon, in qualitative agreem ent with the effect produced by R osenzw eig 's 
co rrec tio n s. However, the in c reased  width and reduced skew ness also
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introduced, re su lt in much poorer agreem ent with the data,
While m easurem ents with low energy acce le ra to rs  capable of 
superio r reso lu tion  will be req u ired  to reso lve  the rem aining d iscrepancies 
with the theory , it may be concluded from  the ability of the theo re tical in te r­
pretation  to account for the p resen t m easured  energy loss d istribution , that 
Symon’s re su lts  m ay b e  successfully  applied at energ ies n ear 1 MeV where
these re su lts  w ere fo rm erly  believed to be invalid,
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APPEND1X I
The problem  of calculation of the angular dependence of scattering  
and reaction  p ro cesses  fo r nuclear p a rtic le s  has been described  in detail 
by many au th o rs . In p a rticu la r the development shown here  follows closely 
that; of Lane and Thom as (La 58) and to a le s s e r  extent that of Blatt and 
B iedenharn (Bl 52). Many of the expressions will be found in these papers,
The following sections of th is appendix seek only to show the line of develop­
ment which may be used to tre a t the problem  presen ted  by the experim ents 
in th is th e s is , provide a logical foundation for the form ulae used in the 
an aly sis , and a definition of the te rm s  used,
1 .1 D erivation of the Scattering Amplitude
The usual approach to obtain an expression for the d ifferential e lastic  
o r reaction  c ro ss-sec tio n  consists of defining a wave function for the scattering  
p ro cess  as a linear combination of p a rticu la r solutions of the wave equation 
rep resen ting  a unit flux incoming wave and outgoing waves.
\T) =  +  \|r
to tal in out (L 1)
F o r the case of uncharged p a rtic le s  without spin, the asym ptotic form  of 
the solution (1 .1) may be w ritten :
total
ikz e e + -
ikr
A (6)r
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that is , the to tal wave function consists  of an incoming unit flux plane wave 
rep resen ting  the incident beam  and an outgoing spherica l wave, whose 
angular dependence is  determ ined by the "com plex sca tte ring  am plitude"
A(G), a function of the sca tte ring  angle,
The differential c ro ss-sec tio n  is  then by definition, given by:
0 (0) = I A(0) I 2 . (1.2)
The resu lt for sca ttering  of charged p a rtic le s  is  seen to analogous, except 
that the incident and sca tte red  waves a re  d is to rted  by the Coulomb field , 
and in the case of p a rtic le s  with spin contain the in te rna l spin co -o rd inates 
of the separa te  p a rtic le s .
N
The to ta l wave function of re la tive  motion of two p a rtic le s  in the 
p resence  of a spherically  sym m etrical potential may be expressed  as the 
product of two wave functions rep resen ting  solutions to the rad ia l and 
angular Schroedinger equations (r^ ) anc* Y™(ß respective ly . That is :
1 1 J  „JÜ
X = —  U (r )r  a s i aL a J
i Y ß i  <x
where X is  the to ta l wave function of re la tiv e  motion of the pa ir of p a rtic le s  
denoted by a , having re la tiv e  angular momentum i  , channel spin s , and
rad ia l co-ord inate r  . v and m will be used to denote channel spin anda
angular momentum z-p ro jec tion  quantum num bers.
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Since the nuclear potential is  considered to cause no in teraction
between p a rtic le s  beyond some radius r ^  = a, two linearly  independent
solutions to the rad ia l equation in the "ex ternal" region r  > a may bea
shown to have the asym ptotic fo rm s :
1 = ela>c(G - iF  ) (1.4)c v c c
an incoming rad ia l Coulomb wave, and
° c  = e1“ °(G c + iF c) (1.5)
an outgoing rad ia l Coulomb wave. The symbol c is  used to denote the
channel n s lv m , F and G a re  the reg u la r and ir re g u la r  Coulomb functions c c
and:
1  - i
co = 'S tan ( n /  n) , c „ v ' a
w here Z2.e2> Va
for p a rtic le s  with charges and and re la tive  velocity v at la rg e  r  .la  2a a a
The complete wave functions rep resen ting  p a rticu la r solutions fo r 
unit flux of incoming waves over a spherica l su rface , and outgoing sp h erica l 
waves in various channels denoted by (aslvm)  may be obtained from  (I. 3).
(1.4) and (L 5). They a re :
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and
f asl vm i1 Ym 1v 2 r  ca a
cysv
a as£ vm
J  m i Y
a vi r  a a
osv
( 1 6 )
(L 7)
w here *fr a re  the in te rn a l wave functions of the separa te  p a rtic le s .
The general solution to the wave equation in the ex ternal region
may now be w ritten as a linear combination of the linearly  independent
solutions (1.6) and (L7) with am plitudes x and y in the various channels c.c c
\J/ —
general (x 0  + y $ ) c c c c (1. 8)
F o r a given set of y , and given to ta l system , the am plitudes x a re  d e te r-  c c
m ined by the nature of the system .
The "collision m atrix "  Uc ,c is  defined to give an expression  for 
the x^ in te rm s  of the y^ as:
xc ' u  , yc 'c  c (1.9)
and hence rep re sen ts  the am plitude of an outgoing wave in channel c' 
caused by an incoming wave of unit flux in channel c .
Equation (I. 8) may now be w ritten:
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'genera l = V c (6c C J c " " c ^ c ’ c c ’
( 1. 10)
The wave equation
2ioo
= S  (6 - e C 6 G ) y  ,, cc'  c oc* c ccc '
(1. 11)
with the sam e y and with rad ia l p a rts  proportional to the regu lar Coulomb c
function in each channel may be added to , and sub tracted  from  (1 .10), 
without changing the wave function, to give:
2ico
general * ’ + £ ( e  6 - U ,  )(? y, cc c ’c c cc c ’
(1. 12)
The y^ a re  chosen such that ’ rep re sen ts  an incident wave of p a rtic le s  of 
type a , channel spin s and component v , moving along the z axis and d is ­
to rted  by the Coulomb field alone. With th is choice, it may be shown that:
ttSV
1 C 2~  'k -M l-?] / ( ik  (r - z ) ) ] e x p i ( k  z - 7) log k (r - z ) -  a  )  2 as v I  a a  a a a a a a a a ao
(L 13)
T  Ca V e X p i K ' \ l° e 2pa +aJa a
i 2 f Qa \  2
C (0 ) = I'xtt) 2 7i cosec l —  ) exp (in log cosec a a a \  2 /  'a ( f )
where
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and
/4 2 i
k = (2M E /n  ) the wave number 
O' o o
p = k r 
o o o
cr = arg r ( l  + ft + ir? ), the Coulomb phase shiftof c c
M is  the reduced m ass and E the energy of relative motion of the 
o' o
pair o.
The function (L 13) represents an incident plane wave in the z direction, 
of the type osv, in a modified Coulomb field, together with a Coulomb scattered  
wave.
With the same choice of y and performing the sum in (1.12), thec
asymptotic form of the particular solution may be obtained,
i
’ + (i7t2 /k  )osv o a ' s ' l  V m f
(21 + D V f v J . V
(exp (2ia)Q/fj^ ,)^Q,!s i^lvtmi j osjgyo ^ ' s ' i V m ' . o s i v o 1 (
( 1 ' ). (exp i(p -  77 , log 2p + o- ) Yv , (fi ,) ^ f , , . o' o' o 0 0 m ’ o o s ’v
The amplitudes A , , , (12 ,) of the outgoing waves of the type o 's V  ato ’ s V , o s v  o ’
infinity, which are associated with the unit flux incident plane wave of type 
osv, may be extracted from (L 15) in a manner analogous to the simple case
of equation (1. 1).
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The resu lting  sca tte ring  and reaction  am plitudes a re :
A , , , (fi T) o s v , u s v u (7T2 / k  ) o ' -  C ,(G t)6 , , , or u u s v U S V V
+ i S  
f 'm 'i
(21 +  1) [ « p  (2ko )6ffl y lm , usf vm
(1.16)
(i ') y
- U , ]Y 11/ ( ß  ,)X ,u 's ' i  'v ’m ’, usjfvm m ' u' s !
w here X  v  is  the spin wave function for the channel spin, and as in (I. 2), the 
s
c ro ss-sec tio n  is by definition:
der u sv , u ’s 'v ' j A (ß ,)! u 's  V , usv u ’ (1. 17)
F or sca tte ring  of unpolarized p a rtic le s , the channel spins and projections 
a re  not observed separately  in the outgoing channels, so (L 17) is summed 
over s and v and averaged over s ’ and v f , to  give:
O' , (ö ,) uu o' (2Ij + 1)(2I2 + 1) Ss s ’vv
A f , , (S2u s ’v , usv u (L 18)
Before specializing these re su lts  for the cases of in te re s t (viz: channel 
spin s = 0 and s = J), it is  convenient to change the rep resen ta tion  of U 
from  the channel rep resen ta tion  (usivm ) to the rep resen ta tio n  (osiJM ), 
w here J  and M a re  the total angular momentum and z projection respectively .
Using the transfo rm ation :
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= S  (s iv m  * JM ) U , ( s r v 'm ' l J M )
ö ' s ' l V m ^ ö s l  vm  1 cn's '£ ' ,as£  1
d 1VJ
in  (L  16), g ive s :
A  (ß ) = (7T A  )a  s v , asv a a
C (0 f )6 t f , X
O' O' O' S V , O 'SV s
+ S  (2j0 + 1) (s lvO  ! J M )(s Tl  V m ’ j JM ) (L  19) 
J M W 'm '
( i ' ) /ri V ’
(exp (2iw )8 , . . .  - U  _)Y , (fi ,) X
a ' V  a ' s £ \ a s £  cn 's '£' ,as£  m ' d  t
I» 2 E la s tic  S ca tte ring  w ith  s = 0
F o r  sp in  ze ro  in c id en t p a r t ic le s  sca tte re d  f ro m  a sp in  ze ro  ta rg e t 
co nse rva tio n  of angu la r m om entum  and p a r ity  re q u ire  tha t £ = £'  = J , 
s = s ' = 0, and a = a ' , and hence (1 .18) m ay be w r it te n :
o ° ,  (6) = (j (6 ) = IA  (ß ) I 2 .
P . l  Q/Q/ Q! * /v /v  n/ Iaa a
U sing the  fa c t tha t ’ (ß ) 
becom es:
(21 + 1) / 4 tt P^ (cos 6), (1 .16) o r (1 .19)
l
A  (0 ) = - ( i r 2 / k  )C  (6 ) + ( i / 2 k  ) S (2 !  + l) (e x p (2 io o J -U  )O'O' o' O ' O ' O '  o ' ,  £  £
£
. (COS 0 )
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Substituting (L 14) for C (0_ ), gives:
1 2  2 cr(0) = ~  I -  ^ cosec (0/2) exp [ir) log cosec (0/2)]
k2 2
(L 20) 
2ioj
+ ~ S ( 2 f + l ) ( e  -  U ) P (cos 0) I ,
a
the usual expression for the s = 0 elastic scattering cross-section .
I. 3 E lastic Scattering with s ~ h.
With the conditions i  = i ', s = s' = J and a = a' (1.18) becom es:
(6) = < r (0 ) = i s | A  act a o s v ’ , a s v h . S  I Avv
It may easily  be shown that A l l  = A 1 so that:
2 2
4 < 0 ) Li i  2 2 (L 21)
The first part of (1 .19) representing the amplitude of the Coulomb
scattered wave, will be called f and the second part, representing the
R
nuclear scattering amplitude, called f .
With s = i ,
i  i
f = (i7r2/k) 2  (2St + 1) 2(^i \  0 I J^)(^i v*  ^ -  v ’ j J ^)
J f v f
. (exp (21^) -  U ^ ) Y |" v '(e )X i
(I. 22)
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P erform ing  the sum m ation in (L22) over the possib le values of 
J  = I + i  and it -  i  and over v' = + J  and - J ,  gives:
f = 
N
1
(i7T2/k) 2  (21 +
I
1)*Y° (0) (ii io | i  +H)(Ji io I jf + H)
exp (2ico ) -
i
2
(I. 23)
1
+ (i7r2/k) s  (24 +
a
l)®Y*/<e) ( i i  i 0 | f + ~ i  1 j i  + i i )
+ ( i f  i ° j f  -  i i ) ( i f  ~ i  1 1f  ~ i i) exp (2io^) -
Using the orthogonality of the spin functions and explicitly evaluating
the vector coupling coefficients g ives, fo r (1.21):
" e l W Li  1 2 2
2
+
m e
2
(I. 24)
where
coh
ZJ7
2k
2 2 
cosec (0/2) exp i [ 77 log cosec (0/2)]
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(l7T2 /k )
1 0
S  (21 + 1)2 Y (0) 
1 1
1 + 1 
21 +  1
2ioj.
- U J  +
2ico
21 4- 1 - u  )
and
f.me (i7T2 /  k)
i  is  (2i + 1) 2 y
ii
( 0 )
y  i  ( i  + 1)
21 +  1
and rep re sen t for collisions with to ta l angular momentum J  = 1 + \  
and J  = 1 -  J  re sp ec tiv e ly .
f *S ca^ ec* "coherent sca ttering  am plitude" and rep re sen ts  
those p a rtic le s  whose spins do not change d irection  in the sca ttering  p rocess 
and f is called the "incoherent sca tte ring  am plitude", rep resen ting  p artic les  
whose spins have been rev e rsed  during the sca tte ring .
1.4 Reaction with s = s ' = j
F or reactions a  /  a'  the Coulomb sca tte ring  te rm  in (1.19) vanishes,
\
Summation over the two se ts  of in tegers (J^, M^, 1^, 1^, M^) and
(J , M , Ü , 1 ' ,  M' ) ,  introduced in the absolute squaring operation indi- 
2 2 2 2 2
cated in (1.18), may be evaluated in te rm s  of the Z coefficients defined by 
B latt and B iedenharn (Bl 52), to give:
(7 ( 0 ) reaction
“ 2 i _ l
k (21+ l)(2i + 1) S  B_ (» s , 0',s ,)P T (cos 0 ,),
„ L L O'L J 1
w here
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B (a's' , as)
±J
( ~ )
s - s
T  T r 3  , , Z'f l J l ( 2J2’ S L , Z ( r i V 2 J 2 ' S'L»
J  J
1 * 2
R P ^ c P s ’l  ’ , a s i   ^ ^ » ’s ’l  ’ , a s l  J
I  1 Lu La
which sim plify in the p re sen t case to:
S = — 9 -1
0(0)" 2 .. = (2k ) s  B (o a ')P T (cos 0 )reaction  L L a 'a
(1.25)
BL < ^ ’> = i  T T , ?  | l<t  Z(l l J l i 2J2**L)Z(l i J i i 2J2 - * L)
J  . J
1 *  2. R, P . (U , , ) (U , _ m )a'l alt 7 a"'I' , a l  '
H ere, R„P.  stands for the re a l p a rt of the te rm  in b rack ets
I. 5 The Collision M atrix
The expressions (I. 20) (L 24) and (1.25) above, giving the d ifferential 
e lastic  c ro ss-se c tio n s  for s = 0 and s = \  and the d ifferen tia l reaction  c ro s s -  
section for s 3 s ’ = i ,  each involve the collision m a trix  which contains 
the details of the physical problem , In o rder that com parison may be made 
with experim ent and specific nuclear pa ram ete rs  determ ined, some explicit 
form  for U m ust be assum ed.
Within the fram ew ork of R m atrix  theory , U is  expressed  in te rm s
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of the diagonal m a trices  L and which take account of long range non­
polarizing in teractions and the non-diagonal (in general) m atrix  R, which 
takes account of all other in te rac tions, that is . in te ractions inside nuclei. 
Two fu rth er p a ram e te rs  a^ and a re  requ ired . The a^ is  the channel 
rad iu s  defining the ’'in ternal"  and "ex ternal" reg ions as defined above and
B is  the background m atrix  which is diagonal and constant, o
The R m atrix  is defined in te rm s  of a set of s ta tes  X, ch arac te rized
by energy eigenvalues and reduced width am plitudes 7  as:
Rcc (I. 26)
The other m atrices  a re  defined by:
L = S + iPc c c
p = exp i(o> + 0 )  c c c
w here
c r  = a c c
P = (p / A 2 ) c r c c r  = ac c
2 2 
A = (F + G )c c c r  = ac c
and
-14 8-
0 = -  tan (F /  G )c c c r  = ac c
The reduced width is  re la ted  to the observed level width r  by:
I \  = 2P 7 .Xc c Xc
The sub -m atrix  W is re la ted  to U by:
U = SlW fl ,
w here
-  o — l  —
W = 1 + 2 iP 2(l - RL ) R P 2 ,
and
L = L -  B
is m ore convenient to use in p rac tice .
It may be shown that by splitting the R m atrix  into two p a rts  
corresponding to division of the levels into two groups
R = R + R' ,
and introducing the level m atrix  A , (I. 28) may be w ritten  in the form :
ixv
W = 1 + 2 iP 2 [(1 -  R°L°) 1 R° + £  (a c* ) A ] P 2X /i AJJ,Xp
w here
-1  -  -  
(A ) = (E -E )5  + A  -  ( i / 2) s  r 2 r 2
Aju X AfJ. am AC juc
(1.27)
(I. 28)
(L 29)
(L30)
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The le ve l s h if t  A  is  defined as:
and
o o
= (1 -  R L  ) 7 X •
R e w ritin g  (I. 29) and us ing  (L  26)
I  0 o o - - 1
W = [ 1+  2 iP 2( l - R  L  )R P 2 ] + 2 iP 2 [ S  (a a ) A ] P 2
. A Id AJJ.
h O O - l  
P 2( l - R  L  ) (1
* 1 o o -£ 
R L  )P  2 + 2 iP 2 [ S  (o. a )A  ] P
Aju
A ju Afu (L  31)
P ro v id e d  tha t s im p lify in g  a p p ro x im a tio ns  a re  made re g a rd in g  the
m a tr ix  (1 -  R ° L ° ) ,  the p ro b le m  has been tra n s fo rm e d  fro m  tha t o f in v e rtin g
the channel m a tr ix  (1 -  R L °) in  (I. 28), to  tha t of in v e rt in g  the le v e l m a tr ix
A , in  ( I. 31).
Aju
The s im p le s t and m ost usua l a p p ro x im a tio n  is  to take R ° L °  = 0. 
T ha t is ,  to  assum e no e ffec ts  fro m  nea rby  le ve ls  not in c luded  in  R \
(L  31) then reduces to :
1+2ipi< f A ^ V pi
In the one le v e l a p p ro x im a tio n , the choice
7 Xc A c / ( V E)
(I. 32)
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is made and Ax 
ApL
becom es, from  (1.30):
< V E + Ax (I. 33)
Inserting  (I. 33) into (I 32), and using (1 27) gives:
cc' cc' V
1  l
2 i r 2 r 2,c__cd
E + A X i rx/ 2
w here
S rXc
Suitable choice of the a rb itra ry  background B can be made to giveo
A^ = 0 at E^, and as the variation  of A^ with energy w ill in general be slow, 
A = 0 may be taken as a reasonable approxim ation for narrow  levels.
F o r e las tic  sca tte ring  only W is req u ired , giving:
U = fl W ß cc c cc c exp 2i(oo + 0 ) c c X
i r x
-  e  -  i r  /  2
X
The usual d ispersion  form ula for a resonan t phase shift
ß
J
a
(I 34)
may be used to g iv e :
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l (elastic) exp 2i(oo + 0 ) 1 + c c (exp (2iß) - 1) (I. 35)
The collision m atrix  for two, th ree  and higher level approxim ations
may be form ed in a m anner s im ila r to that used above, by increasing  the
range of sum m ation in (I. 32) and taking additional te rm s  in R ' f . The diffi—cc
culty in c rease s  rap id ly , how ever, as m atrix  inversion can no longer be 
avoided and the sum over channels in (I. 33) m ust be re s tr ic te d . In the case 
w here the num ber of channels is  le ss  than the num ber of levels, the problem  
is sim plified by using (I. 28), w here the m atrix  to be inverted  has dim ension­
ality given by the num ber of channels com pared with (I. 32) where the 
dim ensionality of is the num ber of le v e ls .
F or the case of reaction  (c c ') considered in section 1.4 of th is 
appendix, the te rm :
R . P .  (U*)(U2) ,
in (I. 25) may be evaluated using
exp i(oo + 0 + oa , + 0 ) c c c ’ c
_ir r " Ac Ac'
E - E - i r  /2  
*- A A
from  (1.32) and (1.33), to give:
R .P ,
4cos(a> + Ä  + 0 , 1 + ß r « i  - % , - ^ , - ß 2) ( r i  y{Vi ) <r i ' ) Pf*
1 X1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2
f (E1 - E ) / J r 1 { <E2 - E) / i r2T  + r i  r 2LL J 1 J J
(1.36)
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APPENDIX II
.61"(g»g)C13 C.M. CROSS SECTIONS (mb./sterad.)
ENERGY C.M. ANGLE (degrees)
(M eV)
1 6 9 .7 1 4 9 .4 9 0 .0 54 .7
3 . 5 4 3 9 . 2 0 2 7 . 6 9 8 2 . 1 0 3 7 9 . 2 C3 . 5 6 3 7 . 4 0 3 8 . 4 9 0 7 . 2 0 3 7 8 . 4 03 . 5 8 3 4 . 2 0 3 7 . 0 9 8 4 . 8 0 3 8 2 . 4 03 • 60 3 2 . 4 0 2 5 . 3 0 9 7 . 2 0 3 9 4 . 4 03 . 6 ? 2 7 . 7 0 2 2 . 0 0 9 1 . 4 0 3 9 8 . 0 03 . 6 3 2 8 . 0 0 2 2 . 4 0 7 8 . 9 0 4 2 0 . 0 03 . 6 4 2 3 . 8 6 2 f  . 30 7 3 . 3 6 4 4 0 . 3 03 . 6 5 3 5 . 1 0 3 6 . 0 9 5 9 . 5 0 4 1 9 . 0 03 . 6 6 3 0 . 9 0 3 7 . 2 0 6 8 . 7 0
7 0 . 0 6
3 5 6 . Q 6
3 . 6 7 2 9 . 10 4 ? . 6 0 3 ? 5 . O C3 . 6 8 1 1 4 . 0 0 5 4 . 1 6 6 3 . 2 C 3 5 3 . 5 0
3 . 6 9 1 1 9 . 3 6 4 7 . 3 6 6 0 . 4 0 4  0 3 . C 03 . 7 C 9 9 . 0 0 3 5 . 4 0 6 7 . 10 4 1 2 . 3 6
3 . 7 1 7 7 . 1 0 3 6 . 4 0 7 5 . 6 C
3 . 7 2 6 0 . 8 0 3 2 . 4 0 7 9 . 6 0 4 0 3 . 5 0  
3 6 5 . 1 03 . 7 4 4 5 . 0 0 2 6 . 4 0 7 8 . 2 0
3 . 7 6 4 3 . 2 0 3 0 . 5 9 7 6 . 4 0 3 6 8 . 4 9
3 . 7 8 3 9 . 7 6 2 8 .  30 7 3 . 1 0 3 3 2 . 9 0
3 . 8 0 3 8 . 0 0 2 6 . 6 9 7 1 . 0 0 3 8 2 . 6 6
3 . 8 2 3 6 . 0 0 2 6 . 9 0 7 8 . 9 0 3 7 9 . 2 0
3 . 8 4 3 4 . 0 6 2 6 . 9 6 7 Q . C O 3 6 8 , 8 9
3 . 8 5
3 . 8 6
3 4 . 8 0  
3 1 . 4 6
2 4 . 6 0
2 3 . 4 0 7 1 . 3 0 3 6 8 . 7 03 . 8 7
3 . 8 8
3 9 . 0 0
3 3 . 6 0
2 6 . 7 9  
2 3 . 4 9 7 5 . 6 0 3 6 7 . 5 9
3 . 8 9
3 . 9 0
3 1 . 6 0
2 9 . 0 0
2 3 . 1 0
2 2 . 4 0 7 2 . 1 0 3 7 9 . 0 0
3 . 9 2 2 8 . 2 0 2 2 . 8 0 7 9 . 9 0 34  7 . 8 0
3 . 94 2 8  . 16 2 1 . 3 0
2 1 . 3 9
7 6 . 0 0 3 4 1 . 1 0
3 . 9 6 2 5 . ^ 0 6 7 . 5 0 3 4 2 . 5 0
3 . 9 8 2 4 . 3 0 1 9 . n 7 0 . 3 0 3 2 6 . 0 6  
3 3 J . 1 04 . 0 0 2 0 . 9 0 1 7 . 5 0 7 0 . 8 6
4 . 0 2 1 8 . 8 0 1 8 . 4 0 6 3 . 7 0 2 9 8 . 0 6
4 . 0 4 1 7 . 8 0 U  . 3 9 6 6 . 9 0 2 7 4 . 3 6
4 . 0 6 1 8 . 0 0 1 9 . 7 0 5 7 . 1 0 2 6 7 . 5 0
4 . 0 7
4 . 0 8
2 9 . R O  
3 1 . 7 0
2 4 . 0 6  
2 8 . 5 0 4 4 . 0 0 '2 5 0 . 4 0
4 . 0 9 4 5 . 0 0 4 ? . 0  9 2 8 6 . 53
4 . 10 5 9 . 1 9 3 4 , 6 0 7 2 . 7 0 2 9 2 . 4 0  
2 9 1 . 1 0  
3 0 5 . 6 0  
3 0 4 . 1 6  
3 3 4 . 3 0
4 . 1 1 4 1 . 0 0 2 0 . 4 3 6 9 . 3 6
4 . 1 2 3 2 . 3 6  
2 0  . P "
9 . 2  0 9 6 . 9 0
4 . 1 4 0  . 0 6 9 3 . 5 6
4 . 1 6 3 1 . 3 0 1 3 . 8 9 3 5 . 8 0
7 2 . 0 94 . 1 8 3 2 . 4 0 1 4 . 9 9 3 7 3 . 9 0
4 . 2 6 3 4 . 9 0 1 6 . 7 9 7 1 . 4  6 3 0 6 . 6 0
4 . 2 2 3 4 . 4 Q 1 7 . 3 0  
1 6 . °  0
7 2 . 3 3 3 C 4 . 6 Q
4 . 2 4 3 3 . 1 0 7 5 . 9 '"' 2 8 6 . 6 0
4 . 2 6 3 3 . 1 0 1 6 . 8 6 7 0 . 6 6 2 2 3 . 7 6
4 . 2 8 2 3 . 4 0 1 2 . 3 9 8 5 . 36 2 6 9 . 1 0
4 . 3 0 2 6 . 0 0 1 3 . 4 9 7 3 . 6 9 2 8 6 . 5 0
4 . 3 ? 2 2 . 2 0 ° .  8 6 7 3 . 6 0
4 . 3 4 1 9 . 6 0 7 . 5 0 7 0 . 3 0 2 6 7 . 7 0
4 . 3 5 2 0 . 8 0 5 . 6  9 7 4 . 4 0 7 4 4 . 4 6
4 . 3 6 2 7 . 6 0 5 . 4 6 7 2 . 2 6 2 0 6 . 1 0
4 . 3 7 3 7 . 7 0 6 . 9 0 7 5 . 8 0 2 0 2 . 7 0
4 . 3 8 7 9 . 7 0 1 f  . 5 9 8 1 . 6 0 1 9 7 . 2 0
4 . 3 9 1 0 5 . 5 6 3 2 . 4  0 6 5 . 5 0 1 6 1 . 0 0  
2 n  6 . 9 04 . 4 0 7 6 . 9 0 4 2 . 4  9 8 2 . 6 0
4 . 4 1 6 9 . 5 0 4 C . 5 9 6 6 . 8 0 2 2 6 . 0 0
4 . 4 2 8 4 . 9 0 4 2 . 6 0  
4 1 . 7 9
6 6 . 8 C 2 5 8 . 2 0
2 8 6 . 0 04 . 4 3 1 0 2 . 7 0 6 1 . 5 0
4 . 4 4 1 2 4 . 6 9 5 3 . 4 0 6 5 . 4 0 2 6 2 . 1 0
4 . 4 5
4 . 4 6
1 2 7 . 1 0
1 3 3 . 0 0 5 7 . 5 9
5 8 . 6 0
5 9 . 6 0 2 6 8 . 8 0
4 . 4 8 1 4 3 . 6 0 5 9 . 7 9 5 5 . 5 0 2 6 8 . 5 0
4 . 5 C 1 4 4 . 8 0 6 0 . 9 6 5 5 . 10 3 7 6 . 6 0
4 . 5 2 1 5 0 . 7 0 5 9 . 7 0 5 2 . 8 C 2 6 3 . 3 0
4 . 5 4 1 5 5 . 8 0 5 7 . 4 0 4 9 . 7 0 3 1 8 . 2 0
4 . 5 5 1 6 6 . 3 0 5 9 . 8 0 5 1 . 2 0 2 ° 1 . 0 0
4 . 5 6 1 7 0 . 2 6 6 2 . 9  0 5 4 . 9 0 2 7 6 . 0 0
4 . 4 7 1 7 5 . 5 0 6 0 . 5 9 5 3 . 9 0 2 8 4 . 4 0
4 . 5 8 1 6 4 . 8 0 6 7 . 1 9 5 4 . 1 6 2 8 2 . 1 C
4 . 5 9 1 5 9 . 3 0 6 7 . 5 9 4 5 . 1 0 2 7 5 . 0 0
4 . 6 0 1 6 2 . 5 0 7 0 . 5 9 5 0 . 3 0 2 7 2 . 8 0
4 . 6 2 2 1 1 . 8 0 7 8 . 5 9 5 1 . 2 0 2 4 2 . 0 0
4 . 6 4 2 2 9 . 7 0 8 4 . 9 0 5 3 . 4 0 2 2 2 . 0 0
4 . 6 6 2 6 1 . 5 6 9 9 . 8 0 6 3 . 5 0 2 0 5 . 9 0
4 . 6 8 2 9 9 . 0 0 1 0 9 . 2 0 6 5 . 6 0 1 7 6 . 6 0
4 . 6 9 3 0 4 . 0 0 1 1 7 . 5 9 6 7 . 2 0 1 7 3 . 5 0
4 . 7 0 2 9 7 . 2 0 1 2 0 . 4 9 7 5 . 0 0 1 6 8 . 2 0
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APPENDIX I I  ( c w t . )
C1 3 ( g ,g ) C 13 C.M. CROSS SECTIONS ( m b . / s t e r a d , )
ENERGY
(MaV)
C.M. ANGLE ( d e g r e e s )
169 .7 149.4 9 0 .0 54 .7
4 . 7 2 2 7 6 . 7 0 1 1 9 . 3 0 7 5 . 0 0 1 7 2 . 3 0
.5 . 7 4 2 2 7 . 3 6 1 C 7 . 4 0 7 9 . 9 0  
7 9 .  36
1 7 6 . 9 0
4 . 7 6 1 6 9 . 9 0 9 2 . 5 0 1 7 5 . 1 0
4 . 7 8 1 1 2 . 4 0 7 2 . 3 0 7 7 . 5 0 1 7 4 . 0 0
4 . 8 0 6 9 . 5 0
4 3 . 8 6
5 5 . 6  3 7 3 . 6 0 1 5 4 . 7 0
4 . 8 1 5 1 . 6 0 7 8 . 6 0 1 5 5 . 5 0
4 . 8 2 4 3 . 9 0 5 2 . 8 0 6 7 . 3 0 1 6 0 . 1 0
4 . 8 3 4 3 . 6 0 6 0 . 3 0 6 9 . 10 1 6 9 . 5 0
4 . 8 4 6 4 . 4 0 7 2 . 1 0 5 4 . 5 0 1 3 5 . 4 0
4 . 8 6 1 3 4 . 4 0 8 6 . 6 0
4 9 . 3 0
4 5 . 5 0 2 1 5 . 3 0
4 . 8 8 1 4 3 . 0 0 4 4 . 8 0 2 3 3 . 3 0
4 . 9 0 1 6 5 . 1 0 1 C 2 . 9 0 4 0 . 5 0 2 2 8 . 6 0
4 . 9 2 1 8 4 . 0 0 1 0 6 . 3 0 3 7 . 7 0 2 3 3 . 5 0
4 . 9 4 1 9 4 . 7 0 1 0 8 . 1 0 3 5 . 5 0 2 2 0 . 0 0
4 . 9 6 2 6 Q . 0 O 1 0 1 . 3 0 3 2 . 1 0 2 0 7 . 4 0
1 9 8 . 1 04 . 9 8
5 . 0 0
1 8 3 . 5 0 8 9 . 5 0 3 0 . 8 0
1 7 4 . B 0
1 8 4 . 7 6
2 0 5 . 5 0
7 9 . 7 0 3 8 . 1 0 1 9 3 . 5 0
5 . C 2 8 5 . 3 0 4 6 . 5 0 1 3 6 . 9 0
5 . 0 4 9 2 . 6 0 4 6 . 5 0 1 4 5 . 6 0
5 . 0 6
5 . 0 8
5 . 1 0
5 . 1 2
5 . 1 4
5 . 1 6
5 . 1 8
5 . 2 0
2 2 1 . 5 0
2 3 0 . 6 0
2 2 4 . 6 0  
2 0 3 . 2 6
1 8 9 . 9 0
1 6 3 . 5 0
1 3 9 . 9 0  
1 1 7 . 1 0
9 6 . 6 0
9 2 . 6 0  
9 0 . 9 0  
8 3 . 70 
7 2 . 1 6  
5 9 . 7 C 
5 1 . 2 0  
4 4 . 7 0
4 5 . 2 0  
4 6  • 60
4 6 . 8 0  
4 3 . 0 0  
5 0 . 5 0  
4 8 . 3 0  
4 9 . 4 0
4 9 . 8 0
1 6 9 . 2 0
. 2 2  
, 24 
. 26 
, 2 8  
. 30 
. 32 
. 34 
. 36 
. 38 
. 40 
. 42 
. 4 4  
. 46 
. 4 3  
. 80 
. 52 
. 84 
. 56 
. 63 
. 60 
. 62 
. 64 
• 6 6  
. 6 9  
. 70 
. 7 ? 
. 74 
. 7 6  
. 7 «
5 .  « C  
8 . 9 2  
5 . 9 4
96
99
90
9 ?
94
96
99
0 0
' . 0 ?
'.  04  
. 0 6  
>. 08  
> . 10  
. 1 2  
- . 1 4  
> . 16  
. . 18 
> . 2 0  
i . 2  2
> . 24  
1 . 2 6  
. . 2 9  
>. 36 
. 3 ? 
. 3 4  
3 . 3 6  
3 . 3 8  
3 . 4 0  
. 4 3  
. 4 4  
 ^• 4  6  
' . 4 3  
5 . 5 0
1 0 6 . 9 0
9 5 . 5 0
9 1 . 8 0
8 8 . « C
9  3 . 2 6
1 0 0 . 6 0
89  
93  
109  
1 19 
1 2 4 .
1 3 1 . 4 6  
1 3 9 . 6 0  
. A T
. 30 
. 4 0  
. C O  
. 90  
, 7 '
4 3 . 5 0  
6 1 . 2 0  
4 1 . 6 0  
4 5 . 1 0  
4 4 . 9 0  
4 3 . 7 0  
6 7 . 8 0  
5 1 . 3 0
5 0 , 
48  , 
4 2 . 
3 5 , 
2 9 ,
1 3 9 , 
1 3 3 , 
1 3 5 , 
1 3 3 , ) .
1 2 4 . 3 0
1 0 3 . 8 0
1 0 5 . 9 0  
9 6 . 3 0  
9 9 . 7 0
1 4 2 . 9 0
1 7 5 . 8 0  
7 6 ,
6 0 ,
53  ,
5 5 ,
6 3 ,
6 6 ,
5 8 .
. 8 6  
. 4 0  
, 70
:18  
: c c  
4 0  
.  r,r\4 8 . 0 '
2 0 . 8 C 
? o . ?  
2 4^ . 1 
2 7 . 3 0
20
2 9 . 8 0  
2 6 . 2 0
2 5 . 3 0
2 1 . 9 0  
2 2 . 6 0  
1 9 . 6 0  
2 6 . 1 0
1 9 . 9 0  
2 C . 8 0  
2 2 . 7 0
4 7 . 0 0
2 6 . 3 0  
2 7 . 3 0  
2 9 . 1 0  
?<9 . 1 0 
2 4 . 3 C 
21 . 36
1 7 . 0 0  
8 . 0 0  
6 . 8 0  
5 . 0 0  
5 . 2 0
 
2 1 . 7 0  
9 . 8 0  
4 . 5 0  
5
1 3
28
60
67
61
6 2
5 8 . 8 0
5 3 . 7 0
5 3 . 6 0  
5 3 . 3 6
4 9 . 6 0
4 1 . 0 0
3 3 . 7 0
!$:S8
2 7 . 8 6
3 0 . 8 0
3 8 . 6 0  
4 4 . 0 0
5 0 . 6 0
7 0 . 9 6
6 9 . 6 °
5 7 . 7 6
6 , 8 , 
9 . 
7 . 
1 2 , 
21 .
2 7 , 
3 4 , 
40  , 
49  ,
2 8 , 
2 4 , 
2 9 , 
2 6 ,
2 6 . 3 - 
2 9 . 1 ' 
2 7 . 9 0
6 C
4 0 
30 
70 
70 
20  
70 
8 0 
70  
00  
80 
80 
60
5 9 
0
26 
2 6 , 
30 , 
3 0 , 
2 7 , 
7 0 , 
28 
28 
2 7
6 0 
20 
20 
50 
90  
00  
40 
1 0 Q 6
2 8 . 6 0  
2 5 . 7 0  
2 7 . 1 1  
2 4 . 9 0
4 8 . 1 0  
4 5 . 4 0
4 4 . 0 0  
4 4 . 9 0
4 2 . 7 0
4 2 . 0 0
3 7 . 7 0  
3 6 . 4 0  
3 3 . 8 C 
3 3 . 8 0
3 5 . 8 0  
4 1 . 4 0  
4 3 . 8 C
4 7 . 8 0
4 2 . 0 0  
4 0 . 5 0
3 9 . 0 0  
3 5 . 3 0  
3 4 . 2 0
6 5 . 1 0
50 
, 8 0  
, 9 0  
. 6 0  
. 4 0  
. 30 
. 2 0  
. 9 0  
. 70  
, 00
2 2 . 8 0
2 2 . 6 0
1 9 . 9 0
1 6 . 4 0
1 3 . 3 0
9 . 5 0
6 . 4 0
8 . 5 0  
1 5 . 2 0  
2 1 . 2 0
2 3
24
25  
22 
19
26  
32 
74
, 4 0  
, 50 .60 
. 9 0  
. 70 
, 6 0  
. 90  
, 80
7 3 . 4 0  
3 2 . 9 0
3 1 . 4 0
3 4 . 0 0
3 1 . 0 0  
2 3 . 2 0
2 7 . 3 0  
2 5 . 7 0
2 4 . 5 0
2 1 . 0 0
1 9 . 5 0  
1 8 . 1 0
1 8 . 3 0
1 9 . 3 0  
2 0 . 0 6  
2 9 . 1 6
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APPENDIX I I I
CI 3 ( a ,n ) 0 16 C,M( 0 °  CROSS SECTION ( m b . / s t e r a d . )
ENERGY X SEC T ENERGY X S P CT FNFRGY XSECT
4 . 2 4 5 .  3 5 . 1 7 6 5 . 7 5 . 8 4 1 4 . 9
4 .  28 5 . o 5 .  1 8 6 6 . 0 5 . 8 6 1 2 . 4
4 . 3 8 5 .  3 5 . 2 0 6 5 . 1 5 . 8 8 9 . 8
4 . 3 6 1 7 . 3 5 . 2 7 5 9 . 0 5 . 9 0 1 0 . 5
4 . 3 3 5 4 . 6 5 . 2 4 5 6 . 0 5 . 9 2 8 . 6
4 . 4 0 55 . 7 5 . 2 6 5 3 . 8 5 . 9 4 9 . 6
4 . 4 2 2 9 .  3 5 . 2 8 4 6 . 8 5 . 9 6 1 2 . 5
4 . 4 4 1 8 . 9 5 . 3 0 4 4 . 0 9 . 9 8 11 . 0
4 . 4 8 1 4 . 9 5 . 3 2 2 8 . 7 6 . 0 0 7 . «
4 . 5 2 8 . 7 5 . 3 3 7 5 . 9 6 . 0 2 6 . 9
4 . 5 6 9 . 7 9 . 3 4 7 5 . 2 4 . 0 4 6 . 1
4 .  5 8 3 0 . 6 5 . 3 6 2 8 . 8 6 . 0 4 o . 0
4 . 6 0 3 7 .  4 5 . 3 8 2 9 .  « 6 . 0 0 7 . 9
4 . 6 2 1 4 . 9 5 . 4 0 3 2 . 3 6 . 0 2 6 . 9
4 . 6 4 1 5 . 6 5 . 4 2 3 0 . 4 6 . 0 4 6 . 1
4 . 6 6 1 8 . 1 5 . 4 4 2 3 . 8 6 . 0 6 6 . 9
4 . 7 0 7 3 . 2 5 . 4 6 1 7 . 4 6 . 0 8 1 1 . 2
4 . 7 4 1 3 . 8 5 . 4 8 9 . 3 6 . 1 0 9 . 2
4 . 7 8 9 . 4 5 . 5 0 1 7 . 0 6 . 1 7 1 1 . 6
4 . 8 2 3 . 3 5 . 5 2 7 7 . 7 6 . 1 4 1 3 . 2
4 . 8 6 7 . 9 5 . 5 3 2 6 . 7 6 . 1 6 1 7 . 2
4 . ^ 0 1 1 . 4 5 . 5 4 2 1 . 7 6 . 1 8 1 5 . 3
4 . 9 2 1 « . 7 5 . 5 6 1 4 . 7 6 . 7 0 1 1 . 7
4 . 9 4 3 3 . 2 5 . 5 8 1 5 . o 6 . 2 2 1 0 . 5
4 . 9 6 51 . 3 5 . 6 0 1 9 . 1 6 . 2 4 1 0 . 1
4 . 3 3 7 6 . 4 5 . 6 2 1 3 . 5 6 . 7 6 3 . 8
4 . 3 9 8 7 . 6 5 . 6 4 1 3 .  1 6 . 2 8 8 . 7
5 . 0 0 8 " .  2 5 . 6 6 1 7 . 9 6 . 3 0 8 . 7
5 . 0 7 6 3 . 5 5 . 6 8 1 7 . 3 6 . 3 7 o . l
5 . 0 4 4 3 . 4 5 . 7 0 1 4 . 9 6 . 3 4 9 . 7
5 . o<s 4 3 . 9 5 . 7 2 1 6 . 7 6 . 7 6 1 7 . 3
5 . 0 8 4 0 . 9 5 . 7 4 7 4 . 0 6 . 3 R 1 3 . 0
5 .  i o 4 6 . 9 5 . 7 6 2 6 . 1 6 . 4 0 1 4 . 9
5 . 1 2 5 A .  7 5 . 7 8 2 7 . 4 4 . 4 ? 1 2 . 4
5 . 1 4 5 7 . 3 5 .  OO 2 7 . 1 6 . 4 4 1 4 . 4
5 . 1 6 6 5 . 8 5 . 8 2 1 7 . 1 6 . 4 6 1 3 . 0
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APPENDIX IV
C .M . CROSS SECTIOHS (wbj»tmi.)
ENERGY
(M*V)
6 . 6 0
6 . 6 8
6 .. 70
6 .. 76  80. 88 
. 8 8
ö . 9 6
6 . 9 6
6 . 9 8
7 . 0 0
7 . 0 2
7 . 0 6
7 . 0 6  
7 . 0 8  
7 . 10 
7 . 1 1  
7 . 12 
7 . 1 3  
7 . 1 6
7 . 1 5
7 . 1 6
7 . 1 7
7 . 1 8  
7 . 2 0  
7 . 2 2  
7 . 2 6  
7 . 3 0  
7 . 3 6  
7 . 3 8  
7 . 6 0
? :
7 .• 5 0
:3i
' . 5 8
r . 6 0
7 . 61
r . 6 2  
t . 66  
7 . 6 6  
7 . 6 8  
7 . 7 0  
7. 71 
7 . 72 
7 . 7 3  
7 . 7 6
7 I:?2
7 .:?2
79
807 .
7 ’. 8 2  
7 . 8 3  
7 . 8 6
7 . 8 5
7 . 8 6
7 . 8 7
7 . 8 8
7 . 8 9
7 . 9 0
7 . 9 1
7 . 9 2
7 . 9 3  
7 . 9 6
7 . 9 5
7 . 9 6
7 . 9 7
7 . 9 8
7 . 9 9  
8 . 0 0  
8 . 0 1  
8 . 0 2  
8 . 0 3  
8 . 0 6
8 . 0 5
8 . 0 6  
8 . 0 7  
b . 0 8
8 . C 9 
8 . 1 0  
8 . 1 1  
8 .  12 
8 . 1 3  
8 . 16
8 . 1 5
8 . 1 6
8 . 1 7
8 . 1 8
8 . 1 9
8 . 2 0  
8 . 2 1  
8 . 2 6  
8 . 2 8  
8 . 30
8 . 3 1
8 . 3 2  
8 . 3 6  
8 . 6 0  
8 . 6 1
71.55
6 8 . 6 1
6 6 . 0 5
6 1 . 9 2
3 9 . 6 7
3 8 . 6 9
3 7 . 9 1
3 6 . 2 8
3 7 . 3 0
3 5 . C 7
3 3 . 9 5
3 3 . 6 6
3 3 . 6 6  
3 3 . 2 3  
3 6 . 0 3  
3 6 . 8  1
3 3 . 9 5  
3 3 . 5 7  
3 3 . 2 2  
3 2 . 2 9  
3 0 . 9 8
3 3 . 6 6
2 6 . 2 8
1 8 . 6 6
9 . 6 8
0 . 5  8
0 . 6 1
1 . 7 9
6 . 6 6
9 . 9 5
1 5 . 9 7
2 6 . 5 5  
2 8  . 6 5
6 5 . 1 0
5 6 . 8 7
6 7 . 0 0
6 8 . 6 3
7 3 . 5 9
7 7 . 0 0
7 8 . 2 5
7 9 . 8 8
7 8 . 0 6
7 5 . 1 1
7 6 . 2 2
7 5 . 6 5
7 6 . 6 2
7 5 . 2 5
7 6 . 1 0  
7 3 . 8 0
7 1 . 1 1  
6 9 . 3 5
7 2 . 2 6  
6 5 . 5 9
6 2 . 9 9
LAB. ANGUS
104.5 104.6 124.89 136.06 167.0
6 2 . 9 9 3 3 . 6 5 6 2 . 2  8 3 6 9 . 8 0
6 3 . 2 8
6 6 . 9 3
6 1 . 5 6
6 3  13 32 7 6
6 0 . 9 0
5 6 . 2 2
5 6 . 8 9 3 2 . 3 2 6 3 . 6 6 3 6 1 . 2 1
6 8 . 6 2
6 6 . 1 6 6 5 . 76 2 9 . 0 9 7 1 . 9 6 3 9 3 . 8 1
6 1 . 2 2
3 6 . 2 3 2 9 . 3 0 8 1 . 3 2
2 9 . 76 
2 2 . 8 8  
1 3 . 1 5  
1 0 . 8 6  
1 8 . 5 0  
3 3 . 9 3  
5 3 . 1 2  
6 6 . 5 5
1 5 . 7 3
9 . 6 1
7 . 9 8
1 5 . 3 1
3 3 . 9 3
5 1 . 2 8
2 6 . 5 5
1 9 . 3 6
1 5 . 5 0
1 1 . 1 3
8 . 1 5
7 . 9 5
1 0 . 7 3
8 9 . 3 9
9 1 . 8 0
8 9 . 3 6
7 7 . 0 2
5 2 . 0 9
2 7 . 7 2
1 0 . 9 7
6 . 1 0
6 8 9 . 1 1  
6 8 5 . 6 2  
6 5 8 . 1 6  
3 7 5 . 0 6  
2 7 1 . 8 3  
1 9 5 . 0 2
6 2 . 1 2 1 3 . 5 5 3 . 0 1
1 . 7 7
1 6 0 . 5 6
7 6 . 2 2 6 8 . 8 9 1 5 . 5 8 0 . 9 0
0 . 9 6
1 6 7 . 6 8
7 5 . 6 9 1 7 . 7 7 0 . 9 2
1 . 6 6
1 6 2 . 9 8
7 7 . 2 9 6 8 . 0 8
7 2 . 9 3
1 8 . 0 6
1 9 . 1 3
2 . 3 6
3 . 8 1
1 6 5 . 3 7
1 6 6 . 9 5
7 6 . 6 9
7 5 . 8 9
6 . 6 9
8 . 0 0
7 3 . 6 5
7 5 . 0 8
6 “. 7 1 9 . 7 6 1 0 . 6 1 1 7 5 . 1 8
7 0 . 2 2
7 0 . 0 6
1 7 . 6 6 1 6 . 6 5 1 9 1 . 6 7
7 1 . 1 5
6 9 . 2 8
6 9 . 1 8
6 7  80 1 3 . 7 5 1 6 . 7 8 2 2 3 . 5 1
6 9 . 3 1
6 6 . 2 7
8 . 3 6 1 9 . 9 0 2 5 3 . 7 2
6 5 . 6 5
55 96
5 . 8 8
2 1 . 7 0
2 2 . 5 8
6 3 . 8 2
5 7 . 2 3
3 . 0 1
2 . 0 0
2 3 . 3 5  
2 5 . 3 9
2 7 . 3 5 3 0 3 . 6 9
0 . 9 1
0 . 5 6
2 9 . 7 6
3 1 . 2 5
3 1 6 . C 7
5 6 . 7  6
6 2 . 9 2
0 . 1 7
0 . 2 6
3 2 . 6 9
3 6 . 8 1
0 . 6 3 3 5 . 8 6 3 1 8 . 2 9
5 0 . 6  3 61 87 1 . 3 5 6 0 . 0 3
3 8 . 0 7  
3 3 . 6 1 6 6 . 0 2 3 0 3 . 6 2
6 2 . 2 8 6 9 . 8 7
2 0 . 6 6 2 1 . 5 1
5 5 . 7 3
5 7 . 6 6 2 2 9 . 9 0
1 3 . 1 5
3 9 . 9 9 9 3 . 5 6 1 6 7 . 6 7
2 . 5 6
7 . 9 2
71 . 6 3
3 . 5 1
6 9 . 7 5 6 7 . 0 3  
6 6 . 0 6
8 8 . 1 9
6 7 . 1 1
5 . 0 7
1 6 . 3 2 5 2 . 0 6
5 7 . 2 6
6 0 . 7 6
5 5 . 0 1
6 9 . 6 7
3 9 . 6 7
6 1 . 1 2
6 5 . 7 0  
3 8 . 5 5
3 3 . 6 3
3 6 . 2 6
2 6 . 9 6 3 3 . 6 1 3 9 . 15
6 5 . 6 8
5 8
7 6 * 0 6
5 8 . 6 2 2 3 . 2 3 5 1 . 2 7
7 2 . 3 7 1 9 . 1 3
7 7 . 0 2
8 7 . 3 1 5 8 . 6 6
1 5 . 7 1
1 6 . 2 3
5 8 . 8 8
5 8 . 6 1
7 7 . 7 3
7 8 . 3 9
8 7 . 6 1
8 8 . 8 6
8 7 . 7 3
8 5 . 6 5
8 1 . 3 3
7 0 . 6 5
6 5 . 6 6  
3 6 . 7 2  
5 3 . 5 6
6 7 . 3 3  
7 7 . 5 1
5 7 . 2 8
1 5 . 5 5
1 5 . 5 6  
1 6 . 6 9
5 6 . 5 0
5 6 . 9 6
5 3 . 6 7
6 8 . 6 1
7 1 . 2 2 1 8 . 5 2
2 1 . 8 5
3 9 . 96 
3 1 . 6 2
6 3 . 5 6 5 6 . 1 0
5 5 . 5 9
2 6 . 7 0  
3 6 . 70 1 9 . 9 21 2 . 1 1
3 5 . 7 5 5 7 . 5 1
5 7 . 0 8
6 2 . 5 0
3 9 . 8 6
6 6 . 5 9
6 0 . 5 7
6 6 . 3 0 5 5 . 1 5
5 3 . 9 6
3 1 . 1 0
2 6 . 5 3
8 7 . 2 3
2 0 . 5 1
1 8 . 2 3
7 6 . 0 1 5 5 . 0 9 1 6 . 5 1 8 6 . 5 1
7 7 . 9 0
7 9 . 3 0
9 0  82
9 ? 30 1 6 . 2 8 8 1 . 6 0
7 9 . 2 1
7 6 . 5 2
7 7 . 9 6 1 3 . 9 7 8 6 . 0 3
7 9 . 8  1 9 2 . 7 0
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APPENDIX V
CU ( a , a ) C U  PHASE SHIFTS A L
ENERGY PARTIAL WAVE
(M*V)
L -  0 L -  1 L -  2 L -  3 It “  4
6 . 6 0  
6 . 6  8 - 3 3 : 1 b
1 1 6 . 7 6
1 1 5 . 1 3
3 6 7 . 0 5
3 6 7 . 8 0
1 2 0 . 8 8
1 2 2 . 3 3
1 7 3 . 8 1
1 7 3 . 7 06 . 7 0  
6 .  7 ? :?W?
1 1 5 . 0 9
1 1 5 . 0 6  
1 1 5 . 1 3
1 1 6 . 0 6
3 6 7 . 9 8
3 6 8 . 1 7
1 2 2 . 7 9
1 2 3 . 0 6
1 7 3 . 6 7
1 7 3 . 6 6
6 . 7 6  
6 .  80
- 3 9 .  ?*> 
- 1 9 . 4 4
3 6 3 . 5 6
3 6 8 . 9 1
1 2 3 . 7 9
1 2 6 . 5 1
1 7 3 . 5 9
1 7 3 . 5 36 . 8 6
6 . 8 8 = 1 5 : 8 ?
1 1 8 . 6 0  
1 2 2 . 6 0
3 6 9 . 2 9
3 6 9 . 6 6
1 2 5 . 2 6
1 2 5 . 9 7
1 7 3 . 6 7
1 7 3 . 6 ?
6 . 9 0
6 . 9 ? = M 1 2 5 . 3 31 2 8 . 5 6 3 6 9 . 8 6  3 5 0 . 0 3 1 2 6 . 3 31 2 6 . 7 0 1 7 3 . 3 91 7 3 . 3 66 . 9 6  
6 .  96
- 6 0 . 0 9
- 6 0 . 1 9
1 3 1 . 9 8
1 3 5 . 5 9
3 5 0 . 2 ?
3 5 0 . 6 0
3 6 9 . 2 0
3 6 9 . 3 6
1 2 7 . 0 6
1 2 7 . 6 3
1 7 3 . 3 3  
1 7 3 . 3 1
6 . 9 8  
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APPENDIX V ( c o n t . )
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APPEND1X VI
C ircuit d iagram s for the ta rge t modulation apparatus described 
in Chapter 3 a re  included here  for com pleteness. At the tim e of w riting, 
m odifications to the sweep and rem ote control sections of the apparatus 
a re  in p ro g ress  to provide g re a te r  flexibility. On completion the rem ote 
control c ircu it shown will become obsolete.
The c ircu its  included below a re :
A .V I .l  Main 100 kV power supply (modified Brandenberg
MR100/2/2MA) schem atic .
A. VI. 2 Auto-m anual switching schem atic .
A, VI. 3 Auto sweep control w iring schem atic .
A . VI. 4 Remote control w iring sch em atic .
A .V I.5 L inear Gate schem atic .
A. VI. 6 G eneral layout, showing interconnections and 
earth ing arrangem ent to  allow beam  cu rren t 
in tegration .
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